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ABSTRACT

Graphene is a one-atom thick planar monolayer of sp 2 -bonded carbon atoms organized in
a hexagonal crystal lattice. A single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) can be thought of as a
graphene sheet rolled up into a seamless hollow cylinder with extremely high length-to-diameter
ratio. Their large surface area, and exceptional optical, mechanical and electronic properties make
these low-dimensional carbon materials ideal candidates for (opto-)electronic and sensing
applications. In this thesis I studied the charge transfer processes that occur at their interface, and
developed applications based on the discovered properties.

When light is incident on a semiconducting SWCNT, it can excite an electron from the
valence band to the conduction band, thereby creating a Coulombically bound electron-hole pair,
also known as an exciton. Excitons can decay via radiative or non-radiative recombination or by
colliding with other excitons. They can diffuse along the length of a SWCNT or hop from larger
band gap SWCNTs to smaller band gap SWCNTs, a process known as exciton energy transfer
(EET). We studied their behavior as a function of temperature in SWCNT fibers and showed that
at room temperature the rate constant for EET is more than two orders of magnitude larger than
that of each of the different recombination processes. This led us to construct a core-shell
SWCNT fiber, which consists of a core of smaller band gap SWCNTs, surrounded by a shell of
larger band gap SWCNTs, essentially forming what is known as a type I heterojunction. In
agreement with a model that describes exciton behavior in the SWCNT fibers, we found that
upon illumination all the energy (in the form of excitons) was quickly transferred from the shell
to the core, faster than the excitons would otherwise recombine. The SWCNT fiber proved to be
an efficient optical and energetic concentrator.

We showed that SWCNTs and poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) form a type II
heterojunction, which implies that excitons generated in the P3HT can easily dissociate into free
charge carriers at the interface with the SWCNTs. Despite this, the efficiency of a P3HT/SWCNT
bulk heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaic is subpar. We developed a P3HT/SWCNT planar
heterojunction (PHJ) and achieved efficiencies that were 30 times higher, which showed that the
formation of bundled aggregates in BHJs was the cause: metallic SWCNTs can quench the
excitons in an entire bundle.

Another interesting feature of our SWCNT/P3HT PHJ is that a maximum efficiency was
reached when -60 nm of P3HT was used, which is surprising since in a planar photovoltaic a
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maximum is expected for ~8.5 nm of P3HT, the value of the exciton diffusion length. A Kinetic
Monte Carlo simulation revealed that bulk exciton dissociation was responsible for the lower
efficiencies observed in devices with low P3HT thickness.

Next we created and studied a junction between SWCNTs and a monolayer of graphene,
an ideal one-dimensional/two-dimensional carbon interface. We used Raman spectroscopy to
probe the degree of charge transfer at the interface and based on a shift in the G peak position of
the graphene Raman signal at the junction deduced that a typical metallic (semiconducting)
SWCNT dopes the graphene with 1.12 x 1013 cm-2 (0.325 x 101 cm-2) electrons upon contact, in
agreement with the fact that the Fermi level of the SWCNTs is more shallow than that of the
graphene. A molecular dynamics simulation ruled out that the observed Raman peak shifts are
due to strain, although it did show that SWCNTs are being compressed radially by the graphene
sheet, resulting in a widening of their Raman peaks.

We studied charge transfer between diazonium molecules and graphene, to better inform
transistor and sensor design. The reaction rate depends on the degree of overlap between the filled
energy levels in graphene and the unoccupied ones in the diazonium molecule. We showed that
with increasing degree of functionalization the charge transfer characteristics of a graphene field
effect transistor (FET) alter in the following ways: the minimum conductivity decreases, the
Dirac point upshifts, the conductivity plateau at high carrier density decreases and the electron-
hole conduction asymmetry increases. We developed a theoretical model of charge transport in
graphene FETs that takes into account the effect of both short-range and long-range scatterers.
Fitting it to the charge-transport data reveals quantitative information about the number of
impurities in the substrate supporting the graphene, about the number of defects created as a
result of the reaction, and about the degree of electron-hole conduction asymmetry.

Graphene functionalization also affects the graphene Raman signal. After reaction, the D
to G intensity ratio to increases, which is a sign of covalent modification of the graphene lattice.
Additionally, the G peak and 2D peak positions increase while the 2D/G intensity ratio decreases,
which are signs of hole-doping.

Based on a Raman analysis, we were also able to show that the end group of the
diazonium salt can affect both the degree of chemisorption (covalent modification) as well as the
degree of physisorption (doping).

Finally, we studied the effects of charge transfer between graphene and biological cells
on the graphene Raman signal and designed a fundamentally new type of biosensor. Graphene
can be thought of as a continuous array of information units (sensor units). The Raman signal
collected in each unit can report on its local environment. In contrast to graphene FET biosensors,
the graphene Raman biosensor offers subcellular spatial resolution.

The graphene Raman signal was shown to display a strong dependence on pH.
Metabolically active cells acidify their local environment; therefore, pH is a proxy for cellular
metabolism. We placed both human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells that were genetically
engineered to produce mouse antibodies and control HEK cells that were not genetically modified
onto the graphene. Based on the change in the graphene Raman signal we deduced the former
have a metabolic rate that is four times higher than that of the control cells. Increased cellular
adhesion allows the cells to interact more closely with the graphene monolayer and intensifies the
observed Raman effects.

Thesis Supervisor: Michael S. Strano

Title: Professor of Chemical Engineering
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1. Introduction

Some of the work, text and figures presented in this chapter are reprinted or adapted with

permission from reference [1] (Copyright C 2011, American Institute of Chemical

Engineers (AIChE)).

1.1. Low dimensional materials

Low dimensional materials (LDMs) are a new class of materials, which have one

or more physical dimensions constrained to the nanometer scale. This constraint implies

that the electrons within them are confined to less than three dimensions, a property that

imparts such materials with new and unusual properties, as well as new opportunities for

novel engineering applications. The properties of low-dimensional materials are

substantially different from those of their bulk counterparts, and their understanding

requires the application of fundamental chemical engineering concepts. In studying such

materials, the central focus has been on understanding their physical and chemical

properties, and their potential technological applications. Examples of LDM include two

dimensional nanosheets (2D), one-dimensional nanowires, nanotubes and nanorods (1D),

and zero-dimensional quantum dots (OD), all of which showcase a whole new range of

properties when compared to their three-dimensional bulk equivalents, with the change in

properties arising from quantum confinement and/or surface and interfacial effects [2].

Quantum confinement effects appear when the confining dimension(s) is (are) on

the order of the wavelength of the electron wave function. This implies that when
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electrons or holes (the absence of electrons) are moving, their mean free path is larger

than the dimension of the quantum structure, which typically happens at the nanoscale. In

general, solids have a defined spectrum of allowable electronic states, called the

electronic density of states (DOS). The nanoscale confinement in LDMs brings about a

transition from a continuous to a discontinuous DOS which results in a whole new set of

physical, optical and chemical properties. For example, as a result of quantum

confinement the electronic band gap of OD and 1D semiconductors becomes size

dependent, leading to their use in many interesting photo-electronic applications, such as

solar cells, light emitting diodes (LED) and diode lasers [3-6]. Electrical conductivity is

typically expected to be lower for LDMs than for their bulk equivalents due to scattering

from e.g. wire boundaries, edge effects, and quantization of conductivity [7].

As dimensions of electronics keep getting smaller though, it is likely to encounter

ballistic transport of electrons, meaning there is negligible resistivity in the medium due

to scattering. It can be observed when the mean free path of the electron is much bigger

than the dimensions of the medium it travels through. This phenomenon occurs at the

nanoscale and is thus more likely to be observed in LDMs than in their bulk equivalents.

InAs nanowires with a diameter of 50nm have shown ballistic transport over a length

scale of about 200nm at room temperature [8]. However, it is generally hard to observe

ballistic conduction in nanowires at room temperature due to edge effects: the dangling

bonds present defects and act as scattering sites for the electrons.

Thermal energy is another area where LDMs have unique properties. It is stored

and transmitted in nanostructures using electrons and particularly phonons - quantized

units of solid lattice vibration. Like electrons, phonons have allowable energy levels in
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the solid and a density of phonon states. Quantum confinement generally lowers the

values of thermal properties such as thermal conductivity, but can increase the specific

heat of LDMs compared to their bulk counter-parts, due to increased boundary scattering

and quantization of the phonon DOS. For example, Si nanowires compared to bulk Si

have a reduced thermal conductivity Z due to quantification of the DOS, a development

important for thermoelectric applications [9]. Nanowires are also great candidates for

temperature sensors, as their conductance increases with increasing temperatures [10].

Other shape, surface and interfacial effects characteristic of LDMs are very

beneficial. A large surface-to-volume ratio is a big advantage that can be exploited for

example in excitonic solar cells, where it's important to have large interfacial contact area

between the p-type and the n-type material. Other examples are size-, shape- and or facet-

controlled catalytic nanoparticles: their high surface-to-volume ratios, inherent energy of

exposed atoms and surface-specific binding can lead to a high reactivity and selectivity

[11].

Carbon LDMs

In my thesis I have focused on carbon as a unique precursor for low dimensional

materials. Graphene is a one-atom thick planar monolayer of sp2-bonded carbon atoms

organized in a hexagonal crystal lattice (Fig. 1.1). It can be thought of as the building

block for carbon materials of all other dimensionalities (Fig. 1.1). 3D graphite for

example is essentially composed of stacked sheets of 2D graphene with weak interplane

bonding; the distance between the sheets is 0.34 nm [12]. It was shown that the electronic

structure of stacked graphene already approaches that of graphite at 10 layers [13]. This
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trend can also be observed by monitoring the DOS of graphene, bilayer graphene, trilayer

graphene and graphite, schematically drawn in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1 also illustrates that

graphene can be wrapped to form a OD bucky ball with a completely discrete DOS or

rolled up to form a 1D single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) with discontinuous

spikes in its DOS, known as Van Hove singularities (Fig. 1.1). Graphene and SWCNTs

have unique and remarkable mechanical, electrical and optical properties.

Monolayer graphene

Bilayer graphene

Energy

Energy

ilayer graphene

SWNT Graphite

Energy

Energy Inergy tnergy

Figure 1.1. Carbon low dimensional materials. 2D Graphene (top panel) can be thought
of as the building block of carbon materials of all other dimensionalities: OD buckyballs,
1D carbon nanotubes and 3D graphite. Reprinted in part with permission [14]. A
qualitative Density Of States (DOS) of each material is included.

Graphene
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Graphene has been studied theoretically for more than sixty years [15,16], but was

never believed to exist in reality since all two-dimensional crystal structures were

considered to be thermodynamically unstable [17,18]. Interest in graphene has exploded

since the discovery of free-standing graphene and the demonstration that quasiparticles in

graphene are massless Dirac fermions [14,19]. Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov

were awarded the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics for this work.

Graphene can be mechanically exfoliated from highly ordered pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG), synthesized on metal catalyst substrates via chemical vapor deposition, grown

epitaxially on silicon carbide, or obtained via the reduction of graphene oxide [20].

The valence and conduction band of graphene touch at 6 corners of the two-

dimensional hexagonal Brillouin zone, making it a semimetal. The energy-momentum

(E-k) dispersion relationship is linear for low energies near these 6 corners (see DOS of

graphene in inset Figure 1.1). The electron mobility (which represents how fast an

electron can propagate through a materials when pulled by an electric field) of graphene

can reach up to 25000 cm2/(V.s) for graphene supported on SiO2 (with carrier density n =

5x10 2 cm- 2), and can reach values up to 230000 cm 2/(V.s) for suspended graphene (with

carrier density n = 2x10" cm-2) [21]. This can be put in perspective by realizing the

electron mobility of p-doped silicon (phosphorus density =101 cm-3) is ~1400 cm 2/(V.s).

Note that because graphene is a semimetal, it can be reduced to nanoscale dimensions

without becoming an insulator, as is the case for many doped semiconductors.

Graphene is optically transparent (just 2.3% of white light is absorbed [22]). It is

both flexible and strong; it has a breaking strength of 42 N/m, a Young's modulus of 1

TPa [23]. It has a specific surface area of 2630 m2/g. Suspended graphene has a room
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temperature thermal conductivity of -5000W/(m.K) [24]; this is quite remarkable, as it is

2.5 times higher than the room-temperature thermal conductivity of graphite (its bulk

equivalent).

SWCNT

SWCNTs are synthesized via arc discharge [25], laser ablation [26], high-pressure

carbon monoxide disproportionation [27], and chemical vapor deposition [28]. Length to

diameter ratios of 132000000:1 have been achieved (length 18.5cm, diameter 1.4nm) [29].

Conceptually, a SWCNT can be thought of as a rolled up sheet of graphene. The vector

along which the graphene sheet is rolled up (called chiral vector C) and the tube diameter

(nanometer-scale) determine the exact form of the DOS of the resulting SWCNT,

whether it is metallic, semi-metallic or semiconducting, and the size of its band gap. The

chiral vector C can be written as C = n a, + m a2, where a, and a2 are the graphene lattice

vectors (Fig. 1.2.). The pair (n,m) is called the chiral index or the SWCNT chirality.

C na1+ 2

a1

a2

Figure 1.2. SWCNT physical structure. a1 and a2 are graphene's basic lattice vectors. A
SWCNT can be thought of as rolled of graphene sheet along the chiral vector C. This
determines the physical and electronic structure of the resulting SWCNT.

The chirality of the SWCNT thus uniquely defines its electronic density of states.

The occurrence of the Van Hove singularities in the SWCNTs electronic DOS (inset Fig.
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1.1), as well as the presence of a band gap for semiconducting (sc-) SWCNTs is the

reason for sc-SWCNT near-infrared (nIR) fluorescence [30], which is stable and without

photobleaching [31].

It is important to note that SWCNTs differ from nanowires in the sense that they

are flexible, seamless hollow cylinders, whereas nanowires are solid cylinders, often with

a larger diameter with many dangling bonds on their surface.

Room temperature electron mobilities of up to 79000 cm2/(V.s) have been

achieved for sc-SWCNTs [32] and metallic (in-) SWCNTs have a reported current

density of 4 x 109 A/cm 2, roughly 1000 times higher than that in copper [33]. The

absence of dangling bonds on their surface also results in greatly enhanced electric

ballistic transport in SWCNTs compared to nanowires: ballistic length scales of up to

0.5mm have been measured in SWCNTs at room temperature [34], making them ideal

candidates for nano-electronic applications such as field-effect transistors [35].

Like graphene, SWCNTs have a flexibility and transparency (SWCNT-films have

a reported optical transparency of >80% [36]) implying they can be used as thin

transparent flexible conductive electrodes [37-39].

SWCNTs have tensile strength of ~100 GPa [40], a Young's modulus of up ~ 2

TPa [41]and due to their low density (2.lg/cm3) this amounts to an impressive specific

strength of 47619 kNm/kg, compared to 154 kNm/kg for high-carbon steel.

Unlike most LDMs carbon nanotubes exhibit a larger value of the room-

temperature thermal conductivity X (3000-35000 W/mK [24]) in comparison to that of

their already very conductive bulk equivalent graphite, since the inter-layer interactions

in graphite quench the conductivity by nearly an order of magnitude [42].
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1.2. Exciton engineering: the next frontier of chemical reaction

engineering [1]

Excitons are electron-hole quasiparticles that are central to the operation of most

photovoltaics and certainly many photocatalytic processes [43]. They form when an

electromagnetic wave interacts with many types of matter; in my work specifically, I'm

interested in excitons formed in semiconductors. A photon with an energy greater than

the semiconductor's band gap can be absorbed by it. In this process, the photon excites an

electron from the valence band to the conduction band, leaving behind a positively-

charged hole (the absence of an electron) in the valence band. The electron and hole are

bound together by a Coulombic force, creating a localized neutral particle, the exciton.

The separation of excitons into electrons and holes is the source of usable electrical

energy in a polymer heterojunction photovoltaic cell for example, or a dye sensitized

solar cell. The diffusion of excitons to an engineered interface that can subsequently split

them into electrons and holes remains a central challenge in many polymer and nano-

composite photovoltaic cells.

But while one may find many chemical engineers making significant

contributions to the materials for solar energy systems, quite curiously, one notices little

conceptual usage of the exciton in the work of a chemical engineer. This is unusual,

because unlike electrons or holes moving throughout a photovoltaic device, excitons are

largely neutral. We relegate the former particles to the electrical engineers and physicists

for description, since an explicit accounting of charge is central to their modeling. The

exciton, however, can be described using the same population balances, mass transfer and

chemical kinetics approaches that chemical engineers know well and practice extensively.
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In materials with a low dielectric constant (e.g. t-conjugated polymers) or

materials with constrained physical dimensions the Coulomb interaction between the

electron and the hole may be significantly strong, and this leads to relatively small

excitons, on the order as the size of a unit cell, with a typical binding energy of 0.1 to 1

eV. This type of exciton is called a Frenkel exciton and is relevant in organic

photovoltaics and nanomaterials [44]. A good conceptual model for the Frenkel exciton is

a hydrogen atom with a positively charged electron vacancy (i.e. a hole) as the nucleus

and an orbiting electron (Fig. 1.3a and 1.3b), although the latter is roughly an order of

magnitude smaller (diameter = 1.1 A) and an order of magnitude more tightly bound

(binding energy = 13.6eV). Because a Frenkel exciton is small enough, it can be treated

as a delocalized particle: it has a diffusivity as it 'hops' from lattice site to lattice site (Fig.

1.3c), and can "react" to yield electrons and holes as important products. Excitons also

"react" in the bulk in many first and second order reaction pathways. They can

radiatively recombine, producing a photon. Many optically active nanostructures and

polymeric materials will fluoresce and this process can be considered to have first order

kinetics. Excitons can non-radiatively recombine to produce lattice vibrations or phonons

in a similar but distinct first order process. Auger recombination, also referred to as

exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA) involves second order and higher kinetics since it

involves two excitons: upon collision, one exciton is annihilated whereas the other is

briefly excited to a higher energy level by the energy released in the collision, after which

it decays back to first excited state. These reaction pathways are schematically presented

in Fig. 1.3d-f.
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Figure 1.3. Exciton engineering. (a) Schematic representation of a hydrogen atom: one
electron orbiting one proton, bound together by Coulomb interactions. (b) Frenkel
exciton in a lattice: one electron was promoted from the valence band to the conduction
band leaving behind a localized positively-charged hole. Coulomb interactions are
relatively strong in low-dielectric materials. However, the binding energy is smaller and
the particle size is larger than that of a hydrogen atom due to dielectric screening. (c)
Exciton energy transfer, which can be thought of as a form of diffusion. (d) Radiative
recombination of an exciton, giving rise to photoluminescence. (e) Defect-mediated non-
radiative decay giving rise to a phonon. (f) Exciton-exciton annihilation where upon the
collision of two excitons one is annihilated whereas the other used the energy from the
collision to be promoted to a higher energy level.

There are two ways in which engineers can simulate the behavior of excitons as

conserved particles: via deterministic and stochastic models.

A deterministic reaction-diffusion model for a system where an electromagnetic

source is incident onto a film of an excitonic material can be represented by the following

partial differential equation (PDE):

aN (y' ) t ) 2 (D.-N (y, t)) N (y, t)
at ay 2

where N represents the population of excitons in the film, which is a function of time t

and depth y in the film. The one-dimensionality implied by equation (1.1) is typical for

symmetric domains. The term G(yt) represents the bulk generation rate of excitons as in

the case of a continuous light source (e.g. the sun for solar cell applications). This term

can be absent and replaced by an initial condition if the film is excited at time t--O with a

short laser pulse in a pump-probe experiment for example. The diffusion coefficient D is

defined conventionally for excitons in the domain. Diffusion has been reported to be

thermally activated with reported values of 40 to 60 meV (i.e. 0.92 to 1.38 kcal/mol) for

the activation barrier in ic-conjugated polymer films [45,46]. The third term on the right

hand side of eq. (1.1) lumps all excitonic decay channels and is characterized by the
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exciton lifetime t in the material. For t-conjugated polymers the exciton lifetime is

typically on the order of 100ps [47]. This lifetime is dominated by non-radiative decay

(the radiative exciton lifetime is only on the order of ~1ns) [46]. The excitonic decay

shows Arrhenius decay with activation energies reported from 15 to 120meV (i.e. 0.35 to

2.77 kcal/mol) [44,45,48-50]. Depending on the boundary conditions (e.g. quenching of

excitons at interfaces with other materials) the solution to eq. (1.1) will be of a different

form.

We can define a diffusion length LD for the excitons in the film:

L= (1.2).

This value represents the average distance an exciton can 'travel' in the material within

its lifetime t and is typically measured in different materials and at different temperatures

by monitoring the decay of photoluminescence (PL) after excitation at t=Os using time-

resolved spectroscopy.

Another typical chemical engineering parameter that is amenable to the system of

reacting and diffusing excitons is the Thiele Modulus, which can be compared across

several materials and systems. This parameter arises from the nondimensionalization of

eq. (1.1) and considers the length scale of the domain L, in which the exciton is free to

diffuse. This can be the thickness of the polymer film, a polymer domain in which the

exciton resides, or the length of a nanotube along which the exciton migrates in ID. The

Thiele modulus $ of excitons can be defined as the square root of the ratio of the reaction

rate to the diffusion rate:
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0 kL L_D _ (1.3).
F D = TD

As an example I calculated the Thiele modulus as a function of temperature for a system

described in literature. Mikhnenko et al. extracted the exciton lifetime t in a thin film

(13nm) of MDMO-PPV ((poly[2-methyl-5-(3 ',7'-dimethyloctyloxy)-p-

phenylenevinylene]) at different temperatures by performing PL decay experiments as

described above [51]. By solving eq. (1.1) they obtain a value of the diffusion coefficient.

This diffusion coefficient is related to the exciton diffusion length via eq. (1.2). Table 1.1

shows the main parameters as a function of temperature. In the last column I calculated

the Thiele modulus. It is clear that as the temperature increases the Thiele modulus

becomes smaller and the system evolves from diffusion-controlled toward reaction-

controlled, although the modulus remains of order 1.

Diffusion Exciton
Temperature T Lifetime t Coefficient D Diffusion Thiele
(K) (ns) (104cm2/s) Length LD modulus #

(nm)
4 0.60 1.4 2.9 4.5
50 0.62 1.5 3.05 4.3
100 0.59 1.6 3.1 4.2
150 0.65 1.6 3.24 4.0
200 0.63 2.0 3.55 3.7
250 0.69 2.3 4.0 3.3
293 0.63 3.2 4.5 2.9

Table 1.1. Calculation of the Thiele modulus for a 13 nm thin film of MDMO-PPV. The
MDMO-PPV is spun from solution on top of a cross-linked fullerene layer, called
poly(F2D) that serves as the exciton quenching wall. In order to measure the PL decay,
samples were excited by a 100fs pulsed Kerr mode locked Ti-sapphire laser, frequency
doubled at about 400nm [51].

In reality, reaction and diffusion of excitons happen on a molecular level and are
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stochastic in nature. Therefore, excitonic systems can often be represented by a Kinetic

Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation, where the probability of an event occurring is calculated

within a certain time span. Stochastic models are usually adopted when there is a small

number N of excitons in the system and fluctuation is unavoidable. In the limit of large

values of N, the average result of the stochastic simulation will converge to the

deterministic result.

In these Monte Carlo simulations excitons are generated at the different lattice

sites at rates determined by the incident light intensity and spectrum as well as by the

optical properties of the excitonic material itself. Once an exciton is generated, the

simulation tracks its path. Each different event described above (radiative combination,

non-radiative recombination or diffusion) can be characterized by a waiting time t, that

depends on its actual rate constant k:

1
T1 =--ln(X) (1.4),

k

where X represents a random number in the interval [0,1]. For each exciton generated, the

waiting time for all different events is calculated and the event with the smallest waiting

time is selected to occur.

Although the migration of excitons in solids and nanoparticles is often described

by Fickian diffusion in the deterministic approach, formally, an exciton "hops" to another

point in space because the local oscillation of its electric field creates a new exciton at

some other point in the matrix. This exchange, called exciton energy transfer (EET, Fig.

1.3c), is stochastic in nature, and hence is easily amenable to description by Kinetic

Monte Carlo simulation. The transfer is biased towards portions of the material that have
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decreased energy states. Typically a hopping rate k# constant is defined:

if E,-EJ >0

k =kof -AE(1.5),
Y iexpK i j if E, -E 0

where ko is the attempt-to-escape frequency, E and E; are the energies of site i and sitej,

respectively, JEU is their difference, ry is the distance between the sites involved, kB is the

Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Hopping is considered within the intrinsic

density of states of the excitonic material. The functional form of f(ry) depends on the

system under consideration. For bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells for example, the

hopping of excitons can be described by F6rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) [52].

In this case f(ry) takes the following form

\6

r r
f 1+ 6

( (1.6),

where a is the Fdrster radius, defined as the value of the distance at which the hopping

rate is equal to the decay rate (the energy transfer efficiency is 50%). This value depends

on the overlap between the emission spectrum of the donor material and the absorption

spectrum of the acceptor material. A donor chromophore, initially in its electronic excited

state, can transfer energy to an acceptor chromophore (in proximity, typically less than 1

nm) through nonradiative dipole-dipole coupling. This expression is valid in bulk

heterojunctions where the donor and the acceptor molecules are blended on a nanometer

length scale. However in a planar heterojunction the donor and acceptor molecules are

typically separated by much larger distances and the hopping trajectory of excitons
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between different sites of one material is better described by a random walk. In this case,

f(ru) is best described with a Miller-Abrahams expression [53]:

f(r; =exp -2x (1.7),

where a is the localization length of excitons in the excitonic material.

The macroscopically defined diffusion coefficient D can also be related to what happens

at the molecular level:

D =(1.8).
2dt

In this equation (r2)represents the mean-square displacement of the exciton during the

time-interval t, two parameters which can easily be predicted by the Kinetic Monte Carlo

simulation. Note that d represents the dimensionality of the system (d= 1,2 or 3).

There are many reaction engineering applications of exciton transport and

reaction, and these concepts have driven and guided key aspects of the work by the

authors, as is demonstrated in my work.
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2. Study and manipulation of SWCNT-SWCNT interactions

Some of the work, text and figures presented in this chapter are reprinted or adapted with

permission from reference [I] (Copyright C 2010, Nature Publishing Group).

2.1. Background and motivation

There has been renewed interest in developing photonic materials for optical

concentration [2,3] and photon collection [4,5] for applications such as higher efficiency

photovoltaic cells [6] and infrared photo emitters/photodetectors [7]. One dimensional

(ID) materials, such as inorganic nanowires [4] and carbon nanotubes [8-14] are

promising candidates for this due to their aligned axial transition dipoles [8-10], large

absorption cross sections and high quantum efficiencies [11-13]. In the case of single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), photonic applications have been hampered by an

inability to separate and sort them as optically distinct species [10,15-17]. Recent

advances in our laboratory [16] and elsewhere [17] have enabled this separation on

preparative scales. While the photophysics of isolated, single carbon nanotubes and

heterogeneous aggregates have been extensively studied [8-14], these new separation

methods allow us to construct optically homogenous materials of dimensions much larger

than typical excitation wavelengths of interest, enabling new photonic structures.

Optical properties of SWCNT bundles have been studied abundantly using

Rayleigh and Raman scattering [8-10] and photoluminescence (PL) excitation (PLE) and

absorption spectroscopy [11-14]. Each type of SWCNT (classified by its (n,m) chirality)
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has a unique electronic band structure. An example is shown in Figure 2. La for a

semiconducting SWCNT, characterized by the typical Van Hove Singularities and a band

gap. Eii represents the optical transition energy between the ith valence (vi) and conduction

(ci) band. In nanotube fluorescence, light absorption at E22 excites an electron from v2 to

c2 , forming an exciton. The exciton then non-radiatively decays to the first excited state

(vi, ci) and finally recombines radiatively giving rise to fluorescent emission at En,

usually in the near-infrared (NIR). The exciton lifetime is about 100 ns [18].
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Figure 2.1. SWCNT photophysics. (a) Schematic electronic density of states of a sc-
SWCNT. Solid arrows denote optical excitation and emission transitions; dashed lines
denote non-radiative relaxation paths for electrons (in the conduction bands, denoted by
ci) and holes (in the valence bands, denoted by vi) Adapted with permission from
reference [19]. (b) Excitation-emission profile: contour plot of fluorescence intensities
for a solution of HiPco SWCNTs as a function of the excitation wavelength
(corresponding to E22) and the resulting emission wavelength (corresponding to Ell).
Adapted with permission from [20] (@IOP Publishing Ltd and Deutsche Physikalische
Gesellschaft. Published under a CC BY-NC-SA license).

As a result of the unique SWCNT band structure one can assemble an excitation-

emission profile (EEP) where upon broad range excitation of a sample containing various
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chiral SWCNT types the resulting fluorescence is recorded. Each type of chirality

SWCNT is characterized by a unique (El, E22) pair and thus causes a single fluorescence

peak in the EEP. Combining these fluorimetric results with resonance Raman data allows

each peak to be assigned to a specific SWCNT chirality. An example of an EEP is shown

in Figure 2.1b.

Diameter- and distance-dependent exciton energy transfer (EET) (also referred to

as F6rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) [21]) from larger band gap semiconducting

SWCNT to smaller band gap ones within bundles in solution has been illustrated [11-14].

Recently, Lefebvre et al. have elegantly examined EET within a single pair of SWCNTs,

highlighting the potential for such species to form more complex solid state antenna

structures, and concentrators [14]. The systems described in this Chapter create such

structures for the first time. Time-resolved spectroscopy of SWCNT bundles reveals

extremely rapid excited-state relaxation (1 picosecond) compared to isolated SWCNTs

[22]. This behavior has been attributed to energy transfer from the semiconducting to the

metallic SWCNTs within each bundle [23], followed by rapid non-radiative carrier

cooling in the metallic nanotubes [24]. SWCNT bundles have also found applications in

the solar energy field; they can, for example, be used to replace the transparent electrode

in organic solar cells [6]. However, none of these applications to date has considered

optically homogeneous SWCNT bundles, which have only recently become available in

preparative quantities [16] [17] for photonic applications.

The improvement of photonic devices by increases in quantum efficiency as well

as power conversion efficiency has been an important research focus for many decades.

For example, EET between shorter- and longer-wavelength dyes was utilized to develop
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tandem organic solar concentrators with high efficiency [2]. Micro-concentrator

photovoltaics using soft-lithographically molded replicas of commercially available lens

arrays were demonstrated to increase total output power [3]. In the field of nano-optics,

engineering of the nanostructure plays a critical role in the control of propagating light in

photonic applications such as optical antennae structures [4,5,7].

In this work, (6,5) semiconducting sc-SWCNTs were isolated and

dielectrophoretically spun into largely homogeneous solid filaments. A small residual

amount of (7,6) SWCNT leads to a surprisingly large amount of EET in the (6,5)-

enriched fiber. We also find that the photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield of these

fibers unexpectedly decay sharply as they are heated to only 357 K with recovery upon

cooling them back to room temperature. This behavior is attributed to Auger

recombination. We then construct core-shell structures where the SWCNT composition

determines the absorption bandwidth and where EET is controlled through gradients in

the optical band gap of the different SWCNT making up the shell and the core. These

structures form antennae that funnel excitons to their core and emit in the nIR regime,

creating unique photonic devices, and optical concentrators.

2.2. Experimental Methods and Materials

2.2.1. Preparation of the SWCNT solution

In order to obtain a solution of electronically homogeneous, semiconducting

(6,5)-enriched SWCNTs, density gradient centrifugation was used [16,25], originally

developed by Arnold et al. [17]. We started from a HiPco SWCNT mixture (HPR162.3,
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Rice University) and added either sodium cholate (SC) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)

(SC:SDS = 4:1 by weight ratio) or 2 wt% SC alone to suspend the hydrophobic

SWCNTs. A density gradient was established using a non-ionic medium, iodixanol

(OptiPrep, 60 w/v% iodixanol, Sigma-Aldrich). Three different concentrations for the

initial gradient were tested (20, 22.5, and 25 w/v% with a volume of 6 ml), as shown in

Figure 2.2a. Upon centrifugation SWCNTs will sediment at the isopycnic point that

matches its chirality (where their density matches that of the gradient).
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Figure 2.2. SWCNT separation via density ultracentrifugation. (a), Density measurement
of the SWCNT separated along the centrifuge tubes. The concentration of the initial
gradient was adjusted to be 20, 22.5, and 25 w/v% with a volume of 6 ml. (b), (Left panel)
UV-vis-nIR absorption spectra of the SWCNT before and after separation, where a
vertical green line positions at the (6,5) E,1 wavelength. (Right panel) Among these
conditions, 20 w/v% of density gradient showed the highest resolution for sorting
predominant (6,5) SWCNT (the most left centrifuge tube). Pink and yellow arrows
indicate (6,5) and other tubes, respectively.

Among these conditions, the 20 w/v% of density gradient showed the highest resolution

for sorting predominant large band gap (6,5) chirality SWCNT (Fig. 2.2a-b). The

metallic (in-) SWCNT fraction is unwanted since it has been shown that in nanotube

bundles energy is rapidly transferred to m-SWCNTs followed by rapid nonradiative

carrier cooling in the m-SWCNTs [23] [24]. Therefore, after the separation of the (6,5)

sc-SWCNTs, 4-nitrobenzene diazonium tetrafluoroborate (4-NBD) was added to the

remaining solution to selectively react with m-SWCNTs. They were then removed with a

density-induced separation technique, leaving a solution of pure sc-SWCNTs with

smaller band gaps (larger diameters) compared to the (6,5) fraction. This process is

similar to what has been reported in literature [16,17,25,26].

2.2.2. Preparation of the SWCNT fibers

Electronically homogenous fibers of diameters up to 4 pm were created using a

mechanically automated dielectrophoresis (DEP) drawing apparatus (Fig. 2.3a). The DEP

process is a simple and well-known route to manipulate, align, and assemble one-

dimensional nanostructures using an alternating current (AC) electric field [27,28]. In

short, an object in solution in which an AC external electric field induces a dipole,

experiences a force proportional to the field intensity gradient. In a non-uniform field, the
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electric field will be stronger on one side of the object and weaker on the other side of the

object. Therefore, there will be a net force on the object. This is the DEP force, which is

the driving force for the object to move along. The DEP technique assembles an aligned

fiber of a controlled length and diameter from the previously purified and separated (6,5)

SWCNT solution (with 2% sodium cholate surfactant) on top of a chemically pre-etched,

microscopically sharpened tungsten (W) tip (Fig. 2.3b).

_ CL
Syringe pump

W-tip SCN ie
Meniscus S Tfe

SWCNT Soln.

Metal block

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3. Dielectrophoretic assembly of SWCNT fibers. (a) Schematic of the
dielectrophoretic drawing apparatus. (b) Digital micrograph of tungsten tip pulling
SWCNT fiber from the purified (6,5) solution.

2.3. Results and discussion

2.3.1. Optical properties of a (6,5) enriched SWCNT solid-state fiber

Figure 2.4a is an optical micrograph of a typical (6,5) enriched SWCNT fiber,

which shows bright photoluminescence (PL) upon excitation (at 658 nm and mW). The

PL is imaged with a nIR InGaAs array with 1 sec exposure. Both an absorption spectrum
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(Fig. 2.4b) and a EEP (Fig. 2.4c) performed directly on the fiber confirm that it contains

mostly (6,5) SWCNT (-99 mol%) with minority compositions of (7,6) SWCNT (~1%).
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Figure 2.4. Optical properties of a (6,5)-enriched SWCNT fiber. (a) Upper panel: An
optical image of a SWCNT fiber supported on a tungsten tip; lower panel: a
corresponding two dimensional (2D) nIR InGaAs PL image (with 658 nm wavelength
excitation, 1 mW), showing a bright PL from the very end of the fiber in a solid-state,
confirming a high degree of semiconductor purity. Note that the emission at the upper-
right corner is due to a halogen lamp source. (b) UV-vis-nIR absorption spectrum of the
(6,5) enriched SWCNT solution and of the smaller band gap SWCNT solution (c) A
corresponding excitation-emission profile demonstrating EET from the majority fraction
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of larger band gap (6,5) SWCNTs to the minority fraction of smaller band gap (7,6)
SWCNTs. (d) The PL spectra of both as-separated solution and a solid-state fiber taken at
570 nm wavelength monochromatic light excitation, corresponding to the E22 transition
of individual (6,5) SWCNT in an aqueous solution. Note that the peak of the fiber (solid
red line, ~1008 nm) is red-shifted (by about 30 meV) from that of individual SWCNT in
an aqueous solution (solid blue line, ~984 nm).

Evidence for EET (or FRET) is found in the EEP (Fig. 2.4c). Besides the (Ell,

E22 ) peaks of the (6,5) and the (7,6) SWCNTs there is a third peak (with the highest

intensity of all) that corresponds to the E2 2 excitation of (6,5) SWCNTs but the El

emission of (7,6) SWCNTs indicating that upon excitation of the fiber (containing 99%

(6,5) SWCNTs), energy is transferred via EET to the smaller band gap (7,6) SWCNTs in

the fiber, where the excitons recombine radiatively, giving rise to PL corresponding to

the Ell band gap of the (7,6) SWCNTs.

Fiber formation is known to perturb the electronic and exciton transport properties

for SWCNT through inter-tube coupling [15,18,29]. The (6,5) SWCNT have an emission

maximum that is 30 meV red-shifted from its value of 1.26 eV in the starting solution,

shown in Figure 2.4d. The result for this fiber containing 3.3 x 107 SWCNTs is consistent

with that of Wang et al. [18], who utilized Rayleigh scattering spectroscopy to measure

ElI red-shifts in the range of tens of meV upon bundling. This energy shift in the fiber

states is understood to be a result of mutual dielectric screening of the excitons by

neighboring SWCNTs. In summary, our fibers are analogous to several recently

investigated bundled systems, including SWCNT dimers [14] and surface grown bundles

[13] with the key exception that they contain 107 times as many SWCNTs, in structures

that are larger than the wavelength of the absorbing light.
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2.3.2. Temperature-dependent photophysics of a (6,5) enriched SWCNT solid-state

fiber

We study the temperature-dependence of the fiber photophysics. Figure 2.5a-b

show typical nIR EEPs of a fiber (inset, Fig. 2.5a) taken at temperatures of 298 K and

347 K, respectively. Peaks are assigned to the PL of the (6,5) and (7,6) SWCNTs. The

fiber was suspended under a blanket of ultra-high purity nitrogen (>99.999%) (3 L/min)

and its temperature was controlled (between 298 K to 357 K) using a thermal isolation

microscope stage (Linkam Co.). Although the fiber is irradiated with a 570 nm light

source (the wavelength corresponding to the E22 of (6,5) SWCNTs) and contains only

~1% (7,6) SWCNTs, the resulting PL from the latter is most significant. In fact, a

calculation of the quantum yield (defined as the ratio of photons emitted to photons

absorbed), shows that it is about two orders of magnitude larger for the (7,6) SWCNT

than for the (6,5) SWCNT (Fig. 2.5c). This effect is due to the EET between the two

types of SWCNTs, as described above. Another interesting phenomenon is the evolution

of the spectral intensity with temperature: the PL intensity data (Fig. 2.5d) show a

decrease in PL of both the (6,5) and (7,6) SWCNTs with increasing temperature. The

decrease becomes more significant at higher temperatures. The quantum yield of the

whole fiber itself, shown in Figure 2.5e, indicates a similar decay.

A theoretical deterministic model is developed to provide a plausible explanation

for this trend. Taking into account the different pathways for exciton generation and

decay the following system of ordinary differential equations (ODE's) is set up:

6 ,5 ) = G(65) -kEFTN (6 5)- krN(6 5) -dkN1(6,5) -a( 6 ,) (Nk (6,)- 1) + k2-1N 2 (6 ,5 ) (2.1),
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Figure 2.5. EEP and reversible PL change as a function of temperature. (a),(b), Typical
nIR (970-1280 nm) EEPs of a fiber (inset of Fig. 2.5a) taken at temperatures of 298 K and
357 K, respectively. (c) Quantum yield of both types of SWCNTs present in the fiber vs.
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temperature (the quantum yield is defined as the ratio of photons emitted to photons
absorbed). Inset shows the quantum yield of the (6,5) tube on a different scale. (d) Plots of
the PL intensities of both (6,5) and (7,6) emission vs. temperature (both experimental data
and model fit). (e) A plot of the quantum yield of the fiber (both experimental data and its
fit) vs. temperature, demonstrating a monotonic decrease with increasing temperature. The
exciton-exciton annihilation constant ka is largely responsible for the strong decrease in
the quantum yield with temperature. (f) A plot showing the temperature-dependence of all
of the first and second order rate constants in the system, calculated from theory (kr,(6,5),

kr,(7,6)) or from numerical simulations based on the model developed (kEET, kd, ka). Inset
shows the dependence of the activation barrier of both kd and ka on temperature.

d 6 5) 1 (N 1)- k2-1N2(6,5) (2.2),

d 7 6 ) = G(7 ,6 ) + kEE TN( 6 5)- krNI(7,6) -kN( 7,6) -kAl(7 6 ) (Nl( 7,6) -- 1)+k2 1N 2 (7 ,6 ) (2.3),

dNT( 6  1d2(7,6) kaN( 7 6 )(N( 7 6 ) - )-k 2 - 1N 2 (7,6 ) (2.4).
dt 2

In this scheme, N denotes the total amount of excitons in the system, with

subscript 1 (2) referring to excitons where the energy-difference between the electron and

the hole equals to E 1 (E22), and subscript (6,5) or (7,6) denotes the chirality of the

nanotubes. Here, G is the exciton generation rate calculated based on the extinction

coefficient of the fiber (estimated using Beer's law (taking into account scattering) to be

5.07 x 105 m -), the incident power density of the light (4.1 pW), the spot size of the

incident light (1.69 x 10-1 M2 ), and the illuminated area of the fiber (1.11 x 10-12 M2 ). For

the (6,5) SWCNTs, this leads to an estimated exciton generation rate G(6,5 ) of 6.47 x 1012

excitons/s. The amount of excitons generated on the (7,6) tubes is considerably smaller

(6.53 x 1010 excitons/s). As discussed earlier, in bundles, excitons on 'donor' (6,5)

nanotubes can transfer to 'acceptor' (7,6) nanotubes via EET [11-14], and this is

represented by a first-order reaction with rate constant kEET. Excitons can decay through
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radiative relaxation, resulting in the formation of photons detected as photoluminescence.

It is expected that kEET is several orders greater than the radiative rate constant k, [11,18].

The temperature-dependent reaction rate constant kr for this first order reaction is

governed by a simple interpolation formula, as proposed by Perebeinos et al. [30]:

1 T (T -T~
-=, = rTnx - exp " (2.5),

where rmin , Ti , and T are the minimum radiative lifetime, its corresponding

temperature, and the environmental temperature, respectively. Both rmin and Ts show a

diameter-dependence:

rn ~ro + ad (2.6),

Tmmn ~9 (2.7),
d

where both a and # are the proportionality factors in the correlation, and d is the tube-

diameter. The best-fit values for the three parameters are: ro = 12 ns, a = 24 ns/nm, #=

272 K nm [30]. As shown in Figure 2.5f the temperature-dependence of kr is rather weak

in the temperature range considered in this experiment. For both types of SWCNTs kr is

of the order of magnitude of 107 per second. The excited excitons can also recombine

non-radiatively (thus giving rise to lattice vibrations), mediated by defects along the

nanotubes length or by the nanotubes ends [31]. The defect-mediated decay rate constant

kd is well described with classical Arrhenius kinetics [32,33]:

kd = kdo exp Fd

kB (2,8),
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with kdo the pre-exponential factor, EA,d the activation energy, kB the Boltzmann constant,

and T the temperature of the fiber. A final possible excitonic decay channel in the

SWCNT fiber is exciton-exciton annihilation (otherwise known as the 'Auger' process).

In this case, the bimolecular reaction 2N1 I " >N2 + GS describes how upon the

collision of two excitons at the En1 level, one is annihilated (decays to the ground state

GS) while the energy that is being released in the collision is used to promote the other

exciton to the E22 level. Given the nature of this exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA)

mechanism, we propose to describe the temperature-dependence via collision theory [34],

which results in a modified Arrhenius expression where the prefactor shows a 5

dependence:

k, = JkV exp EA, j (2.9),
kBT

with ka,o the pre-exponential factor and EA,a the activation energy. The N2 exciton quasi-

immediately relaxes back to the E1 level with a rate constant k2 l = 2.3x10" s-'[35].

Since the excitons on the E22 level are very short-lived intermediates, one can employ the

pseudo-steady-state-approximation to equations (2.2) and (2.4), leading to an expression

for N 2(6,5) and N2( 7 ,6) , which can then be plugged into equations (2.1) and (2.3)

respectively. The final system of ODE's to be solved numerically is then reduced to

dN1(6 5)

dt 6,5) kEET ,5) - kr1(6,5)d1(6,5) 2 kN N -1 (2.10)

dN 1/dN(7, 6) =G(7 6) +kEETN( 65) -kN(7 6 ) -kdN( 7 6 ) -- k NI ( N 7 6) - (.11.
dt r2 al 7 6
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With knowledge of G and k, a fit of the model to the data (Fig. 2.5d), results in

values for both kEET, kd, and ka for every data point (Fig. 2.5f). The value of kEET is found

to be reasonably invariant with temperature at 6.24 ±1.19 x 109 s-1, as expected [21].

It is possible to calculate the exciton energy transfer (EET) efficiency hEET in the

fiber. Tan et al. reported, as an example, a value of IJEET ~75 under resonant excitation of

the (5,4) SWCNTs [11]. In their work, the EET efficiency was considered to be

equivalent to the ratio of photoluminescence (PL) intensities of acceptor to donor tubes

(IA/ID) at a given excitation energy for the latter. They finally approximated the efficiency

as IA/ID ~ nrAITEET, where TnrA and TEET are the lifetime of non-radiative decay of acceptor

tube and that of EET between donor and acceptor tubes, respectively. In this work, a

mean value of IA/ID (from five different fibers) is calculated to be 1.54 ±0.81, when

excited at 570 nm (corresponding to the E22 transition of (6,5) SWCNTs) at room

temperature. An important feature of the work of Tan et al. is that the overall

concentration of the acceptor tubes (e.g. (6,5), (7,5), (8,4) and (7,6)) is much larger than

that of the donor (5,4) tubes, whereas in this work, the acceptor SWCNTs make up only

~1% of the total bundle (as seen in the absorption spectra (compare Figure 3c in

reference [11], and Figure 2.4b in this work respectively). Moreover, when Tan et al.

approximate the value of IA/ID by TnrA/VEET (a ratio of rate constants, not rates), they

eliminate the fact that the nanotubes can be present in different concentrations from their

calculation. Since there are so few acceptors SWCNTs in our fibers, it makes more sense

in this case to think of the EET efficiency 77EET as the ratio of quantum yields (QYs)

instead of ratio of lifetimes
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rEET ID @ donor excitation (Tan et al.)

QY (2.12),
QY~

'EET - ^Y @ donor excitation
Q YD

with

QY =QY, = PL(76)
G(7,6)@570nm (2.13),

Q Y = Q Y(6,) = PL(6 ,5 )

' G(65) @570nm

and in this work

G(7,6) =0.01* G =6.53 x101' excitons/s (2.14).

G(6,5) = 0.99* G = 6.47 x1012 excitons/s

From Figure 2.5c, this leads to 17EET = 81.7 at room temperature, comparable to the value

found by Tan et al. [11].

Another way to investigate the effect of EET in our fibers is to consider two

separate fibers, one consisting of 100% (7,6) SWCNTs and the other of 100% (6,5)

SWCNTs. When both fibers are excited at their respective E 22 wavelength, with

monochromatic light of the same intensity, our model predicts the PL intensity and

quantum yield for both types of fibers to be similar, as indicated in Figure 2.6. It should

be noted this time the EET contribution is absent in the model, since it considers pure

fibers.

The values for kr are taken from literature as before [30], and for kdand ka the

values from Figure 2.5f are used as an approximation.
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Comparing the QY of the (7,6) SWCNTs in the fibers used in this work consisting

of -99% (6,5) tubes and -1% (7,6) tubes (Fig. 2.5c) to the QY of the (7,6) tubes in a pure

fiber (Fig. 2.6b), is also a measure of the EET efficiency jlEET. This is shown in Figure

2.7. Only at high temperatures this ratio goes down substantially, due to the increased

effect of the non-radiative EEA process.
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(containing 1% (7,6) SWCNTs and 99% (6,5) SWCNTs) to the quantum yield of the
(7,6) SWCNTs in a pure fiber (100% (7,6) SWCNTs).

The defect-related rate constant equals kd =10'0 exp - , where the value
kBT

for the activation barrier is in agreement with values found elsewhere in literature [33].

The second order exciton-exciton annihilation rate constant becomes

o -0.1937eV±0.028494eV..k, =10o Vexp 9 0089e . It is interesting to compare the value of ka

found here to values reported in literature. Generally, exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA)

is demonstrated (in transient pump-probe experiments) to occur only at higher pump-

fluences than the one in our experiments [36-39]. In our experiments however, a

monochromatic light source instead of a laser is used and they are carried out at steady-

state, where continuously 6.53 x 1012 excitons per second (G) are being generated in the

fiber. Considering the fiber contains ~3.3 x 107 SWCNTs this implies the creation of

~1.99 x 105 excitons per second per nanotube. The EEA rate constant deduced from the

transient experiments is usually on the order of 10 /(excitons sec) [38,39], which is a

factor of 104 higher than the room temperature value of the Auger rate constant ka

deduced from the model presented here (see Fig. 2.5f). This apparent discrepancy can be

explained by the fact that EEA does not occur continuously on every single nanotube in

our fibers. The model does assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the excitons are

generated uniformly throughout the bundle. In reality however, it is likely that more

excitons are generated on the tubes located close to the surface facing the excitation

source, and fewer excitons are generated on the tubes at the other end of the bundle. For

the first order rate processes in this system, this does not matter, since these rates only
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depend on the total number of excitons present in the system, not on the vicinity of other

excitons. However, for the second order rate process (Auger recombination or EEA), the

vicinity of other excitons matters (two excitons need to be generated within

approximately 90 nm of each other, for exciton-exciton annihilation to occur, where 90

nm is twice the diffusion length of excitons along the length of a nanotubes [40]. In

reality, it is likely that the Auger process occurs significantly on the nanotubes located

closest to the incoming light and not so much on the nanotubes furthest away from the

excitation source. We can thus state that

Auger rate =k in literature *Nlose to light 0*J\T/r from light where ka, as in literature 10 Ps- (2.1 5).

However in our model N represents the total amount of excitons present in the system:

N= N,,, = Nclose to light + Nfar from light (2. 16).

This leads to:

Auger rate =k k ,,*in literature lose to light +0* r fom light a,as in our work (2.17),

*N 2  =k *N 2  (2.18),
a, as in literature close to light a, as in our work total

k'as in literature = 10 4 = Nt 2otal (2.19),
as in our work lose to light

or

100= total
Ncloseto light (2.20).

From equation (2.19) and (2.20) one can see the discrepancy between the value of

ka in literature ( k ,,inliterature 10 12/(exciton.s)) and the value of ka in our model (
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ks in our w ~rk 10 8/(excitons.s)). This indicates that in about 1% of the tubes excitons are

generated close enough to each other for the Auger process to occur. The total Auger rate

constant for the whole system is still high enough to cause the PL to be quenched at high

temperature, as indicated by the data. The ka of our model can therefore in hindsight be

written as an effective rate constant ka,eff:

AuerVek * 2  =k * I * N
Auger rate ka,e Otal (2.21),

where ka, =10's-' and k' =10 12 s- .

It is worth mentioning that the activation energy for this Auger process shows a

small variation with temperature (see inset of Figure 2.5f). This is not uncommon for

multistep reactions in solids [41-43]. The Auger process is a combination of a diffusion

step and a reaction step (one exciton gets promoted to the E22 level, the other one is

demoted to the GS). Therefore the effective Auger rate constant ka used in the model can

be written as

1 1- -1 (2.22),
ka kJ) kR

where kD and kR are the rate constants for the diffusive and the reaction step respectively.

From equation (2.22), one can easily deduce the effective activation energy of the Auger

process to be

EA - EA,DkR +EA,Rk (2.23).
kD +k R
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Because both kD and kR vary with temperature, EA,a is also temperature-dependent.

Taking into account that ka is a second order rate constant, it is clear that exciton-exciton

annihilation (or the Auger process) is the most efficient decay channel in the fiber. The

non-radiative decay channel is much more efficient than its radiative counterpart and is

responsible for the low PL quantum yields of the fibers in this work, 10~3 to 1 0 -4 (Figure

2e), values that are similar to those reported in literature for much smaller bundle systems

[18,44].
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Figure 2.8. Analysis of average dataset of repeatedly temperature-cycled fiber. (a) Plots
of the PL intensities of both (6,5) and (7,6) emission vs. the temperature. (b) Quantum
yield of both types of SWCNT present in the fiber vs. the temperature (the quantum yield
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is defined as the ratio of photons emitted to photons absorbed). Inset shows the quantum
yield of the (6,5) tube on a different scale. (c) A plot of the quantum yield of the whole
fiber (both experimental data and its fit) vs. the temperature, demonstrating overall
monotonic decreases with increasing temperature. The Auger rate constant ka is
responsible for the strong decrease in the quantum yield with temperature. (d) A plot
showing the temperature-dependence of all of the first and second order rate constants in
the system, calculated from theory (kr,(6,5), kr,(7,6>) or from numerical simulations based on
the model developed (kEET, kd, ka). Inset shows the dependence of the activation barrier of
both kd and ka on temperature.

A similar analysis has been performed on an average dataset, containing data

taken while heating the sample, while subsequently cooling the sample and during a

repeat of this hysteresis experiment six days later (Figure 2.8). The fact that the results

are similar to the ones described earlier shows that the transition in PL upon temperature

cycling is reversible, repeatable, and not related to environmental or morphological

changes.

2.3.3. Observation of spatial inhomogeneities in PL of (6,5) enriched SWCNT fiber

As suggested by the nIR micrograph in Figure 2.9, we find considerable spatial

heterogeneity in the emission density along the length of such fibers. This spatial

variation also undergoes a remarkable transition with temperature, and again in an

approximately reversible manner. Figure 2.9a shows a higher resolution nIR intensity

map of the total relative density around a fiber of 1.6 gm diameter suspended on a N2

blanketed thermal isolation microscopy stage. Localized regions of high emission

intensity are clearly visible along the length of the fiber. Upon progressive heating from

298 K to 357 K, these regions broaden and become delocalized. Cycling the system back

to 298 K repeatedly confirms that this delocalization is reversible and not associated with
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thermal annealing or impurity desorption. While the images resemble the spatial

heterogeneity observed in near-field investigations of single carbon nanotubes, invariably

created by lattice defects, it is important to note that the images in Figure 2.9a arise from

an ensemble collection of approximately 2.4 x 108 SWCNT, so sidewall defects cannot

explain the phenomena. Also, the localization lengths (2 to 5 pm) are longer than the

range of nanotube lengths (100 to 1000 nm); therefore nanotube ends, which are known

to be strong centers of irradiative recombination [12,31], cannot be responsible.
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Figure 2.9. Spatially resolved, temperature-dependent PL behavior under an in-house
built dual-channel microscope. (a) Temperature-evolutional, high-resolution nIR PL
intensity maps of the total relative density around a fiber suspended on a thermal isolation
microscope stage blanketed with continuous, ultra-high purity N2 (>99.999%) with a flow
rate of 3 L/min. (b) Normalized differential intensity contour plots of the same fiber

mapping spatial variations with temperature in the local emission energy (see main text
and S.I.6 for details). (c) A detailed close-up of the PL intensity along the fiber axis

showing a reversible recovery of the energy with temperature.

The phenomenon was further investigated by adapting the nIR PL microscope to

split the collection image in photon energy using a pass filter with wavelength centered at

1090 nm, yielding a pair of images, named 'red' and 'blue', corresponding to long and

short pass wavelengths respectively.

In-house dual channel microscope

PL three-dimensional (3D) profiles were acquired with an in-house built

spectrofluorometer incorporating a xenon arc lamp, Kratos GM-252 monochromators and

an El-L Germanium Detector (Edinburgh Instruments). To obtain splitting nIR PL

images with respect to a relative wavelength of outgoing photons, we employed an in-
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house built dual-channel microscope (Fig. 2.10a) with a 568 nm laser excitation and a

pass filter with wavelength centered at 1090 nm. This produces a pair of upper and lower

images (upper-left image of Fig. 2.9a in the main text), corresponding to short and long

pass wavelengths, respectively.
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Figure 2.10. Schematic of an in-house built dual-channel microscope setup. Light
leaving the sample which is nearly collimated passes through a 5 mm aperture (slit) at the
focal plane (approximately 60 mm from the microscope output port), then through a
bandpass or two edgepass filters to spectroscopically isolate one fluorescence band. This
light passes through a plano-convex achromat lens to converge it. It is then split by a
dichroic mirror into long and short wavelength portions and again through a plano-
convex achromatic lens to collimate the two beams which are captured by two different
regions of a nIR array detector.

To map the spatial variations in the local emission energy (Fig. 2.9b) the

normalized intensity difference between both images is calculated: (Ired - Iblue) / (Ired +
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'blue). The resulting mapping reveals that the localized regions of high intensity seen in

Fig. 3a are blue-shifted relative to the mean value for the whole fiber (Fig. 2.9b). With

increasing temperature, there is a net emission energy loss that recovers with cycling

back to 298 K (Fig. 2.9c). Because the relative variation in red-shift is of the same order

observed between bundled and isolated SWCNTs (30 meV), we hypothesize that the

relatively blue-shifted regions are associated with increased inter-tube spacing or

decreased physical density along the fiber length. This is supported by the fact that the

regions are spatially of order of the persistence length of a SWCNT bundle [45]. The fact

that these blue-shifted regions have higher intensities (as indicated by Fig. 2.9a), could be

because they contain more nanotubes, although packed in a less dense manner. The larger

volume of these regions is also visible in a scanning electron microscope image (Fig.

2.11a).

Origin and description of the bead-bar phenomenon

The middle/lower panels of Figure 2.11 show images of typical fibers obtained

using a high-resolution optical scanning electron microscope (SEM), respectively. Close

inspection of this type of optical micrograph reveals regions of decreased physical

density as "beads" along the fiber length, alternated with denser "bar'-like regions. This

structure is likely formed during the DEP process in a self-limiting process, since

incomplete nanotube alignment during formation promotes outward or splayed growth,

while van der Waals attraction of the bare tubes acts to densify nanotube segments [27].

The high resolution SEM image revealed that the bead-like structures have fewer

secondary electrons than bar-like regions (Fig. 2.11 a, lower panel). The regions with
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fewer secondary electrons correspond to those with a lower SWCNT density. It is

hypothesized that the bead-like structures with lower SWCNT density also have a smaller

degree of the alignment. In order to confirm this, we investigated the polarizability of the

fiber by investigating the Raman G-band of the same fiber seen in the SEM image using a

a Jobin Yvon LabRam HR 800 micro-Raman with 633 nm laser excitation (Fig. 2.11 a,

upper panel). Note that the incident laser used for the measurement was vertically (V)

polarized to the detector with the same direction. A stronger polarizability implies a

higher degree of the alignment of nanotubes within the fiber. As seen in the optical image

(Fig. 2.11, middle panel), the large bead at the very left end is found to have the lowest

polarizability. This end is the last region that is pulled out from the as-separated solution

during the DEP process, and has a significant loss of the alignment. Comparing the

overall polarizability with morphology of the fiber, it is apparently found that the

relationship between the polarizability and the alignment in the bead-like structures is

consistent along the fiber. It is possible to compute more quantitative values to describe

the orientational order of SWCNT in "beads" and "bars". The nematic order parameter S

= <P2(cos5)> is calculated, which quantifies the degree of the nanotube alignment of

those regions along the fiber [46,47]. Here # is the angle a SWCNT makes with the V

direction, P 2(x) is the second Legendre polynomial, and <...> denotes an average over the

orientation distribution p(#l), S being 0 for an isotropic distribution and 1 for perfect

alignment.

I,(0) oc A cos9 O+Bcos2 Osin 2 6+Csin4 0 (2.24),

where A = <cos4 >/, B = 3<cos 2,# sin 2#l>, C = 3<sin4,#>/8, and 6 represents the angle

between the V direction and the fiber alignment axis.
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Using the Raman G-band polarizability (Fig. 2.11 a, upper panel) and Eqn. (2.24), a value

for S is extracted which is shown in Fig. 2.11 b. The order of the extent of the nematic

order parameters along the fiber exactly follows the result of the polarizability of Raman

G-band intensity (Fig. 2.11 a, upper panel). It should be noted though that the nematic

order parameters calculated here reflect that a higher degree of the alignment in the bars

results in a higher probability of nanotube bundling, which implies a stronger red-shift of

the El1 transition compared to the beads [10]. As a consequence, the regions of the bundle

with lower degree of bundling (beads) are expected to show a relative blue-shift of en

corresponding to the En1 transition than the others, due to the a smaller degree of

dielectric screening.

It should be noted that Figure 2.11 a,b clearly corroborate the morphology-

dependent spatial variation of the wavelength shift along the fiber (observed in Fig. 2.9b

of the main text). The beads are also visible as regions of reduced electron scattering

cross section in SEM, where denser segments are clearly observed to connect with more

loosely defined beads. In summary, all these results illustrate that the bead-like structures

have a lower density of nanotubes as well as a smaller degree of the alignment, as is

schematically shown in Figure 2.11 c.

Figure 2.9a,c clearly illustrate a disproportionate diminution of the PL intensity of

the least dense regions (the 'beads') with increasing temperature. There are two plausible

explanations for this observation. It has been shown in the main text (Fig. 2.5f) that the

exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA) is the most efficient decay channel and that it shows

the strongest temperature-dependence. This Auger process is a second-order rate process

(with the Auger rate = - kaN(6 ,5) (NI(6 ,5 ) - 1)).
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Figure 2.11. Spatial inhomogeneities in fiber PL explained by SWCNT density and
alignment. (a) An optical (middle panel)/SEM (lower panel) image of different fibers
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with the result of polarizability of Raman G-band along the fiber (upper panel). The same
scale bar (2 gm) is applied to both images. (b) The nematic order parameters calculated
from the polarizability of Raman G-band. (c) A schematic illustration of the fiber with
the bead-like structures, showing structural correlation with spatial variation of the
wavelength shift along the fiber.

Therefore, if there is a larger exciton population in the "beads" of the fiber than in the

"bars", this would result in a much larger contribution of the Auger decay in the "beads".

Though the beads are less dense and aligned (as is indicated by the polarization

experiments (Fig. 2.11 a,b) and the relative blue-shift in their emission (Fig. 2.9b in the

main text), more excitons are generated in them (as indicated by the brighter emission of

the beads compared to the bars at room temperature in Fig. 2.9a).

A second possible reason for a faster PL decay in "beads" is that the non-radiative

decay channels depend upon SWCNT density and inter-tube spacing. Hirori et al. found

that SWCNTs with a more red-shifted Ae,, (corresponding to Ell) showed a weaker PL

decay [48], suggesting the activation energy of the potential fluctuations in these

SWCNT is relatively higher. This difficilitates the exciton relaxation process, since the

decay rate of localized excitons is smaller than that of free excitons [48]. As shown in

Figure 2.11, the "bar"-like structures in the fiber are found to be the more-aligned state

and to have a higher density of SWCNT population. Thus in the context of the results of

Hirori et al. [48] discussed above, such "bars" with their relative red-shifts, are expected

to show a slower decay of PL with increase in temperature than "beads". Consequently,

this would give rise to a slower PL delocalization with temperature in the regions of

"bars" than in the "beads", likely due to more localized excitons resulting from the higher

density of SWCNT in the structure. A detailed quantitative study on PL delocalization in

the semiconducting SWCNT fiber is beyond the scope of the current manuscript.
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However it could be performed by using an advanced technique, such as tip-enhanced

near-field optical microscopy as a future work [31].

2.3.4. The exciton antenna: spatial and energetic concentration of the incident light

A carbon nanotube fiber can potentially form unique types of optical antenna

structures, distinct from porphoryin systems [49], photosynthetic proteins [50], in that the

excitons are one-dimensionally quantum confined, but can successively transfer energy to

a central concentrator element via EET. This possibility was explored by forming a fiber

consisting of successive shells with larger band gap SWCNTs radiating outward. The

effect is to transfer excitons via an efficient EET pathway to a central core, thereby

realizing a concentration effect. To this end, our SWCNT separation procedure, published

elsewhere [16], was used to create a solution of primarily small band gap SWCNTs, from

which a fiber was drawn on a tungsten tip (as described in 2.2), forming the collector

core. A (6,5)-enriched SWCNT solution was then successively deposited creating an

absorbing shell (Figure 2.12a,b). The multistep DEP fiber formation creates the desired

core-shell structure, but the tip contains solely (6,5) SWCNTs (Fig. 2.12a). The

distribution of chiralities and their concentrations for the core is found to be: [(8,7),

28.4%], [(11,3), 10.5%], [(7,6), (26.3%)], [(10,2), 5.26%], [(6,5), 8.42%], [(7,5), 8.42%],

[(9,1), 6.32%], and [(6,4), 6.32%]; a derivative method has been used to estimate these

values [17].

Figure 2.12c is the resulting excitation-emission profile, and it is clear that the

dominant emission is produced by the smallest band gap (8,7) SWCNTs, when the fiber
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itself is excited over a broad range extending from the ultraviolet (UV) to nIR

wavelengths. Figure 2.12d shows the resulting PL from the nanotubes as a fuinction of

their diameters (inversely proportional to their band gaps).
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Figure 2.12. Development of an exciton antenna from a core-shell carbon nanotube
structure. (a) An optical image of the exciton antenna (scale bar, 2 gm) with a schematic
illustration. (b) A top view of the antenna structure where curved black arrows indicate
the inward EET upon photoexcitation. (c) The resulting excitation profile, demonstrating
the dominant emission produced from the smallest band gap element (8,7) upon
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photoexcitation over abroad range extending from the UV to nIR wavelengths. (d)
Experimental data showing the PL intensity for each type of SWCNT in the exciton
antenna for excitation at 570 nm and at room temperature.

Because the excitons are funneled to the central core of the fiber, a spatial

concentration is realized. The transfer is shown to be extensive, with most species

showing no radiative recombination within our detection limits. However, curiously some

residual emission is detected from the larger band gap (10,2) (marked by an arrow in Fig.

2.12c). Because this component is present only as a minority, and it is unlikely that it is

preferentially enriched at the core-shell interface, this may be evidence for an

anomalously low EET efficiency for the (10,2) species. The EET efficiencies depend

linearly on the energy-difference between the donor and the acceptor [14] (and thus their

chiralities). However, EET also depends on the fractions of every type of nanotube in the

fiber as well as their spatial distribution in the core-shell structure.

We note that there is the potential to enhance existing single nanowire or carbon

nanotube photovoltaic devices, particularly if one creates an axial conductive core along

which excitons can be split and harvested, as in the case where the core is one terminal of

a p-n junction [51]. The concept of successive annular shells that behave as exciton

concentrators has yet to be extended to inorganic nanowire devices [49].

2.4. Conclusions

There has been renewed interest in solar concentrators and optical antennae for

improvements in photovoltaic energy harvesting and new opto-electronic devices. In this
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work, we dielectrophoretically assembled single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) of

homogeneous composition into aligned filaments that can exchange excitation energy,

concentrating it to the center of core-shell structures with radial gradients in the optical

band gap. An unusually sharp, reversible decay in photoemission occurs as such

filaments were cycled from ambient temperature to only 357 K, attributed to the strongly

temperature-dependent second order exciton-exciton annihilation process. Core-shell

structures consisting of annular shells of mostly (6,5) SWCNTs (Eg = 1.21 eV) and cores

with band gaps smaller than those of the shell (Eg = 1.17 eV (7,5) to 0.98 eV (8,7))

demonstrate the concentration concept: broadband absorption in the ultraviolet

(UV)-near-infrared (nIR) wavelength regime provides quasi-singular photoemission at

the (8,7) SWCNTs. This approach demonstrates the potential of specifically designed

collections of nanotubes to manipulate and concentrate excitons in unique ways.

The optical antenna approach in this work is similar to biological methods of

photon concentration that have been studied extensively [50],[52,53]. Photosynthetic

reaction centers in plant photosynthesis, for example, contain light-harvesting antennae

that funnel excitation to a specific location, such as the P680 site in photosystem II where

the excitons are split into electrons and holes. Although the nanotube concentrator in this

work focuses the light into the nIR upon spatial concentration, there are applications

where the benefits associated with this concentration make up for this energy loss. Many

1D nanostructures have narrow absorption cross sections, for example, and our antenna

concept can be used to systematically increase the absorption bandwidth over a desired

window, while concentrating the output in space and energy, potentially leading to new

photovoltaics and photodetectors. Future efforts should therefore focus on interfacing
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such antenna structures with various opto-electronic devices, including photodiodes,

photovoltaics, and bolometers.

2.5. Ongoing work

In May 2011 Liu et al. published a method for large-scale single chirality

separation based on simple size exclusion chromatography, using a commercially

available Sephacryl gel [54]. This has catapulted the nanotube separation field forward,

since it has made large-scale separation easy and cheap. Tvrdy et al. have recently

developed a kinetic model that describes this separation based on the chirality-selective

adsorption to specific hydrogels [55]. With respect to the exciton antenna work this

means we are no longer limited to using the few chiralities of SWCNTs that were easily

separated with density gradient centrifugation methods.

Ongoing work focuses on using and optimizing the new separation techniques and

make large quantities of single-chirality SWCNTs.

We plan to study the EET between layers of homogeneous SWCNT chiralities

with ultrafast spectroscopy. Based on the results we aim to create photovoltaic planar

heterojunctions with the SWCNT-films as the active light-absorbing material. The idea

here is that excitons will be generated in all the single-chirality films. Each film will

preferentially absorb a different part of the solar spectrum. This way light absorption can

be optimized. Moreover, by placing the layers in order of decreasing band gap (Figure

2.13a-b) the excitons will be funneled very efficiently from the top layer to the bottom
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layer. The model described in this Chapter (eqn. 2.10, 2.11) shows that in the SWCNT

fibers the rate of diffusion of excitons from larger band gap SWCNT to lower band gap

SWCNT via EET was larger than any of their recombination rates (Fig. 2.5f, Fig. 2.8d).

We will optimize the SWCNT film morphology and thickness in order to achieve optimal

light absorption and energy funneling. SWCNTs are typically p-doped so the bottom

SWCNT film would be contacted with an n-dope acceptor (such as e.g. PCBM or C60

molecules). This way polymer-free organic photovoltaics can be made, either in an a

cylindrical form (Figure 2.13a) or a planar form (2.13b). Jain and Howden et al. have

already developed a polymer-free all-carbon planar photovoltaic which relies on exciton

dissociation at the (6,5) SWCNT/C60 interface (Figure 2.13c) [56]. Following this effort

where a single chirality film is in contact with the n-doped substrate (Figure 2.13c), we

will create a multilayered planar structure where homogenous films of different SWCNT

chirality are used (Figure (2.13a-b)).

(a) (b)

(c)
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Figure 2.13. Possible configurations of polymer-free SWCNT-based photovoltaics.
Yellow arrows represent (sun)light. One or more SWCNT layers constitute the electron-
donating part of the photovoltaic, whereas as an n-type material such as PCBM functions
as the electron acceptor. The p-type SWCNTs are contacted with a transparent anode,
whereas the n-type acceptor is connected to a cathode. If multiple films of different
SWCNT chirality are used, the larger band gap ones are located closest to the anode, the
smaller band gap ones closest to the cathode. (a) Cylindrical photovoltaic with multiple
SWCNTs layers. (b) Planar photovoltaic with multiple SWCNTs layers. (c) First realized
polymer-free organic photovoltaic with homogenous (6,5) SWCNT-film as the electron
donor and C60 as the electron acceptor.
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3. Study and manipulation of SWCNT-P3HT interactions

Some of the work, text and figures presented in this chapter are reprinted or adapted with

permission from reference [1] (Copyright C 2010, American Chemical Society) and

reference [2] (Copyright C 2012, Institute of Physics (IOP Science)).

3.1. Background and motivation

As alternatives to silicon solar cells, conjugated polymer-based organic solar cells

are inexpensive, easily fabricated, thin, low-weight and flexible [3-5]. Recent efforts to

increase their efficiency have largely focused on the development of new low band gap

polymers with a high hole mobility and a deep highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO) level, and of acceptor molecules with a high lowest unoccupied molecular

orbital (LUMO) level. These advances have led to power conversion efficiencies (PCEs)

of up to 7.4% [6-15]. Design rules have been formulated for tandem solar cells to even

reach an efficiency of 15% [16]. The conjugated semiconducting polymers used in

photovoltaics typically have low dielectric constants, which causes Frenkel excitons to be

created upon light absorption [17]. These Coulombically bound electron-hole pairs have a

binding energy of approximately 0.5 eV [18]. The best device architectures are donor-

acceptor (D/A) heterojunctions, in which an electron-accepting material forms an

interface with the light-absorbing polymer [19]. Due to the offset in band energies

between the donor and the acceptor material, the interface between both provides a force

that is strong enough to dissociate the excitons and generate free charge carriers. After an
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exciton is split, the hole remains in the polymer (the donor material), whereas the electron

is transferred to the acceptor material and both free charge carriers are transported to their

respective electrodes. P3HT attracted a lot of attention as a donor material due to its

good solubility, processability, thermal stability, mechanical strength, broadband

absorption [20], and hole mobility exceeding 0.1 cm 2/V.s [21]. Examples of typical

electron acceptors are dyes (e.g. CuPc) [22], inorganic semiconductors (e.g. TiO2 [23],

ZnO [24], CdSe [25]), fullerenes (e.g. C60 [26]) and their derivatives (e.g. PCBM [3]).

More recently SWCNTs have been employed because their one-dimensional structure

serves as an efficient electron-transport pathway [1,27-30]; moreover the SWCNTs are

characterized by high carrier mobility (>104 cm 2 /s, [31]).

In the most efficient solar cells the donor and acceptor materials are blended

together to form an interpenetrating network, known as a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) [32].

Here, the donor and the acceptor materials phase-segregate on a nanometer length scale,

such that essentially every exciton can reach a D/A interface within its lifetime,

increasing the total amount of excitons dissociating into free charge carriers in

comparison to a planar (bilayer) heterojunction (PHJ) solar cell. Power conversion

efficiencies of 5% have been achieved this way for the 'workhorse' P3HT/PCBM solar

cells [33]. However, both multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) [27] and single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) [28-30] BHJ photovoltaic cells have suffered from

much lower efficiencies compared to conjugated polymer/fullerene BHJ photovoltaic

cells [34,35].

To address this, we fabricated a highly idealized interface consisting of single,

electronically contacted millimeter-long, chemical vapor deposition (CVD)-grown
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SWCNTs contacting a spin-coated p-type P3HT layer, creating a PHJ photovoltaic [1]

(Fig.3. la). Prior to contacting the SWCNTs with the P3HT, they were converted from p-

type to n-type by drop-casting them with polyethylene imine (PEI) solution, followed by

rinsing with methanol [1,36,37]. This planar nano-heterojunction device provides a

simpler and better-defined substrate for exciton dissociation than typical bulk junctions,

and is therefore ideal for answering these questions. The SWCNT/P3HT PHJ displayed a

short-current density of 20mA/cm 2 and a per-tube efficiencies of ~3% [1], compared to

0.5mA/cm 2 and 0.09% for the best SWCNT/polymer BHJ [29]. It is clear from the results

in [1] that the polymer/nanotube interface itself is responsible for exciton dissociation.

Typical open-circuit voltages are near 0.5V with fill factors of 0.25-0.3, which are

largely invariant with the number of nanotubes per device and P3HT thickness. This

work showed that the primary reasons for low energy conversion efficiency in BHJ

devices incorporating SWCNTs are (1) the formation of bundled aggregates as a

consequence of incomplete polymer dispersion and (2) the presence of tube-tube

junctions created for the same reason. The clustering of SWCNTs can be detrimental in

case a metallic-SWCNT is part of bundle of SWCNTs: the m-SWCNT can quench all the

excitons that reach the cluster of SWCNTs [38] [39].

Other disadvantages of BHJs are: the interpenetration of the two phases makes

charge extraction more difficult: a continuous pathway must exist between the hole

(electron)-collecting electrode and the donor (acceptor) material, and even then, there is

ample opportunity for electron-hole recombination. Moreover, the ideal nanoscale

morphology of a BHJ is hard to achieve and control, and it is difficult to characterize and

model the actually realized structure. This had led to the recent reappraisal of the need for
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planar heterojunctions [40-43].

Where for BHJs the ideal thickness of the active layers is determined by a trade-

off between increasing light absorption and reducing electron-hole recombination [44-

46], for a PHJ the maximum photocurrent is expected to be obtained for a device where

the thickness of the light-absorbing material is equal to the exciton diffusion length of

that material, ranging from 5 to 14nm for most conjugated polymers [47-51]. The

reasoning is that devices with a smaller active thickness do not absorb enough of the light

whereas a larger active thickness (typically ~100nm is required to absorb most of the

light [52,53]) is of no use in a PHJ since any excitons generated at a distance larger than

the exciton diffusion length from the heterojunction would recombine before reaching the

junction. Note that this limited exciton diffusion length was the main argument for

creating bulk heterojunction solar cells. However, in our earlier work (SWCNT/P3HT

PHJ described in [11) a maximum in both the power conversion efficiency (PCE) as well

as in the short-circuit current (Isc) is obtained for a thickness of 60-65 nm of P3HT,far

higher than the exciton diffusion length in P3HT (8.5nm) [511. Another state-of-the-art

organic PHJ (where P3HT was the donor and PCBM molecules the acceptor 143], Fig.

3.1b) displayed very similar behavior. It is this peculiarity that we are able to describe

with a simple model.

We simulate the photon absorption in the P3HT, by calculating the optical electric

field distribution in the device, thereby taking into account optical interference effects.

The resulting distribution of excitons in the P3HT serves as an input to a kinetic Monte

Carlo simulation, which tracks exciton diffusion, recombination and dissociation. We

find that bulk exciton dissociation is mainly responsible for the maximum photocurrent at
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60nm for the P3HT/SWCNT-based PHJ. In the P3HT/PCBM bilayer it is revealed that

the main factor contributing to the maximum is the (mobile) PCBM molecules diffusing

into the P3HT upon annealing, changing the total device thickness and morphology.

3.2. Materials and methods

3.2.1. Experimental materials and methods

A device schematic of the ITO/P3HT/SWCNTs/Al planar heterojunction

photovoltaic [1] is shown in Figure 3.1 a. CVD-growth of the SWCNTs onto the Si/SiO 2

substrate resulted in millimeter-long well-isolated and aligned SWCNTs. It was shown

that ~90% of the SWCNT are semiconducting and the average tube diameter is 2nm.

Regioregular (RR) P3HT was spincoated from solution on top of the SWCNTs, after

which the structure was annealed, and finally ITO was sputtered on top of the P3HT. The

Al electrode was deposited on the other end of the SWCNT via e-beam evaporation and

serves as the cathode [1].

The device-schematic of the ITO/PEDOT-PSS/P3HT-Br/PCBM/Al PHJ is shown

in Figure 3.1b. A PEDOT:PSS dispersion was spuncast onto an ITO-coated glass

substrate. The P3HT-Br solution was spun on top, irradiated with UV-light and annealed

at 150'C for 15 minutes. Then the PCBM solution was spuncast on top. Subsequently the

entire structure is annealed again under the same conditions. Finally a 1 00nm Al cathode

was deposited by thermal evaporation under vacuum [43]. The experimental methods and

results of the SWCNT-P3HT and PCBM-P3HT PHJs described in 3.1 can be found in [1]

and [43] respectively.
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Figure 3.1. Schematics of hybrid planar nano-heterojunction solar cells based on
conjugated polymers and carbon nanotubes or PCBM. (a) Schematic of PHJ solar cell
based on a P3HT film on laterally aligned SWCNTs. More experimental details on the
device fabrication can be found in ref. [1] (b) Schematic of P3HT-Br/PHJ solar cell
described in ref. [43].

3.2.2. Methodological and computational approach

Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulation

In semiconducting polymers, transport of excitons, electrons and holes occurs by

short-range hopping between localized states. Therefore, a natural way to model these

polymeric devices is to track the movement of an ensemble of these particles using a

Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation based on a 'first reaction method' (FRM)
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algorithm [54].

An alternative method to simulate organic solar cells is a drift-diffusion model

[55-60]. However, often these models reduce complex three-dimensional morphologies

to homogeneous, one-dimensional structures. As we will show later on, non-

homogeneities in the active layer are key to explaining the anomalous thickness-

dependence of the photocurrent observed in PHJs.

Watkins et al. were the first to examine the influence of the polymeric solar cell

morphology on the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) with a KMC simulation [61]. Later

more sophisticated models have been created that also predict other important figures of

merit of organic solar cells (such as the short-circuit current Isc, the open-circuit voltage

Voc, the fill factor FF and the PCE) by taking into account all or a subset of the

following aspects: exciton creation, exciton diffusion, exciton dissociation, dark injection

at the electrodes, charge transport, charge recombination, charge extraction, electrostatic

interactions, space-charge effects, energetic disorder, polaronic effects and device

morphology [62-69].

The optical-to-electrical conversion process in an excitonic solar cell can be

broken up into four steps [63], each associated with their own efficiency 7: (1) the

absorption of a photon and generation of an exciton (qJ,), (2) exciton diffusion (7diff '

(3) exciton dissociation into free carriers (r7d,,,) and (4) charge collection at the electrodes

(77c,). The external quantum efficiency r/EQE can be written as:

'iIEQE 'lahs idift ?diss 7cc (3.1).

For planar heterojunction donor-acceptor solar cells, it is common practice to assume the
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third and the fourth steps to be 100% efficient [63]: exciton dissociation happens

extremely fast (10-100 fs) [61,63] and free electrons (holes) can move rapidly towards

the cathode (anode) through an n-type (p-type) material where no significant carrier

recombination occurs, at least for values of the mobility , holes/electrons> 2 x10A cm2/V.s,

as shown by Yang et al. [63]. The active materials utilized in the two PHJs studied in

this work [1,43] do fall in this high-mobility category: pholes in P3HT ~3x10~4 cm 2/V.s [70],

Pelectrons in SWCNT ~l04 cm 2/V.s [71] and pelectrons in PCBM ~ 10-3 cm 2/V.s [72]. Therefore, to a

first order approximation, the current output in planar heterojunction solar cells is

determined by the amount of light absorbed by the solar cell and by the ability of the

excitons to reach the heterojunction [63]. The absence of the need to track charge

transport in PHJs and to focus primarily on excitons strongly reduces the computational

time of the model while not affecting its validity. Before the way the model approaches

the different events that excitons undergo is addressed in more detail, we introduce the

lattice in which these events will take place.

KMC lattice setup

1. P3HT/SWCNT device

Since there are so few SWCNTs in the simulated devices (5-10 per device), we

assume that excitons are generated solely in the P3HT. The polymer slab is modeled as a

lattice of 60 nm in length (x-axis), 12nm in width (z-axis) and a variable height (y-axis) to

explore the thickness-dependence. The lattice is defined by three lattice constants (Fig.

3.2) based on a grazing incidence XRD study performed by Erb et al. [73] . They showed

that in annealed semi-crystalline P3HT the backbone of the polymer is oriented parallel
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to the substrate and the alkyl sidechains perpendicular. They determine the interchain

distances as 1.61 nm in the y-axis and 0.39 nm (i.e. the c-c stacking distance of P3HT) in

the z-axis. These two characteristic distances make up two of the lattice constants (ay =

1.61 nm, az = 0.39 nm). Since conjugated polymers can be regarded as arrays of

chromophores that are identified as fully conjugated segments of the polymer [20,74], the

remaining lattice constant is the c-conjugation length along the backbone of the P3HT (a,

= 3.9 nm which is ~10 repeat units of the polymer) [75]. In order to account for the

spatial disorder in the P3HT, each lattice site is shifted by a random vector creating an

off-lattice representation, that never exceeds 0.4xa, where a represents the lattice

constant [74]. Periodic boundary conditions in the x- and z- directions (where the xz-plane

lies parallel to the PHJ interface) are employed to prevent finite-size effects. In the y-

direction excitons are quenched at the P3HT/ITO (y=O) interface and dissociate into free

charge carriers at the P3HT/SWCNT interface.

2. P3HT/PCBM device

The P3HT that Kim et al. use has been chemically modified: 5mol% 3-

bromothiophene was added to the P3HT to create a bromine-functionalized P3HT

(P3HT-Br5) that shows higher thermal stability [43]. No absorption spectrum of this

modified structure is available, but the authors confirm that the r-r stacking feature is

not affected (by investigating 2D GIWAXS patterns). Moreover, since bromine is a small

molecule that attaches to the alkyl-sidechains of the polymer [43], and the backbone of

the polymer is responsible for photo-absorption [74], we assume as a first order

approximation that the exciton generation and diffusion in the P3HT-Br5 copolymer is no
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different than in normal RR-P3HT. We therefore use the same P3HT-lattice as the one

developed for the P3HT/SWCNT case described in the previous section.

a=3.9nm

a=0.39nm

=. nm

ZY

Figure 3.2. Lattice structure of P3HT employed in the Monte Carlo simulation. Lattice
constants a, = 3.9 nm, ay= 1.61 nm, az = 0.39 nm.

Similarly to the P3HT/SWCNT case the model states that excitons get quenched

at y=0 (i.e. the P3HT/PEDOT:PSS interface) [76] and that each exciton that reaches the

hetero-interface (in this case with PCBM) contributes to the generated photocurrent. The

exciton diffusion length of PCBM has never been measured experimentally, but PCBM is

shown to have a very crystalline FCC lattice structure, much like C60 [77]. Therefore we

approximate the exciton diffusion length in PCBM by the one in C60, i.e. 40nm [78,79].

Since the thickness of PCBM in this device is only 25nm [43], we can assume that all the

excitons generated in the PCBM contribute to the photocurrent. In fact, ballistic
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conduction of excitons in PCBM has been previously suggested [79]. This assumption

also reduces the computational time, as hopping of excitons only needs to be considered

in the P3HT-lattice.

Exciton events

1. Exciton generation

It is assumed that each photon absorbed in the photoactive part of the device

generates one exciton. Due to the fact that the solar cells described consist of multiple

layers and that each layer has a different dielectric constant, light may be reflected at each

interface and interfere with the incoming light. An elegant way to calculate the

generation of excitons in such a multilayered structure is to employ the T-matrix method.

The full details of this theory are discussed elsewhere in the literature [80-83]. Although

using this method of determining the exciton generation profile in organic solar cells to

examine their performance is not novel in and of itself, the resulting photocurrent is

mostly calculated with a drift-diffusion model [46,57,58,82] or with the rudimentary

assumption that every absorbed photon contributes to the photocurrent (i.e. the internal

quantum efficiency IQE is 100%) [45,83,84].

Most KMC simulations of organic solar cells in the literature focus on charge

transport and the influence of morphology on the performance of BHJs and assume a

uniform [62,64,65,67-69] or Gaussian [61] distribution of excitons in the device.

Since it has been shown that optical interference is the major factor influencing

thickness-dependence of the photocurrent and efficiency in BHJs [45,46], we deem it

most accurate to use the optical T-matrix method (with AMI.5G illumination of the
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devices) to determine the exciton generation profile that will subsequently serve as the

'input' for the KMC simulation where the generated excitons can hop around in the

P3HT lattice.

It is important to note that the T-matrix theory assumes (1) parallelism and

planarity of all interfaces with respect to the incoming light, (2) the absence of scattering,

(3) homogeneous and isotropic layers (such that the linear optical response can be

described by a scalar complex index of refraction and (4) a well-defined uniform

thickness of each layer. Knowing the complex index of refraction h = n + ik, where n is

the real part and k the imaginary part, interface-matrices can be set up that take into

account reflection and transmission at each interface. For every layer j a phase matrix

then describes the propagation through that particular layer. Combining these matrices,

for each layer j, the total optical electric field E (y,A) can be calculated at every point y

and for each wavelength 2, where 0 ! y d1 , with di the thickness of layerj.

Based on the concept of the Poynting vector the time average of energy

dissipation per unit time at point y is

Q, (y,A') co~cPa, (A)n, (2) E (y,2 ) (3.2),
2

with co is the speed of light in vacuum, FO the permittivity of vacuum and the absorption

coefficient a, (A)= 4zk, (. Based on the relationship between intensity I and the

amplitude E of a monochromatic propagating wave, Equation (3.2) can be written as:

n (2) E1 (y,2)2
Q\ (y,, (A)Io (A) ' (3.3),

na (2) EO (A)
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where the subscript 0 refers to a property of the incoming wave (light).

Often a glass substrate is used (e.g. in the P3HT/PCBM solar cell we discuss)

[43]. Because this substrate typically is orders of magnitude thicker (~1mm) than the rest

of the multilayered stack, coherence is lost between the glass substrate and the

neighboring films and Equation (3.3) cannot be used. Adding intensities rather than

amplitudes is required for the air/glass reflection terms, which ultimately results in

Equation (3.4):

n (2) '/1R,* E(y\ 2

((y, =2) (a) ,- __'_ (3.4),
ng (A) 1 I- RR' E ( A)

where subscript g refers to a property of the glass substrate, R* is the reflectance between

air and the glass substrate and R is the reflectance between the glass substrate and the

rest of the multilayered stack.

Dividing the dissipated energy Q1 (y,2) (in units of W.m. nm-') by the incoming energy

results in the number of photons dissipated per second as a function of depth and

wavelength:

G'i (yA) - -j( j( (3.5),
hv hco A

Finally, the sum of G, (y, 2 ) for all wavelengths in the solar spectrum results in

the photon generation rate at depth y in layerj.

2. Exciton diffusion
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Once it is determined where in the lattice and at what rate excitons are generated,

the KMC simulation allows these excitons to start hopping around in the lattice. In

literature many different expressions can be found that describe the hopping of the

excitons from site to site within a polymer slab [54,63,74,85]. In general, the hopping

rates take the form,

Fif E, -E > 0
vy = vof(rg) '- AE j E J 0(3.6),U= of exp -AE if E, -Ej 0 (.)

kBT

where vo is the attempt-to-escape frequency, E, and E; are the energies of site i and sitej,

respectively, AE, is their difference, r; is the distance between the sites involved, kB is the

Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Hopping is considered within the intrinsic

density of states of the polymer. The energy disorder in the lattice is simulated by

assigning each lattice site a random energy that follows a Gaussian distribution; for P3HT

the center energy and Gaussian width of this distribution are 1.9 eV and 0.08 eV

respectively [74].

For BHJ solar cells, where the donor-acceptor separation is generally limited to

the exciton diffusion length, the hopping of excitons between donor molecule i and

acceptor molecule j can be described by F6rster resonance energy transfer (FRET)

[54,61,63], where

\6

f (rj= a (3.7),

with a the F6rster radius, defined as the value of the distance at which the hopping rate is
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equal to the decay rate (the energy transfer efficiency is 50%). A donor chromophore,

initially in its electronic excited state, can transfer energy to an acceptor chromophore (in

proximity, typically less than 1 nm) through nonradiative dipole-dipole coupling [86].

This expression is valid in bulk heterojunctions where the donor and the acceptor

molecules are blended on a nanometer length scale.

However, in PHJs the donor and acceptor molecules are separated by much larger

distances. When an exciton is generated on a chromophore in the bulk of the P3HT, it

will either recombine (non-) radiatively, dissociate, OR, transfer its energy to another

P3HT chromophore molecule in its immediate surroundings. Therefore one could think

of the one P3HT chromophore as the donor molecule i and another P3HT molecule as the

acceptor molecule j. Since the F6rster distance ro depends on the overlap integral of the

donor emission spectrum with the acceptor absorption spectrum, this implies that in our

own P3HT/SWCNT system it depends on the overlap between the emission spectrum and

the absorption spectrum of P3HT. There is close to no overlap between the emission and

absorption spectrum of P3HT though: P3HT emits most between 600 and 800 nm [87],

whereas it absorbs most between 400 and 600nm [88]. Hence FRET (F6rster Resonance

Energy Transfer) is not a good way to describe the energy transfer of excitons in a bulk of

a homogeneous material.

Rather, it has been shown excitons hop from site i to site j within the same

material via the Miller-Abraham rate process [74,85,89,90].

f( 1 )=exp -2x-J (3.8),
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with a the localization length of excitons in P3HT which takes on a value of 6.7 nm

[20,91]. We note that there is confusion in the literature on this point. For example,

certain papers that discuss the effect of morphology on the efficiency of polymeric solar

cells, go from bulk heterojunction all the way to planar heterojunctions, without changing

their expression for exciton motion in the polymers [63]. Apart from the above theoretical

argument, there is also experimental evidence that the Miller-Abraham expression (Eq.

(3.8) substituted in Eq. (3.6)) is more correct to describe the motion of excitons in a bulk

(relatively homogeneous) material. Scheidler et al. studied the migration and relaxation

of excitons in poly(phenylenevinylene) by describing the results of photoluminescence

quenching experiments in PPV with a Monte Carlo simulation [74]. They run their

simulation both with the Miller-Abrahams expression and with the Fdrster-expression for

exciton migration and find that their quenching data at several temperatures are

consistently better predicted when using the Miller-Abrahams expression (see Figure 5 of

ref. [74]).

It should be noted that the excitons that find themselves within a few nanometers

from the heterojunction do experience the influence of an acceptor molecule (to borrow

from FRET-terminology). This is taken into account in the model. If an exciton residing

on donor molecule i 'sees' in its immediate surroundings an acceptor moleculej (where

there is significant overlap between the emission spectrum of molecule i with the

absorption spectrum of molecule j), it will preferentially migrate there (e.g. at the

interface between P3HT and SWCNT or between P3HT and PCBM). Whereas if

molecule i is surrounded by other molecules of the same material (e.g. in the bulk of

P3HT), its migration path will look more like a random walk (conform the Miller-
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Abrahams process). To simulate this effect in a simple way the model assigns a lower

energy to molecules of the acceptor material (SWCNT or PCBM). Thus once excitons

reach the vicinity of the interface (i.e. find themselves within the exciton diffusion length

of the hetero-interface) in the simulation, they are more 'drawn' to the interface than to

surrounding molecules of the same type, as the hopping probability between molecule i

andj depends on the energy difference between the two molecules (Eq. 3.6).

3. Exciton recombination

Excitons can recombine, either radiatively or non-radiatively. The radiative rate

constant for excitons in pristine P3HT thin films has a reported value of 108 /s [87]. Non-

radiative recombination is modeled through the random insertion of 'trap-sites' in the

polymer slab [74,92,93]; these represent non-radiative quenching sites in the polymer,

often caused by defects. If an exciton hops into a trap, it is irreversibly immobilized. The

non-radiative rate constant has not been measured for P3HT and therefore the degree of

traps is an adjustable parameter in the model. It should be noted that for the P3HT-

SWCNT case, the degree of traps is presumably much higher since sputtering of ITO on

top of the polymer is known to provide additional defects (quenching sites) in the

polymer near the ITO/polymer boundary [94-96]. This introduces a non-homogeneity in

the trap-site distribution.

4. Exciton dissociation

It has been previously suggested that excitons, which are generated in conjugated

polymer solar cells, only dissociate at the heterojunction that the polymer forms with the
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acceptor material [97]. Recently however, several ultrafast spectroscopy investigations

[20,98-100] have shown that excitons dissociate within the P3HT bulk as well and form

free polarons. Guo et al. [20] employed the Onsager-Braun model [101,102] to show how

the dissociation yield of excitons in RR-P3HT in the bulk becomes increasingly

significant with increasing strength of the electric field E. They show that there exists a

relationship between the bulk exciton dissociation yield (BEDY) and the electric field E

present in a material:

BEDY = kD(E)
kv + kD(E)

(3.9),

where kD is the field-dependent dissociation rate constant and kr is the field-independent

vibrational relaxation rate constant [20].
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Based on this equation, Guo et al., plot the evolution of the BEDY as a function of the

electric field Efor RR-P3HT films with a typical crystallinity of 61%, as shown in Figure
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4 of the Supporting Information of reference [20]. The degree of crystallinity was

determined based on the measurement of a typical RR-P3HT film, a completely

amorphous RRa-P3HT film and the theoretical density of a 100% crystalline RR-P3HT

film [20]. The value is consistent with another recent report of 60% for a RR-P3HT film

[103]. It should be noted that Guo's calculations are done for room temperature

conditions.

Our model aims to calculate the short-circuit current; at short-circuit conditions,

the electric field E in a planar heterojunction can be estimated as Vb/d, where Vbi

represents the built-in potential of the solar cell, determined by the work function of the

two electrodes, and d represents the thickness of the material to which the electric field is

applied. Based on Guo's analysis and the relationship between the electric field E and the

P3HT thickness dP3HT, we plot the trend of BEDY as a function of dP3HT, as shown in

Figure 1(d). From Figure 1(d), we can conclude that at Vbj ~0.5 V up to 60% of the

excitons dissociate in the bulk for P3HT thicknesses up to 10-15 nm, whereas less than

10% dissociate for thicknesses larger than ~150 nm.

In PHJs, it can be assumed that an electron generated by bulk exciton dissociation

has little chance of contributing to the photocurrent since it is generated far from the

electron-accepting phase. Most likely, it will recombine quickly, in a non-radiative way,

either with an intrinsic hole from the naturally p-doped P3HT [21], with a photo-induced

hole that was generated at the interface with the SWCNT and is diffusing back to the ITO

or with a hole that exists as the result of bulk dissociation itself. Thus in our model we

state that after their generation, only the excitons that do not dissociate in the bulk can

hop around in the lattice.
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Summary of the model

The optical T-matrix procedure results in the rate of excitons generated at each

point in the lattice. The KMC model is then applied to each exciton, generated in each

lattice site, as is schematically shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Schematic summary of the Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation. The optical T-
matrix procedure determines the rate of excitons generated at each lattice site. The above
KMC scheme is applied to each of them.

Once an exciton is generated in a specific lattice site, the model checks what the

chance is this exciton will dissociate within its lifetime, based on Figure 1(d). If it will

dissociate at some point, the model exits the current loop and start investigating the path

of another exciton. If it does not, then the exciton is allowed to diffuse/'hop' to another
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lattice site. In order to determine what happens next, the nature of this lattice site is

investigated. There are several possibilities:

- The destination site is a trap (which represent an exciton quenching event). In this

case the exciton gets quenched, and can no longer contribute to the current; the model

moves on to investigate the next exciton.

- The destination site is located at the donor/accepter (D/A) interface. As explained

above, in this case the exciton can contribute to the photocurrent.

- The destination site is neither a trap-site nor located at the D/A interface, rather it is a

regular lattice site. Before the model allows for the exciton to hop to the next lattice

site, it determines whether or not the exciton recombines radiatively. In case radiative

recombination occurs, the exciton decays and the model moves on to the next exciton.

In case it does not, the exciton hops to a new lattice site, whose nature is again

investigated.

Computational details

The simulation codes for both the optical T-matrix model and the Kinetic Monte

Carlo Simulation were written in Matlab. The codes were run on a quad core computer

(Intel i7 975x, 3.33 GHz). Depending on the thickness of P3HT, the code simulating the

photocurrent in a P3HT/SWCNT device ran for 2 to 48 hours. This long runtime is due to

the fact that the simulations were each run 400 times. This is required because charge is

only generated when the exciton reaches a nanotube and since the surface coverage of

nanotubes is very small, there is a large stochastic variance and the codes need to be run

400 times to get a meaningful average: the remaining fluctuations are smaller than the
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standard deviation of the experimental data points. For the P3HT/PCBM devices, the

codes ran for a couple of hours. For every value of dp3HT, the codes only needed to be run

10 times to get a meaningful average, since the interfacial area between P3HT and PCBM

is substantially larger than between P3HT and SWCNT. For all simulations a steady-state

time of 0.1 second is imposed to allow fluctuations to be dampened (this is a greater than

or equal value compared to other steady-state times reported [61,63]).

3.3. Results and discussion

3.3.1. Optical T-matrix model

7 1. '- air 16
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- ITO 14
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Figure 3.5. Optical constants as a function of wavelength. (a) real part of the complex
index of refraction, n. (b) imaginary part of the complex index of refraction, k.

P3HT/SWCNT device

Figure 3.6a shows the device structure to which the T-matrix method is applied.

Note that since the nanotubes are so sparsely divided across the SiO 2 surface (several
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microns apart) [1], it is assumed they do not contribute substantially to the optical electric

field in the device and they are omitted from the optical intensity model. It is easy to

demonstrate the validity of this assumption. The dimensions of the P3HT covered by ITO

are 1mm x 0.5mm x (5nm - 300 nm), depending on the thickness of the P3HT layer,

which results in a volume of 2.5 x 10-6 mm 3 to 1.5 x 10-4 mm3. The volume of a single

SWCNT covered by ITO is zcx r' x 1, where on average the radius r is Inm and 1 = 1mm

[11. With the number of SWCNT per device ranging from 5 to 10 [11, the total volume

taking in by the SWCNT falls between 5 x t x 10-12 mm 3 to nx 10-1 mm 3 . For the case of

a maximum amount of SWNCTs in a device with only 5nm of P3HT the volume ratio of

P3HT to SWCNT is still approximately 8 x 104: 1. For the case of a minimum amount of

SWCNTs with the thickest layer of P3HT the volume ratio is ~9.6 x 106 :1. A typical

SWCNT film has an absorption coefficient of 3x10 4 - 3x10 5 cm-' throughout the solar

spectrum. [Supporting Information of [10411. The absorption coefficient of a material is

related to its imaginary part k of its index of refraction via a( )= . k () for

P3HT is plotted in Figure 3.5b. The peak of the P3HT absorption spectrum largely

coincides with the solar AMI.5 spectrum. At the peak of the solar spectrum (A2=495nm),

the absorption coefficient of P3HT is 14856 cm', whereas the maximum absorption

coefficient of a SWCNT at this wavelength is ~225000 cm, about a factor 15 higher than

the P3HT absorption. This higher absorption coefficient is not sufficient to overcome the

massive difference in volume that can absorb light. Moreover, the SWCNTs are located

underneath the P3HT, which means a lot of the sunlight is already absorbed by the P3HT

the time it reaches the SWCNTs, decreasing the amount of light absorbed by SWCNTs
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compared to by P3HT even more. Finally it should be noted that this calculation assumed

that the SWCNTs were in resonance with the peak of the solar spectrum. The absorption

coefficients mentioned are for a film of SWCNTs of all types of chiralities, whereas in

the devices described in our manuscript, 1-10 individual SWCNTs are used per device.

Each SWCNT is characterized by its own chirality and Van Hove singularities in its

Density of States. Only at these Van Hove singularities - very narrow regions in the

wavelength spectrum, does the SWCNT absorb strongly. Each SWCNT will thus only

absorb very strongly over a small part of the wavelength spectrum, whereas the P3HT

will absorb strongly in a much broader spectrum (see Fig.3.5b).

The thickness of P3HT is varied to investigate its influence on the absorption

efficiency and ultimately the photocurrent. The values of real and complex index of

refraction for all the different materials are taken from spectroscopic data, available in

literature [105-110]. Their value as a function of wavelength is plotted in Figure 3.5a and

b respectively. Due to the absence of a thick glass substrate in the device fabrication,

2
E

Equation (3.3) can be used. A plot of allows one to see where and to what extent
E0

interference plays a role in the device. If the value is greater than 1, optical enhancement

occurs.

Figure 3.6b shows this intensity ratio at 495nm, the wavelength corresponding to

2
E

the peak of the solar spectrum (AM1.5). Fig. 3.6c shows the value of , averaged out
E0

over all wavelengths of the solar spectrum.
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Figure 3.6. Optical modeling of the active layer in the P3HT/SWCNT device. (a)
Geometry of the P3HT/SWCNT device. Note that the P3HT has a variable thickness, and
that SWCNTs are excluded from the optical model, since they are so sparsely divided
across the SiO 2 interface. (b) Ratio of the optical intensity in P3HT to the optical

2

intensity of the incoming light , at 495nm (the peak of the solar spectrum) as a
E0

function of penetration depth in the active part of the device, for different values of dP3HT.
2

E
(c) E averaged out over all wavelengths in the solar spectrum, as a function of

E0
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penetration depth in the active part of the device and for different values of dP3HT. (d)
Generation rate of excitons G(y) as a function of depth in the optically active part of the
device, for different values of dP3HT-
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Figure 3.7. Results of the optical transfer-matrix model for the most efficient P3HT-
SWCNT structure (i.e. with 60nm of P3HT). Blue lines indicate an interface in the
layered device: 60nm ITO / 60nm P3HT/ 500nm SiO2 / 1mm Si. Note that only the first
200nm of the Si is shown (the optical intensity eventually decays to zero in the mm thick
Si). (a) Ratio of the optical intensity in the device to the optical intensity of the

incoming light , at 495 nm (the peak of the solar spectrum) as a function of

penetration depth in the device. (b) Generation rate of excitons G(y) as a function of

penetration depth in the device.

Figure 3.6d shows the generation rate of excitons G(y) as a function of distance

penetrated by the light in the active part of the device (0 y (d 3Hr + dPCBM)), and this

for different values of the total P3HT thickness. The overall trend does not deviate all too

far from exponential decay, as predicted by Beer-Lambert (which neglects reflection at

interfaces), especially for high values of dP3HT. This is mainly due to the fact that the

strongly reflecting Al is not located directly underneath the active layer (Fig. 3.1a). From

G(y), the exciton generation rate per lattice site (occupying a volume of 2.45 nm3) can be
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easily calculated as a function of polymer depth for devices with different P3HT

thicknesses. This will serve as the input in the Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation. Note that

Figures 3.6b-d only show how the optical intensity and the generation rate vary in the

optically active part of the device, since it is only the excitons generated in this part of the

device that can possibly contribute to the current. The trend of the optical intensity and

the generation rate throughout the entire device, the interested reader is referred to Figure

3.7.

P3HT/PCBM device

The device structure used as a basis for the optical T-matrix model is shown in

Figure 3.8a. Because a thick glass substrate is used in the experimental setup, Equation

(3.4) must be used when calculating the exciton generation rate G(y). Excitons can be

generated in both the P3HT and the PCBM. Optical constants for PEDOT:PSS, PCBM,

glass and Al are available in literature [107,111,112] and are plotted as a function of

2
E

wavelength in Figure 3.5. A plot of as a function of penetration depth of the light in
lEg

the optically active materials (P3HT and PCBM) is shown in Figure 3.8b for k=495 nm.

There is clearly more optical enhancement than in the P3HT/SWCNT case as indicated

2

E
by the larger values of ; this is largely due to the fact that the reflecting Al cathode

Eg

is positioned directly beneath the active materials. The resulting generation rate G(y) is

shown in Figure 3.8c. Note that G(y) shows a discontinuity at the interface between

P3HT and PCBM. A comparison of the percentage of incoming photons absorbed
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between the P3HT/SWCNT bilayer device and the P3HT/PCBM bilayer device shows

that the absorption efficiency is higher in the latter (Fig.3.8d).
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Figure 3.8. Optical modeling of the active layer in the P3HT/PCBM device. (a)
Geometry of the P3HT/PCBM device. Note that P3HT has a variable thickness. (b) Ratio

2

of the optical intensity in P3HT to the optical intensity of the light in the substrate E
Eg

at 495nm (the peak of the solar spectrum) as a function of penetration depth in optically
active part of the device, for different values of dP3HT. A perfect planar heterojunction is
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2

E
assumed. The orange horizontal line at -- =1 is a reference: a value greater than 1

E9

implies optical enhancement of the incoming light. (c) Generation rate of excitons G(y) as
a function of depth in the active part of the device, for different values of dP3HT. A perfect
planar heterojunction is assumed. (d) Comparison of the percentage of incoming photons
absorbed for the different devices studied in this work.

3.3.2. Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulation

P3HT/SWCNT device

The attempt-to-escape frequency of Equation (3.6) is an unknown in the model

but a sensitivity analysis revealed that the model is fairly robust with respect to this

parameter (it does not show significant changes in its output for different values of vo

between 10-12 sec and 10- sec). Non-radiative recombination of excitons is modeled

through the insertion of traps in the P3HT lattice. The trap density is unknown a priori.

A value of 20% has been successfully used in describing the non-radiative recombination

in PPV [74], but using this value leads to an underestimation of the photocurrent of the

P3HT device in the current model. A value of 10%, however, leads to a good agreement

between data and model. This implies one defect for every 100 monomer units [75].

Though Athanasopoulos et al. cite much lower percentages of trapsites in conjugated

polymers, their work does not necessarily contradict our value. In several of their papers

they describe the influence of trap-percentage on the exciton diffusion length [92,93].

The authors mention that the magnitude of the diffusion length LD for molecular

materials is about an order of magnitude higher than values found for conjugated

polymers (typically below 10nm). The authors next go on to showing that the limited
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exciton diffusion length in polymers is simply due to a high amount of trapsites and due

to disorder in the polymer. For very low values of the trap-percentage the diffusion length

for an example polymer is predicted to be ~45nm. A higher degree of traps significantly

reduces this exciton diffusion length. The exciton diffusion length of P3HT has been

measured many times in literature, with a maximum reported value of 8.5nm [113]. Other

reported values [114-116] are:

- 3-8.5 nm by Goh et al. (ref. [114])

- 5.3 nm by Kroeze et al. (ref. [115])

- 4 nm by Luer et al. (ref. [116])

It makes sense that a higher degree of trap sites is responsible for these much lower

values of the diffusion length. One could still argue that Athanasopoulos et al. find that

1.5% of traps is already enough to reduce the exciton diffusion length in PIF from 45 nm

to 10nm. There is however considerable difference between the lattice structure of PIF

(considered in Athanasopoulos' work) and P3HT (considered in our work) and the way it

was simulated in their work vs. ours. Conjugated polymers can be regarded as arrays of

chromophores that can be identified as fully conjugated segments of the polymer chain

(ref. 5 of the Supporting Information and references herein). Since excitons hop from

chromophore to chromophore it makes most sense to construct the lattice like we did in

our manuscript: based on 3 lattice constants: a, = 3.9nm (the length of a conjugated

segment of P3HT), a, = 1.61nm (the interchain distance in P3HT) and az=0.39nm (the

ir-r stacking distance in P3HT). Our value of 10% trapsites implies one defect for every

100 monomer units (one monomer unit is 0.39nm long in P3HT). In the work of

Athanasopoulos et al. [92,93] the lattice in which the excitons hop around is simulated in
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the KMC as a cubic lattice with a lattice constant of 1 nm. We calculate the monomer

unit length of PIF as approximately 1.01 nm (based on dimensions given in [117]).

Athanasopoulos et al. thus constructed their lattice based on the monomer unit

dimension, rather than on the length of a conjugated segment of the polymer. With this

in mind, the calculated value of 1.5% trapsites in their KMC model (based on their lattice

structure) implies about 1.5 defects per 100 monomer units, a value that's even slightly

higher than ours.

Finally, the trap density in our model is not a very sensitive parameter: a

sensitivity analysis revealed that values of 10 +/-2% give very similar results for the

P3HT/SWCNT case.

As explained in the methodology section, the upper two layers of lattice sites

(~top 3nm of the P3HT) are assumed to contain a much higher percentage of traps; since

sputtering of ITO on top of the polymer is known to provide many additional defects

(quenching sites) in the polymer near the ITO/polymer boundary [94-96]. We find that

setting the trap density to 75% for the top two layers leads to a good fit with the

experimental data. Since the exciton dissociation efficiency ldiss and the carrier collection

efficiency 1ee are 100% in planar heterojunction devices [63], the photocurrent is

determined entirely by the amount of excitons that reach the SWCNTs.

The experiments show that in contrast to the photocurrent Isc, the open-circuit

voltage Voc (~0.46 V) and the fill factor FF (-0.28) don't show a meaningful variation

with P3HT-thickness [1]. Therefore the reported maximum efficiency at a value of dP3HT

60nm is entirely due to a maximum in the photocurrent.

The result of the simulation is shown in Figure 3.9 (blue curve). The model
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predicts the experimentally observed photocurrent. Without taking into account bulk

exciton dissociation the maximum is reached for a value close to the exciton diffusion

length (Fig. 3.9, green curve).

5 -data
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Figure 3.9. Short-circuit current per nanotube as a function of P3HT thickness. The black
squares are the experimental results [1] , and the blue line represents the results from the
KMC model assuming bulk exciton dissociation. The green curve shows the result
without making this assumption. The red curve shows the result for a higher extent of
defects in the P3HT due to ITO sputtering. Error bars for the experimental data indicate
one standard deviation for 4 to 15 devices. A KMC simulation was run at 60 data points,
each 5nm apart. Due to the stochastic nature of KMC, each simulation (at every value of
dP3HT) was run 400 times to get a meaningful average.

An alternative explanation for the shifted maximum is that the extent of sputtering

damage on the P3HT is more significant, and a high percentage of defects (~75%) is

found in the top 10 nm of the P3HT rather than only in the top 3nm (Fig. 3.9, red curve).

However, this hypothesis has recently been rejected in experimental work [1]. Either way,

the fact that a maximum photocurrent and efficiency is reached at dP3HT = 60 nm and not

8.5nm is due to the fact that there is a bulk exciton sink. More experimental work is

needed to determine the exact physical nature of this sink. It should be noted that all

versions of the model systematically overestimate the value of the first two experimental
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data points. Most likely, the layer of P3HT is insufficiently uniform and thick (thickness

on the nm-scale is hard to control when spincoating), such that it is likely that the device

is shunt.

P3HT/PCBM device

The KMC simulated total photocurrent (composed of excitons reaching the

P3HT/PCBM interface that were generated in both the P3HT and the PCBM) does not

show a maximum at 65nm but rather shows a monotonic decay with increasing P3HT

thickness, when assuming a trap-site concentration of 10% (Fig. 3.10a, dark blue curve).

Moreover the model underestimates the generated photocurrent density. Decreasing the

amount of trap-sites might increase the fidelity between the model and the data. Plots for

5%, 1% and 0% trap-sites are also included in Figure 3.10a. While the predicted

photocurrent density increases (due to fewer non-radiative recombination centers), the

trend does not follow the data well. It is interesting to note that in the case of 0% traps for

a non-annealed device the curve follows the trend of Figure 3.8d which shows the total

amount of photons absorbed as a function of the active device thickness. At 0% traps,

virtually every exciton that is generated reaches the donor/acceptor interface since

radiative recombination is a rare event.

We argue that upon annealing of the structure (the device is annealed at 150'C for

15 minutes [43]), the small PCBM molecules are able to diffuse into P3HT-Br. It should

be noted that experimentally, precautions were taken that the PCBM did not dissolve into

the P3HT directly upon spincoating. This is likely to happen in spincoated bilayer

devices, as most conjugated organic molecules are soluble in similar solvents, such that
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spincoating e.g. the PCBM onto the underlayer of P3HT results in re-dissolution of the

bottom layer and thus substantial mixing of the PCBM and the P3HT occurs and one can

no longer speak of a real PHJ. However, Kim et al. cross-linked their P3HT-Br layer (via

UV irradiation), making sure that the initially formed bilayer consists of a sharp interface

[40,43]. In our model we hypothesize that only upon annealing the mobile PCBM

molecules diffuse into the P3HT. It has been shown before that upon annealing the short-

circuit current increased substantially for a (90nm MEH-PPV)/(100 nm C60) bilayer [118]

and for a (80nm P3HT)/(22nm PCBM) bilayer device [40], and our hypothesis was

recently confirmed experimentally by several groups [41,119,120].

The effect of thermal annealing on the photocurrent as a function of polymer

thickness has not yet been investigated. Ferenczi et al. however show that upon similar

annealing conditions about 35nm of the original PCBM film diffused into the P3HT and

that the total device thickness decreased by 30nm [41]. Hence it is postulated that the

PCBM fills up the voids in the P3HT. This introduces a non-homogeneity in the system,

particularly, a mixed region emerges in the middle of the device, characterized by a

45wt% PCBM/P3HT concentration [41]. Since the device studied in this work only has

25 nm of PCBM [43], we will assume that all of it is able to diffuse into the P3HT and

the total device thickness thus decreases by 25 nm. The optical constants of a 45wt%

PCBM/P3HT blend are taken from literature [121] and plotted in Figure 3.5. An analysis

of the optical absorption in the annealed device shows that for the same active device

thickness the percentage of photons absorbed barely changes upon annealing (Fig. 3.8d).

However, as mentioned above, the active device thickness does decrease upon annealing,

leading to a smaller number of photons absorbed (Fig. 3.1 Ob). It has been shown that in a
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45wt% PCBM/P3HT blend all the generated excitons dissociate into free charge carriers

but that about 40% of these charges never reach their respective electrode due to

recombination or traps [41,122]. Taken this into account the total photocurrent for the

annealed device is calculated as a function of the initial P3HT thickness (i.e. prior to

annealing). The results of the optical model and the subsequent KMC simulation for the

annealed P3HT/PCBM PHJ are shown in Figure 3.10c and d respectively. Note that the

results of the optical model are again only shown for the optically active part of the

device.
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Figure 3.10. Short-circuit current density of the P3HT-Br/PCBM photovoltaic. Black
dots represent experimental data [43], the solid lines represent the results of the model
with 10% traps (blue), 5% traps (red), 1% traps (cyan), and 0% traps (green). (a) Results
for the non-annealed device. (b) Plot of the final device thickness versus the original
device thickness prior to annealing. (c) Results of the optical model for the annealed
P3HT/PCBM bilayer solar cell. Generation rate of excitons G(y) as a function of the
active part of the device, for different values of do3r. (d) Results for the annealed device,
where PCBM molecules diffuse into the P3HT-Br matrix.

The trend predicted by the model for the annealed device with 10% trap-sites in

the bulk of P3HT clearly shows how the position of maximum current is shifted to larger

values of the P3HT thickness, but still underestimates the magnitude of the current

density found experimentally. Model predictions for lower trap concentration (5%, 1%

and 0%) are included in Figure 3.10d. At 1% the model predicts the data fairly

accurately. It is possible that that due to the use of a slightly different P3HT polymer, or

merely due to different processing and post-treatment conditions for the data in Figure 4

(taken from ref. [1]) compared to the data in Figure 3.10 (taken from ref. [43]), the

percentage of traps in the model is different for the two sets of experimental data.

However, this would imply only one defect per 1000 monomer units, a value much lower

than those typically reported in literature (as discussed earlier). This leads us to assume

the discrepancy is largely due to an underestimation of the absorption coefficient of

P3HT-Br. Since experimental data were not available, we assumed the same absorption

characteristics for the modified P3HT-Br5 as for regular P3HT. The Br-unit attached to

the end of the hexyl-chain of P3HT is light sensitive and thus it is possible that the P3HT-

Br polymer is able to absorb more light than the regular P3HT. An increased light-

absorption of the modified polymer could also explain the underestimation of the

generated short-circuit current density. Future experiments will reveal this.
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Finally it should be noted that expanding the KMC simulation to include charge

transport as well would not improve the results of the model. First of all charge transport

in PHJs is commonly assumed to be 100% efficient (r7ce=100%) as explained in the

methodology section. Secondly, even if r7ec<100%, this would only result in a stronger

underestimation of the experimentally observed current. Abandoning the assumption that

all of the excitons generated in the PCBM can contribute to the current would also

decrease our simulated photocurrent.

It should be clear that taking into account the interdiffusion of PCBM into P3HT

predicts the correct trend and that annealing can be beneficial for the device

characteristics, depending on the thicknesses of the active areas. Finally it should be

noted that experiments showed that annealing did not alter the device characteristics of

the P3HT/SWCNT device, since the nanotubes are long one-dimensional structures that

are grown attached to the SiO 2 substrate and hence cannot diffuse into the P3HT, even

upon annealing.

3.4. Conclusions

Due to their simple geometry and design, planar heterojunction (PHJ) solar cells

have advantages both as potential photovoltaics with more efficient charge extraction

than their bulk heterojunction (BHJ) counterparts, and as idealized interfaces to study

basic device operation. The main reason for creating BHJs was the limited exciton

diffusion length in the active materials of the PHJ: if an exciton is generated at a distance

greater than its diffusion length from the hetero-interface of the PHJ, it would be very

unlikely to be able to contribute to the photocurrent. Based on this argument one expects
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a maximum in the photocurrent of PHJs for a thickness of the active layer equal to the

exciton diffusion length (~10nm). However in two recently developed PHJs that have

appeared in the literature, a maximum photocurrent is observed for 60-65nm of poly(3-

hexylthiophene) (P3HT).

Optical modeling reveals that interference plays a much bigger role in the

P3HT/PCBM device since the reflecting electrode is positioned underneath the active

layer. A Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation tracking the path of the generated excitons

reveals that for the P3HT/SWCNT device the maximum occurs mainly due to a bulk

exciton sink, presumably the dissociation of excitons in the bulk of P3HT for small

values of dp3HT. In the P3HT/PCBM device the maximum arises mainly due to the

diffusion of PCBM into P3HT upon annealing, which can be beneficial for the output

current, depending on the thickness of the active layer. It is clear that planar

heterojunctions are not just governed by the exciton diffusion length of the donor

material, as was previously thought, but that optical interference effects, bulk

dissociation, defects in the polymer (e.g. due to sputtering damage), and diffusion of

small molecules into the polymer upon annealing all play a role in the eventual

photocurrent.

Based upon the results of this model it will be possible to more intelligently

design nanostructured photovoltaics and optimize them towards higher efficiencies.

3.5. Ongoing work

Ongoing and future work will focus on increasing the efficiency of

P3HT/SWCNT based devices. Several avenues can be pursued.
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Previous work showed that device efficiency increases with the number of

SWCNTs [1], implying an increase of SWCNT density while still ensuring every

SWCNT has a clear path to the electrode (as opposed to the SWCNTs in the earlier

described BHJs [28-30]) is an obvious next step. We made the cross-bar structure shown

in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11. Increasing SWCNT density in the P3HT/SWCNT PV. (a) SEM image of
the cross-bar SWCNTs: after one set of SWCNTs is grown, the wafer is rotated by 90
degrees and a second set of SWCNTs is grown via CVD. (b) Total photocurrent increases,
but efficiency per SWCNT decreases in the cross-bar structure.

The cross-bar structure was achieved by growing aligned CVD-SWCNTs in one

direction, flip the wafer by 90 degrees, and grow another set of aligned CVD-SWCNTs

perpendicular to the first set of SWCNTs. The total short circuit current increased

compared to our earlier devices but the per-tube efficiency decreased, confirming that

SWCNT-SWCNT junctions are detrimental for the solar cell's performance.
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Based on our previous work [1,2] it is clear that mostly the excitons generated

within the diffusion distance away from the P3HT/SWCNT junction are able to

contribute to the photocurrent. This means there is a lot of excess P3HT in our devices.

The Gleason group developed an oxidative CVD (oCVD) process that allows the

conformal deposition of different polymers [123]. By growing the SWCNTs on top of a

trenched wafer, converting them to n-type SWCNTS by coating them with PEI, and then

conformally coating them with a p-type polymer we use very little material to create an

equally efficient photovoltaic device with less material.

A problem with our previous P3HT/ SWCNT devices was a fairly low fill factor

(FF) [1]. In order to determine whether a series resistance is responsible, we can compare

our currents measured with a solar simulator to those obtained with a technique called

SunsVoc, which basically measures the open circuit voltage Voc of the device under

different light intensities. This Voc is relatable to current via the ideal diode equation.

Since no current flows through the device (open circuit conditions), the effect of series

resistance is less pronounced. A quick estimate for the series resistance is the slope of the

IV-curve at the open circuit voltage Voc. Since the total current in our devices can also

be improved, parallel resistance may be an issue as well; it can be estimated as the slope

of the IV-curve at the short-circuit current Isc. The series resistance (which should be

minimized) and the parallel resistance (which should be maximized) of the devices

reported on in reference [1] are 33MQ and 36 MQ respectively. Clearly the main issue

with the devices is the large series resistance. Contact resistances at each interface can

contribute significantly. Choosing to abandon sputtering to deposit the ITO in favor of

electron-beam deposition should cause less damage to the P3HT at the ITO/P3HT
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interface. The sputtered ITO itself also has a limited conductivity (~1 04 S/m, [124124]).

Replacing it by a more conductive, flexible, transparent electrode (potentially graphene)

can significantly help reduce the series resistance. Finally the resistance of the P3HT can

also add to the series resistance; eliminating the excess P3HT as proposed above will help

in this regard.
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4. Study and manipulation of SWCNT-graphene interactions

Some of the work, text and figures presented in this Chapter are reprinted or adapted with

permission from reference [1] (Copyright C 2012, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.).

4.1. Background and motivation

Both single layer graphene (SLG) and single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)

have exceptional optical, mechanical, thermal and electronic properties [2-7], as

described in Chapter 1.

Although electronic transport in graphene as well as in SWCNTs has been

extensively explored [8-11], very few studies have investigated transport through the

interface formed between a carbon nanotube and graphene or graphite, and in fact no

study to date has investigated a junction between SWCNTs and SLG. Paulson et al. used

conductive atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure the contact resistance between a

multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) and highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)

and found that the resistance varies significantly (between ~5 and -75kQ) based on the

orientation of the MWCNT lattice with respect to the graphite lattice [12]. Both HOPG

and MWCNTs are considered to be zero-gap metals. Pei et al. grew both semiconducting

(sc-) and metallic (m-) SWCNTs on top of exfoliated few-layer-graphene (FLG) and

designed bottom-gated field-effect transistor by contacting the SWCNTs and the

graphene with palladium electrodes [13]. They found fairly symmetric I-V curves for a
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junction between a m-SWCNT and FLG, suggesting no obvious potential barrier between

the m-SWCNT and graphene. For a sc-SWCNT/FLG junction they observed rectifying

behavior, characterized by a small positive threshold voltage of 0.1 V, indicating the

existence of a Schottky barrier.

In this part of my thesis, I describe the creation and study of a junction between

SWCNTs and a monolayer of graphene, an ideal one-dimensional / two-dimensional

carbon-allotrope conductive interface, for the first time. My interest is in the degree of

charge transfer (or doping) between the two materials. The ability to controllably dope

graphene and change its work function is key to its implementation in devices such as

(opto-) electronics and biosensors, and interconnects [14-18]. Additionally, there is a

strong preference to dope graphene without covalently functionalizing it or substituting

carbon atoms, such that graphene's outstanding electronic properties are preserved

[19,20]. Finally the transition from 2D to 1D electronic conduction may lead to new

physics that could be of interest for engineering novel electronic junctions, including

rectifiers, transistors and sensors.

The interactions between a single m-SWCNT and a single layer graphene sheet

that covers the SWCNT are studied using Raman spectroscopy, a technique that relies on

the inelastic scattering of monochromatic laser photons with molecular vibrations

(phonons), resulting in an energy shift of the laser photons. Comparing the Raman data of

the SWCNT/graphene junction with those of bare graphene and bare SWCNTs reveals

that the SWCNT locally dopes the graphene at the junction formed between them.

Similar results were obtained for a sc-SWCNT/graphene junction. We demonstrate

polarized spectral deconvolution of the Raman spectra as a technique to enable the study
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of these carbon junctions. A molecular dynamics simulation rules out strain as the cause

of the observed Raman peak shifts. Since the SWCNT is able to dope the graphene in a

spatially controlled way without affecting its sp2-lattice structure, we do not expect a

significant mobility loss in the graphene.

4.2. Materials and methods

4.2.1. SWCNT synthesis

Aligned SWCNTs were grown via atmospheric CVD on a SiO 2/Si (300nm of

SiO 2) wafer. The SiO 2/Si wafers were cut with a die-saw (9xl4mm sample dimensions)

and cleaned by ultrasonicating them for 10 min in acetone and for 10 minutes in IPA,

after which they were dried with a stream of N2.

The catalyst for growth is based on solution-dispersed SWCNTs from Nano-C,

grown with a pyrolysis method (Nano-CAPT). 2mg/ml of the Nano-CAPT SWCNTs

were weighed out and added to a 2wt% sodium cholate hydrate aqueous solution; the

SWCNTs were dispersed in the surfactant by homogenizing and tip-sonicating the

mixture for Ihour each.

The solution typically contains about 30wt% of Fe or Fe oxide nanoparticles.

These Fe particles serve as the catalyst for the aligned SWCNT growth, and the SWCNTs

already present in the catalyst disperse the particles such that many individual catalytic

sites are present and such that the Fe-particles are now not necessarily stuck to the

substrate, enabling lift-off from the surface during growth. The SWCNTs 'float' along

with the gas flow during growth; this mechanism is known as kite-growth [21].
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Using a syringe, a -mm wide strip of SWCNT/Fe catalyst solution was

deposited along the bottom width of the SiO2/Si wafer and the wafer was placed inside

the quartz tube of the CVD furnace. The temperature is ramped up to 900'C in 20

minutes under stable flow of 100sccm ultrahigh-purity hydrogen (H2), kept constant at

900'C for 10 min, ramped up to 970'C while flowing 3.4 sccm of H2. At this point a

stable flow of 2sccm ultrahigh-purity methane (CH 4) was added for the next 45 minutes

during which the SWCNTs grow.

After growth, the wafers with the SWCNTs were annealed in air at 350'C for 1.5

hour to remove any possible amorphous carbon via oxidation.

Scanning electron microscopy imaging (SEM, model JEOL 6060) was used to

verify SWCNT growth and to identify the locations of suitably long SWCNTs for

detailed Raman characterization.

4.2.2. Graphene synthesis and transfer

SLG was synthesized by low-pressure CVD on a copper foil substrate (25 prm,

99.8%, Alfa Aesar) that acts as the catalyst. The Cu foil was cut (~3/4" x 2") and cleaned

by submerging in a 1:1 HCl:DI H20 solution for 5 minutes, followed by rinsing it with

DI H20, acetone and IPA. The film was then blow-dried with a N2-gun and placed on a

hotplate (85'C) for 5 minutes. Under a stable H2 flow (30sccm), the Cu sheet was heated

to 1000 0 C in 20 minutes, and kept at 1000'C for another 20 minutes to anneal it. Next,

3sccm of CH 4 was added and graphene was synthesized for 35 minutes.

The graphene on Cu was covered in poly(methyl methacrylate) (950PMMA, A4,

MicroChem) by spin coating (3000 rpm, 1 min) and dried in air (-15 min). Graphene on
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the reverse side of the Cu sheet was removed by reactive ion etching (Plasmatherm RIE,

100 W, 7 mtorr oxygen, 5 min). The Cu-graphene-PMMA stack was placed on the

surface of Cu etchant (6 M HCl and 1 M CuCl2 in water). After complete Cu etching

(~30 minutes), the graphene-PMMA layer was scooped out with a clean wafer into

several sequential baths of ultrapure water for rinsing. Finally it was scooped out with the

target substrate (wafer with aligned SWCNTs as described above) and dried in air

overnight before immersion in several baths of clean acetone to dissolve the PMMA,

followed by rinsing in isopropanol and drying with ultrapure nitrogen.

4.2.3. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopic measurements were performed on a Horiba Jobin Yvon

LabRAM HR800 system using a 633 nm excitation laser, 1OOX objective lens with -1

pm diameter spot size, and 600 lines/mm grating with ~3-4 cm~' spectral resolution. The

Raman peaks were fit to Lorentzians.

It is crucial for the experiments to calibrate the Raman spectrometer prior to

collecting data. Cyclohexane was used as a reference. Moreover, the calibration may shift

over time or with temperature changes; therefore we collected the Raman signal of

cyclohexane right before and after collecting graphene Raman data and adjusted the data

accordingly.

4.2.4. Statistics
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For each two distributions compared in this Chapter, we tested whether they are

statistically significantly different from one another. First, for each dataset a Shapiro-

Wilks test was performed, with the null hypothesis being that the data is normally

distributed. The significance level was set at 0.05. For p-values less than 0.05 the null

hypothesis was rejected, and vice versa. If two distributions being compared are both

normal, an independent two-sample t-test was performed where the null-hypothesis states

that the data in both datasets comes from normal distributions with equal means but

unknown variances. If on the other hand, one or both of the distributions compared are

not normally distributed, a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed; the

null hypothesis is that both datasets come from the same continuous distribution.

For either test, the null hypothesis was rejected for p-values <0.01, in which case

the difference between both datasets was declared statistically significant. Where

appropriated, the p-value of either the t-test or the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was

reported in the figure caption.

4.2.5. Molecular dynamics simulation

For the MD simulations VMD was used in combination with the NAMD package.

For the SWCNTs and graphene the CHARMM27 force field was used [22,23], and the

VMD inorganic builder plugin was used to determine the SiO 2 force field [24].

The SiO2 in the simulation is 50 unit cells long and wide (~25nm), and 10 unit

cells deep (~7nm). The (13,7) SWCNT (diameter ~1.35nm) is 22nm long. The graphene

sheet covering the SWCNT is 20nm long and wide. The results of the simulation did not

change significantly if we change the size of the simulation.
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In the initial condition for the simulation the graphene sheet was bent into a

Gaussian shape over the SWCNT; the FWHM and height of the Gaussian were varied in

several simulations to verify that the final equilibrated structure is independent of the

initial conditions. It should be noted that when the graphene sheet was located too far

from the SWCNT at time 0, the structure did not converge to the same solution since in

the simulation the VDW interactions were truncated after 12 A. During the simulation the

graphene and SWCNT atoms were allowed to equilibrate and move, whereas the SiO 2

atoms remained fixed.

The simulations were run at 300K (controlled via Langevin dynamics) in the NVT

ensemble, assuming a vacuum and typically reach an equilibrium state after ~ 500 time

steps (= 1 ps). At first, each simulation was run for 15000 time steps. Then, the output

coordinate file served as the initial condition for the next simulation and thermal

velocities were redistributed. This was repeated 4 times. Out of each of those 4

simulations 500 time points were taken (in total 2000), which were then averaged.

4.3. Results and discussion

4.3.1. Doping effect investigated by Raman spectroscopy

Aligned SWCNTs were grown on a SiO2/Si wafer via chemical vapor deposition

(CVD). A monolayer of graphene was also synthesized via CVD and transferred on top

of the wafer with SWCNTs as described in Chapter 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 a shows a schematic of the SWCNT/graphene junction. Figure 4.1 b

shows an array of SEM images of the entire wafer and indicates the particular metallic-

SWCNT/graphene junction being investigated, and Figure 4.1c is an atomic force

microscopy (AFM) image of a representative SWCNT. The way the sample is made

allows for direct comparison between different regions of the same sample. Raman

spectroscopic maps were taken at 3 different regions in the same sample (Fig.4.1a). In

Region 1, 75 spatially distinct Raman spectra were taken along ~100pm of the bare

SWCNT. In Region 2 (-20x100 gm), 75 spatially distinct Raman spectra are taken of the

graphene alone. Finally we were able to gauge the influence of the SWCNT on the

graphene and vice versa by collecting 75 Raman spectra in distinct locations in Region 3

where the graphene covers the SWCNT (spectra of the junction were taken for -100 m

along the length of the SWCNT). This allows for direct internal controls. The reason for

collecting this many spectra in each region is the ability to take into account any possible

spatial inhomogeneity of the graphene, SWCNT and the substrate and to make

meaningful statistical comparisons between the different regions.

CVD grown SWCNT

CVD grown graphene

SiO2/Si wafer

Region 3
Region 2

Region 1

(a)
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Figure 4.1. Sample setup and characterization. (a) Schematic of the SWCNT-CVD
graphene junction (not to scale). Region 1 indicates a part of the SWCNT where it is not
covered by graphene (Raman spectra taken along -10O m of the SWCNT). Region 2
indicates a (-100 gm by 20 jm) region of graphene away from the junction. Region 3
indicates a region where the graphene is directly on top of the SWCNT (Raman spectra
taken along -1 O0jm of the SWCNT. In order to obtain statistically relevant data, in each
region 75 distinct Raman spectra were taken at different spots. Given a laser spot size of
1im, the spectra were taken at least 1.25gm apart from one another, thereby avoiding
overlap. (b) Stitched together SEM images of the entire wafer, showing the SWCNT
catalyst region, the graphene sheet (-1/4" x 1/4") covering the SWCNTs. The green
arrow indicates the m-SWCNT that is the subject of the current study. (c) AFM image of
a typical CVD-grown SWCNT. Inset shows the height profile, indicating the SWCNT
diameter is -0.8 nm.
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Figure 4.2 shows representative Raman spectra from each of the different regions,

specifically for the m-SWCNT/graphene junction studied here. Figure 4.2a is the

spectrum of the m-SWCNT in Region 1. The characteristic Raman modes of SWCNTs

are the RBM (radial breathing mode), which typically occurs between 100-300cm'; the

G band at ~ 1580cm'; the D peak (1300-1400 cmf) and the 2D peak (2600-2800cm-1)

[25]. The D-peak, which originates from double resonant Raman scattering from a

phonon and a defect, is absent in our data (Fig. 4.2a), indicating we have a virtually

defect-free SWCNT. The 2D peak (also due to double scattering but from two phonons)

is typically very weak in SWCNTs. The RBM is caused by out-of-plane vibrations: it

corresponds to the radial expansion and contraction of the tube. Therefore it is possible to

relate the RBM frequency (ORBM (in cm') to the diameter d (in nm) of the SWCNT via

227
ORBM - 1+0.05786 d2 [26]. The RBM, in combination with the resonant excitation

d

wavelength of the SWCNT allows a SWCNT to be determined as metallic (m-SWCNT)

or semiconducting (sc-SWCNT). By locating the RBM of the investigated SWCNT (177

cm') and the laser energy (2.33 eV) on a Kataura plot ([27]), we assign the SWCNT in

Fig. 4.2a as metallic, and most likely a (13,7) chirality SWCNT, with a diameter of

~1.35nm. The G band is a signature of in-plane vibrations and (due to the SWCNT

curvature) consists of several peaks, the most important ones being G- (caused by a

longitudinal optical phonon (LO) in m-SWCNTs) and G+ (caused by a transverse optical

phonon (TO) for m-SWCNTs). For sc-SWCNTs the G~ peak corresponds to transverse

phonon and the G* peak to the longitudinal one. For the m-SWCNT under investigation

the G~ and G+ peaks are situated at 1572 and 1592 cm' respectively.
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Figure 4.2. Representative Raman spectra of the relevant regions of the sample. The
spectra were collected at 633nm laser excitation. Characteristic peaks are assigned
(SWCNT peaks denoted in red, graphene peaks in blue and substrate peaks with green
asterisks). (a) Spectrum taken in Region 1 (SWCNT exposed to air). The 2 insets show
the RBM and the G peak. (b) Spectrum taken in Region 2 (Graphene exposed to air).
Inset shows the G-peak. (c) Spectrum taken in Region 3 (Graphene covering SWCNT).
Inset shows the G-peaks. (d) Spectrum taken in Region 3 with a half-wave plate that
ensures the laser polarization is perpendicular to the SWCNT. Inset shows the G-peak.

Figure 4.2b shows the graphene Raman spectrum. A monolayer of graphene is

typically characterized by a D-peak near 1300-1350 cm-1, a G-peak near 1580cm~1 and a
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2D peak near 2600-2700cm'j[28,29]. The relative intensities and the widths of the G and

2D peaks as well as the color contrast in the microscope confirm we have grown

monolayer graphene (SLG) [28,29].

Figure 4.2c shows a representative spectrum of graphene covering the m-

SWCNT. The RBM feature of the SWCNT and the 2D feature of graphene are clearly

distinguishable; however, the G-bands of the m-SWCNT and the graphene overlap,

making it difficult to tell which of the G-peaks is characteristic of the m-SWCNT and

which of the graphene. Because the Raman signal of a SWCNT depends on the laser-

polarization, mainly due to its anisotropic shape [30-32], it can be blocked while keeping

the signal from the graphene by rotating the polarization angle of the incident laser beam.

Figure 4.3 shows the laser-polarization-dependence of the Raman signal of a SWCNT (a)

and of graphene (b), obtained by using a half-wave plate to rotate the incident

polarization of the laser excitation. The intensity of the Raman signal is the largest when

the polarization of the incident light is parallel to the nanotube axis (aX=O0 and c=1800)

and disappears completely when it is perpendicular to the nanotube axis ((a=90') (Fig.

I - I
4.3a). For the SWCNT the polarization difference ratio 1= 0 * (where I represents

Io +1I10' 90'

the intensity of the signal, measured as the area under the curve), equals 0.98. It is

important to verify the effect of the half-wave plate on the Raman signal of graphene,

shown in Figure 4.3b; the half-wave plate has no influence on the G-peak position and

very little on the G-peak intensity (1 = -0.04). This result is expected, since graphene is

largely isotropic. Figure 4.2d shows the spectrum taken at the exact same location as the
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one in Figure 4.2c but with the insertion of the half-wave plate at a=90*. The RBM and

G-band signal of the SWCNT disappear whereas the graphene peaks are still present.
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Figure 4.3. Influence of a half-wave retardation plate on the G-band Raman signal of (a)
a SWCNT, and (b) graphene.

Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show the influence of the m-SWCNT on the CVD-graphene.

Figure 4.4 compares the different statistical distributions of the relevant graphene Raman

peak parameters extracted from all 75 spatially distinct Raman spectra collected in

Region 2 (graphene alone) vs. Region 3 (graphene covering SWCNT). Figure 4.5

presents the same dataset in a different light: scatterplots of relevant peak parameters in
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each region are compared and superposed to 'doping trajectories' (the dashed lines in

Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.4. Statistical plots showing the influence of the m-SWCNT on graphene. The
lower and higher ends of the boxplots represent the 25 and 75 percentile marks of the
distributions respectively, and the middle line is the median value. Minimum and
maximum values are represented by black stars, and the average is the black square. The
red triangles represent the complete dataset superimposed on the boxplots. (a) G peak
position of intrinsic graphene (Region 2) vs. graphene on top of the m-SWCNT (Region
3); p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4). The increase in position is consistent with doping. (b) 2D
peak position of intrinsic graphene (Region 2) vs. graphene on top of the m-SWCNT
(Region 3); p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4). The decrease in position is consistent with n-
doping. (c) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of intrinsic graphene (Region 2) vs.
graphene on top of the m-SWCNT (Region 3); p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4). The decrease
in width is consistent with doping. (d) 2D/G intensity ratio of intrinsic graphene (Region
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2) vs. graphene on top of the m-SWCNT (Region 3); p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4). The
decrease is consistent with doping.
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Figure 4.5. Doping trajectories showing the influence of the m-SWCNT on the graphene.
Comparison of some characteristic Raman signals of the graphene in Region 2 (on the
substrate, black squares) and Region 3 (on top of the SWCNT, red dots). (a) Effect of
SWCNT on the G and 2D-peak position of graphene. (b) Effect of the SWCNT on the G
peak position and width of the graphene. (c) Effect of the SWCNT on the 2D/G intensity
ratio and the G position of graphene. Dashed lines represent doping trajectories adapted
from [33] and [34].

Das et al. changed the number of charge carriers in graphene by tuning the gate

voltage of a graphene field-effect transistor (FET) while simultaneously monitoring the
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evolution of the relevant graphene Raman peak parameters [33]. Based on their dataset,

we were able to establish the above-mentioned doping doping trajectories.

The G and 2D peaks contain information about the level of doping and strain in

graphene [28,29,33,35,36]. Figure 4.4a shows how the G-peak position of graphene

upshifts by about 10 cm-1 when it covers the m-SWCNT, indicative of doping. The 2D

peak decreases by ~3 cm (Fig. 4.4b), which indicates that the type of doping is n-type

[33]. Figure 4.5a shows the 2D peak position versus the G peak position of graphene on

the SiO2 substrate (black squares) and on top of the SWCNT (red dots). (It should be

noted that in establishing the doping trajectory in Fig. 4.5a we took into account the

dependence of graphene's 2D peak position on the laser excitation wavelength by

downshifting the 2D position data from [33] since they were generated after 532nm laser

excitation and this work uses a 633nm laser excitation source.)

The 2D-G position trajectory starts out on the left side of the graph with undoped

graphene. For both p- and n- doping the G peak position increases but the 2D position

shifts differently for each type of doping resulting in the two branches in Figure 4.5a. Our

data superimposed on these doping trajectories supports the conclusion of n-doping of

graphene from the m-SWCNT.

Another measure of doping is a decrease of the G peak full width at half

maximum (FWHM) [35,37], which we also observe (Fig. 4.4c, Fig. 4.5b). Figure 4.5b

shows the FWHM of the G peak plotted versus its position. The dashed doping trajectory,

adapted from [33] indicates increased doping levels lead to a stiffer G peak and an

increased G peak position. This trend line has been shifted upward to take into account

the larger G peak FWHM in CVD graphene, compared to that in exfoliated graphene.
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A final indication of doping is a decreased 2D/G intensity ratio, depicted in Figure

4.4d. Combined with the previous trend of increased G peak, another doping trajectory

can be set up (Figure 4.5c). The dashed trend line is adapted from data in ref. [33]. It

should be noted that G-peak information of graphene on top of the SWCNT was deduced

from spectra taken with the half-wave plate, as it is clear from Figure 4.2c it is hard to

deduce which peaks belong to graphene and which to SWCNT without it. Due to the

introduction of the additional optics the intensity of the G-peak decreases by ~8.5% (as

shown in Fig. 4.6) and it can be considered as the lower limit of the actual value of the G

peak intensity. This implies that the 2D/G intensity ratio in Figure 4.4d and 4.5c for

graphene on top of the SWCNT is an upper limit, which further confirms the doping

trend.

Note that the G peak position data taken in Region 3, shown in Figures 4.4 and

4.5 are characterized by a slightly broader distribution than the other distributions. This is

likely because the SWCNT G peak and the graphene G peak in Region 3 partially overlap

and the deconvolution slightly overestimates the width of the graphene G peak.
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Figure 4.6 Representative intensity loss (-8.5%) of graphene G-peak signal upon
insertion of the half wave plate (a =90 0).
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Comparing the SWCNT Raman signal in Region 1, where the SWCNT is exposed

to air, and in Region 3, where it is covered by graphene, also yields some interesting

observations. Figure 4.7 shows the influence of the graphene on the RBM and G~ peak

position of the m-SWCNT. In contrast to the G~peak-position of the m-SWCNT, the G-

position can still be extracted from the Raman signal in Region 2 without the half-wave

plate (i.e. the dark blue curve in Figure 4.2c).

Figure 4.7 shows an upshift in both the RBM and the G peak position of the m-

SWCNT when it is covered by graphene. It has been shown both theoretically and

experimentally that upon doping the RBM and G-peaks of SWCNTs can upshift [38-43].

There is some disagreement in the literature about the exact nature and extent of this

doping. Farhat et al. claim the RBM upshift is only observed for m-SWCNTS [38],

whereas others do not make the distinction between sc-SWCNTs and m-SWCNTs when

observing this phenomenon [40,43]. The experimental conditions and nanotube sources

are different in each publication. Since Farhat et al. also use CVD-grown SWCNTs, their

observations may be more relevant to our work.
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Figure 4.7. Statistical plots showing influence of graphene on the m-SWCNT.
Comparison of the RBM (a) and the G peak (b) positions the m-SWCNT in Region 1
(exposed to air) and Region 3 (underneath the graphene). The lower and higher ends of
the boxplots represent the 25 and 75 percentile marks of the distributions respectively,
and the middle line is the median value. Minimum and maximum values are represented
by black stars, and the average is the black square. The red triangles in Figure 4.7(a),(b)
represent the complete dataset superimposed on the boxplots. In each case, p<0.01 (see
Chapter 4.2.4).

sc-SWCNT/graphene junction: results

A similar junction was created between a semiconducting SWCNT and single

layer graphene. The key results are shown in Figure 4.8. Based on the RBM peak position

and the shape of the G bands (both shown in the Raman spectrum of the sc-SWCNT in

Fig. 4.8a), we assign the SWCNT as semiconducting, specifically as a (18,7) chirality sc-

SWCNT with a diameter of ~1.78nm.

Figure 4.8b summarizes the doping effect of the sc-SWCNT on the graphene

covering it: graphene covering the sc-SWCNT (Region 3) is substantially more doped

than graphene far away from the junction (Region 2), as evidenced by the increase of the

average G peak position of graphene from 1587.4 cm' to 1590.2 cm-.

It should be noted that in this case, it is hard to deduce the type of doping

experienced by graphene on top of the sc-SWCNT, since for some datapoints the 2D

position of graphene increases in Region 3 vs. in Region 2, whereas for others it

decreases. Moreover, the data are all located close to the where the p- and n-branch of the

doping trajectories are joined, where the differences observed in 2D peak position for p-

vs. n-doping are less pronounced.
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The RBM of the sc-SWCNT does not change in a statistically relevant manner

when covered by graphene, as is shown in Figure 4.8c. This is consistent with Farhat et

al.'s results that only the RBM of metallic SWCNTs upshifts upon doping [38]. The sc-

SWCNT G peak position does only upshift slightly from 1602.2 cm~1 to 1603.2 cm-' (Fig.

4.8d), which is again expected for sc-SWCNTs [39].
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Figure 4.8. Influence of doping at a sc-SWCNT/graphene junction. (a) Representative
Raman spectrum taken in Region I (sc-SWCNT exposed to air). The 2 insets show the
RBM and the G peak. (b) Effect of sc-SWCNT on the G and 2D-peak position of
graphene. Doping trajectories adjusted from ref. [33], with superimposed scatter data of
graphene in Region 2 (on the substrate, black squares) and in Region 3 (on top of the
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SWCNT, red dots); PG-position,graphene<O -1; P2D-position,graphene<0-O1 (see Chapter 4.2.4) (c),
(d) Statistical plots showing influence of graphene on the sc-SWCNT. Comparison of the
RBM (c) and the G peak (d) positions the sc-SWCNT in Region 1 (exposed to air) and
Region 3 (underneath the graphene). The lower and higher ends of the boxplots represent
the 25 and 75 percentile marks of the distributions respectively, and the middle line is the
median value. Minimum and maximum values are represented by black stars, and the
average is the black square. The red triangles in Figure 4.8(c),(d) represent the complete
dataset superimposed on the boxplots. pRBM-position7-0 2 8 (>001); PG-position,sc-SWCNT <0.01
(see Chapter 4.2.4).

Discussion

The spectroscopic Raman data indicate that graphene is being n-doped at the

junction with the m-SWCNT. Part of these electrons can come directly from the m-

SWCNT. When the SWCNT and the graphene are brought in contact, electrons will flow

from the material with more electrons (more shallow Fermi energy level EF compared to

vacuum) to the material with fewer electrons (deeper EF compared to vacuum) to

equalize the Fermi levels in the two materials. The theoretical work function of SWCNTs

is chirality dependent. For both the m-SWCNT like the one studied here with a diameter

of ~1.35nm, and the sc-SWCNT with a diameter of ~1.78nm Barone et al. have

calculated via density functional theory (DFT) that the work function is 4.5 eV, whereas

the work function for graphene is determined to be 4.68 eV [44]. The work function is

defined as the energy difference between the vacuum energy level and the Fermi energy

(EF) level of the material, which implies a material with a larger work function has a

lower lying EF (in this case graphene). Based on the DFT calculations of the work

functions of the materials used in our study, we expect electrons to flow from the m-

SWCNT to the graphene, consistent with the doping trends observed in our Raman study.

It should be noted that we use CVD-grown graphene that has been exposed to several
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processing steps during its growth and transfer, so it is likely that its work function

deviates from a pristine graphene crystal in vacuum.

The recorded Raman shifts can inform us about the amount of charge that is

transferred between the SWCNT and the CVD graphene. Both Das et al. [33] and Farhat

et al. [38,39] have studied Raman spectra of graphene and SWCNT devices respectively

under conditions of electrostatic doping. In the case of the former, Das et al.

electrochemically gated a graphene monolayer with a polymer top gate (PEO/LiClO 4)

and recorded the G-peak position shift as a function of the applied gate voltage VG. Farhat

et al. gated a metallic SWCNT with the same top gate (PEO/LiClO 4) and also recorded

both G-peak and RBM position shifts as a function of VG. Below, I calculate the

corresponding carrier concentrations that correspond to these shifts in the G peak in order

to estimate the respective concentrations observed in SWCNT/graphene junction reported

in this work.

The application of a gate voltage results in an electrostatic potential difference

between the gate and the graphene ($ ) as well as a shift in the Fermi level EF due to the

addition of carriers to the graphene.

VG AEF
e

where e is the unit charge of an electron. 0 is defined by the electrostatic or geometrical

capacitance CG, whereas the second term is related to the quantum capacitance Co of the

gated material:

ne 2ne
VG=-+c

CG Q
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where n represents the charge density in the gated material (units of m 2 for the 2D

graphene and of m-1 for the ID SWCNT). Likewise for a 2D material the units of CG and

CQ are F/m 2, whereas for a ID material the capacitance is normalized per unit length and

the units of CG and CQ are F/m. The geometrical capacitance (normalized per unit area)

for graphene can be written as

CG,graphene -EE (43)
d

with E the relative dielectric constant of the dielectric, Eo the permittivity of free space

and t, the thickness of the dielectric. The dielectric constant of the polymer (PEO) is 5

[33,45]. The geometrical length-normalized capacitance CG between the cylindrical

SWCNT and the gate can be written as:

CG,SWNT l 01EO(44!
cosh ((td+ r)/r) (

where r is the SWCNT radius [46]. For polymer top gates the dielectric is formed by the

Debye layer that forms at the interface between the gated material and the polymer [33].

Therefore for a polymer top gate:

_ K 2ce2 -1/22ce 2
td = I (4.5),

e~kBT

with c is the concentration of the electrolyte, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the

temperature. Typically the exact electrolyte concentration is difficult to estimate, and a

Debye length of 2nm is assumed [21,33].
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The quantum capacitance for graphene (SWCNT) can be directly derived from

the density of states (DOS) of graphene (SWCNT) in the vicinity of the Fermi level

[2,47-49]:

CQgraphene - 2e 2 In (4.6),
F,graphene

CQSWCNT - 2e2  (47)
hvFSWCNT

with h and- are the Planck constant and the reduced Planck constant respectively,

VF,graphene 106 m/s the Fermi velocity for graphene [2] and VF,SWCNT = 8X10 5 m/s the

Fermi velocity for a m-SWCNT [50]. Note that the factor 2 in the second term of

equation (4.2) depends on the definition of Co and is related to the spin degeneracy: every

state can accommodate two electrons, with opposite spins. Also note that since a 3D bulk

metal has a quasi infinite number of available states and thus has a quantum capacitance

of <x>, which implies that the addition of charge carriers barely affects the value of the

Fermi level, and the second term in eqn. (4.2) can be omitted.

. Combining eqns. (4.1)-(4.7) results in the following relationships between VG and

n for graphene and for a m-SWCNT respectively:

for graphene: VG= netd + F,graphene = An + BX&Z (4.8),
EEO e

necosh- '((td +r )/Ir) nhvF,WNT
for SWCNT: VG =w r ) + e =(C +D)n (4.9),

27rcE0e
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where A,B,C and D are constants > 0.

Based on Das et al.'s recorded values of G peak shift vs. VG and the relationship

between VG and n (eqn. (4.8)) we deduce that a peak shift of about 10 cm-1 (observed for

the m-SWCNT/graphene junction - Fig. 4.4a) requires a gate voltage of 1.2V which

corresponds to an added electron concentration Sn =1.12 x 1013 cm-2. The graphene G

peak shift from 1587.4 cm~1 to 1590.2 cm-1 recorded for the sc-SWCNT/graphene

junction suggests an added dopant concentration on =0.325x 1013 cm-2. Based on Farhat

et al.'s recorded peak shifts of the RBM of m-SWCNTs, the shift we observe (~1.5cm-I

(Fig. 4.7a)) requires at least a positive or negative gate voltage equal to 1.5VI, which,

according to eqn.(4.9) implies a lower bound of the added electron or hole concentration

of ~|Snl =3.34 x 106 cm-. It should be noted that for both positive and negative applied

gate voltages the observed RBM-shifts of the m-SWCNT eventually saturate. The RBM

position upshifts by ~ 1.5 cm-1 by applying a VG|=1-1 .5V but for higher values of I VG| the

RBM peak position no longer changes (e.g. Fig. 5 of ref. [38]). Our observed peak shift is

located in this saturated region; hence we can only report a lower limit of added carrier

concentration for the SWCNT. Both p- and n-doping of the SWCNT have a similar effect

[38,39], but since the graphene is being n-doped (electrons are added) on top of the

SWCNT, it is assumed the SWCNT is being p-doped underneath the graphene (deprived

of electrons).

Assuming a circular laser spot with a diameter of 1gm (with an area of

~0.785tm2) during our Raman experiments, we can deduce the total amount of charge

that is transferred per gm of m-SWCNT. The graphene receives 8.792 x 104 electrons per

gm of metallic SWCNT it covers, while the m-SWCNT loses a minimum of 3.34 x 102
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electrons per gim. A similar calculation shows graphene receives 2.552 x 104 electrons

per gm of sc-SWCNT it covers.

It is plausible that part of the graphene n-doping is caused by the fact that the

graphene on top of the SWCNT is no longer in direct contact with the SiO 2, which is

known to p-dope the graphene [51]. Some adsorbants on the SWCNTs itself could

potentially also cause additional doping, although the SWCNTs were annealed in air for

350'C for 1.5 hrs to remove amorphous carbon and stored in a vacuum chamber until

graphene was put on top. When transferring the graphene to the wafer with SWCNTs the

junction is only exposed to deionized water, which then evaporates. Water has been

shown to dope graphene [52,53]. Possibly some nanosize water clusters remain trapped

between the SWCNT and the graphene, which can locally dope the graphene. This again

justifies the need for taking many different spectra in order to get statistically significant

results. Water from the air may also adsorb on the topside of the sample. This potentially

causes a difference in the doping level of the SWCNT in Region 1 versus the SWCNT in

Region 3.

Finally we have examined the possibility that the close interaction between the

SWCNT lattice and the monolayer polycrystalline graphene in Region 3 forms a structure

resembling turbostratic graphene. Turbostratic graphene is characterized by a very

different Raman signature than AB-stacked bilayer graphene or monolayer graphene [54-

56]. Compared to pristine graphene both the 2D position, the 2D/G intensity ratio and the

G peak width increase. In Region 3 (graphene on top of SWCNT) we only observe a

moderate upshift of the 2D peak compared to Region 2, and a decrease of I2/IG and a
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smaller G peak width. Therefore nothing points in the direction of a turbostratic

monolayer/graphene SWCNT interaction.

The amount of SWCNT G band upshift with electrostatic gating is a matter of

disagreement in the literature. Farhat et al. report an upshift of the G peak of an m-

SWCNT by ~ 30cm-1 upon the application of a polymer top gate voltage of 1.5V| (the

value of VG that results in our observed upshift in RBM-peak) [39]; whereas more modest

upshifts of the G peak position of a SWCNT upon doping are reported by others [41-43].

In order for the G- peak to upshift from ~ 1571 cm-1 to 1575 cnY', as is the case in our

data shown in Fig. 4.7b, a VG ~|0.lVl is required, which implies a charge transfer of

0.223 x 102 m-1, still within a factor of 15 of the previous analysis. According to Farhat

et al. the G- peak upshift we observe seems more typical for the observed upshift of the

G+ peak of a m-SWCNT or of the G-peak of a sc-SWCNT [39].

It should also be clear that all datasets presented show the importance of

collecting multiple spectra in each region and comparing the different distributions as a

whole. Each distribution shows some spread. This is possibly due to small temperature

and humidity fluctuations throughout the experiment and small spatial variations in

doping (e.g. residual PMMA on the graphene).

4.3.2. Strain effect investigated by Raman spectroscopy

Radial compressive strain of the SWCNT under the graphene sheet is another

physical effect that can shift the RBM and G peak positions of SWCNTs. A recent atomic
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force microscopy (AFM) study has shown a reduction of the height of a SWCNT with an

original diameter of 1.35nm by nearly 23% when it is covered by a monolayer of

graphene oxide (GO) [57].

While the effects of axial compression and strain on the SWCNT Raman signal

have been explored [58] [59], the effect of radial compression on the Raman spectrum of

a single SWCNT on a substrate has not yet been investigated. There is experimental and

computational evidence for an upshift of the Raman peaks of SWCNTs and SWCNT

bundles in solution under pressure [60,61]. The case of a single SWCNT compressed by

both the substrate underneath it and the graphene on top but free to expand sideways is

likely different. Both molecular dynamics (MD) and experimental studies show the effect

of axial strain and compression on the Raman peak positions of SWCNTs is opposite:

positive axial strain decreases peak positions whereas negative axial strain (compression)

increases them [58] [59].

To estimate the amount of strain at equilibrium in our system (a sheet of

monolayer graphene covering a (13,7) m-SWCNT on SiO 2/Si substrate), MD calculations

were performed at 300K in the canonical (NVT) ensemble using the NAMD molecular

dynamics package with CHARMM27 force-field parameters [22,23], as described in

Section 4.2. A similar analysis was performed for the (18,7) sc-SWCNT covered by

graphene. The simulations were performed similarly to many other MD simulations of

graphene and/or SWCNT available in literature [62-64]. A visual representation of the m-

SWCNT on top of SiO2 and graphene-covered SWCNT on top of SiO 2 (generated with

the VMD software package [24]) is shown in Figure 4.9a; it is clear the graphene radially

compresses the SWCNT. Figure 4.9b shows the distribution of bond lengths in the m-
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SWCNT before and after being covered by graphene and key results are summarized in

Table 4.1.

graphene sheet

m-SWNCT
under Graphene

(Region 3)

a)

0

E

U.

24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6

1.412 1.416 1.420
Bond length (A)

(b)

Gm-SWCNT

m-SWCNT
(Region 1)

rn-SWCNT
under Graphene

(Region 3)

(d)

Figure 4.9. Influence of strain on the SWCNT. (a) Molecular representation of the
system (front view). Upper panel: (13,7) SWCNT on SiO 2; lower panel: (13,7) SWCNT
on SiO 2 covered by a graphene sheet. (b) Distribution of bond lengths in the (13,7)
SWCNT. (c) Comparison of FWHM of the m-SWCNT's RBM in Region 1 and Region 3;
p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4) (d) Comparison of FWHM of the m-SWCNT's G- peak in
Region 1 and Region 3; p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4). The lower and higher ends of the
boxplots represent the 25 and 75 percentile marks of the distributions respectively, and
the middle line is the median value. Minimum and maximum values are represented by
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black stars, and the average is the black square. The red triangles in Figure 4.8 (c),(d)
represent the complete dataset superimposed on the boxplots.

SWCNT on SiO 2

(A)

Graphene-covered m-

SWCNT on SiO 2 (A)

Average 1.41589 +/- 0.00004 1.41552 +/ 0.00004 -0.03

Median 1.41600±!- 0.00004 1.41554 +/- 0.00004 -0.03

FWHM 0.0017 +/- 0.0003 0.0020 +/- 0.0003 14.45

Table 4.1. Key parameters of the bond
system (with 95% confidence intervals).

length distribution of the m-SWCNT in our

The median of the bond length distribution is correlated to the Raman peak

positions of the SWCNT. Yang et al. performed calculations for axially strained

SWCNTs and showed that for a (10,10) m-SWCNT (with very similar band structure to

the (13,7) SWCNT considered here) the peak position (w) changed with axial strain (e)

as:

aCORBM = -0.55 1

aaWG =-25.50 cm

(4.10),

(4.11).

It should be noted this linear dependence is only true for small strains (~- <2%) [58].

The Raman peak shifts caused by the graphene compressing the SWCNT can be

estimated as:

a(M cm
AWRBM = M x AE = -0.55-- x -0.03%=0.0165cm(
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ao cm-
AwG _- G x AE = -25.50 x -0.03%= 0.765cm-' (4.13),

where AE is the relative change in the peak position (median value) of the bond length

distribution for the SWCNT before and after coverage. From this analysis it is clear the

observed (much larger) Raman peak shifts of the SWCNT (Fig. 4.7) can not be

explained by strain and are thus due to doping.

Further analysis revealed that although the average SWCNT bond length does not

change significantly when graphene covers it, about 58% of all the bonds are compressed

(by ~ -0.1%) and 42% are stretched (by ~ 0.07%) compared to the bond lengths of the

SWCNT on SiO 2 without graphene covering it. Assuming the positive and negative bond

strain have an opposite effect on the peak positions of the SWCNT one can expect to see

an inhomogeneous broadening of the RBM and G-peaks of the SWCNT when covered by

the graphene. This is confirmed by the Raman data. Figure 4.8c and d show that the

FWHM for both the RBM and G- peak of the SWCNT increase by 27.7% (3.6+/-0.3 to

4.6+/-0.5 cm-1) and 38.5% (13+/- 1 to 18 +/- 1 cm-1) respectively. The FWHM of the

bond length distribution increases by 14.45% when the SWCNT is covered by graphene,

indicating that the strain and compression in the graphene-covered SWCNT is largely

responsible for the observed inhomogeneous broadening of its Raman peaks. It should be

noted that Farhat et al. did not notice any significant change of the FWHM of the

SWCNT RBM and G-peaks upon doping [38,39].

Graphene straining tends to downshift both its G peak and its 2D peak [65].

Mohiuddin et al. observe experimentally that applying less than 0.05% of uniaxial strain

to SLG causes a downshift of the 2D peak position of ~3cm' [65], in agreement with the
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trend we observe (Fig. 4.4b). However this is accompanied by a decrease of the G-peak

position of ~5cm-1, whereas we observe an increase of -10cm~1 (Fig. 4.4a). Our

observations of the effect of the m-SWCNT on graphene can thus not be explained by

strain. Moreover it would be surprising that graphene would be strained by a feature that

is only 1.35nm high; our MD simulations confirm that it is not (Figure 4.10; Table 4.2).

The bond length distribution of graphene at the junction and far away from the junction

barely changes. Finally, it is interesting to note that the persistence length of graphene at

300K is calculated to be 5.5 nm [66].

TOP VIEW TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

(a)

FRONT VIEW

(b)
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Figure 4.10. Influence of strain on the graphene, caused by the underlying m-SWCNT.
(a),(b) Molecular representation of the SWCNT-graphene junction. (a) Graphene that is
unaffected by the SWCNT (atoms further than 3nm away from the m-SWCNT) is
highlighted in black. (b) Graphene that covers the m-SWCNT (atoms within 1.8nm of the
m-SWCNT) is highlighted in black. (c) Distribution of bond lengths of graphene.

Graphene on top of

the SiO 2

(A)

Graphene on top of

the m-SWCNT

(A)

Relative change

(%)

Average 1.41454+/- 0.00002 1.41484+!- 0.00002 +0.02

Median 1.41476 +/- 0.00002 1.41492 +/ 0.00002 +0.01

FWHM 0.00112 +/- 0.00015 0.00115 +/- 0.00017 +2.39

Table 4.2. Key parameters of the bond length distribution of the graphene
(with 95% confidence intervals).

in our system

In an analogous way the effects of strain at the sc-SWCNT/graphene junction

were analyzed. Key results are summarized in Figure 4.11. The results of the MD-

simulation (Fig. 4.11 a) show that the average bond length of the (18,7) sc-SWCNT only

changes by 0.018%, not enough to explain any doping effects.
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On the other hand, the full-width-half-max of the distribution increases by 23.9%

when graphene is covering the sc-SWCNT, again suggesting inhomogeneous broadening

of the SWCNT's Raman peaks when covered by graphene (Region 3), which is in effect

observed (Fig. 4.11 c,d). The MD also shows that graphene's bond lengths are scarcely

affected by the presence of this sc-SWCNT with a shift in bond length of 0.004% and a

broadening of the bond length distribution of 0.004%.
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Figure 4.11. Influence of strain at the sc-SWCNT/graphene junction. (a) Distribution of
bond lengths in sc-SWCNT in Region 1 (not covered by graphene) and Region 3 (at the
junction). (b) Distribution of bond lengths in graphene in Region 2 (far away from the
junction) and Region 3 (at the junction). (c) Comparison of FWHM of the sc-SWCNT's
RBM in Region 1 and Region 3; p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4). (d) Comparison of FWHM
of the sc-SWCNT's G peak in Region 1 and Region 3; p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4). The
lower and higher ends of the boxplots represent the 25 and 75 percentile marks of the
distributions respectively, and the middle line is the median value. Minimum and
maximum values are represented by black stars, and the average is the black square. The
red triangles in Figure 4.11 (c),(d) represent the complete dataset superimposed on the
boxplots.

4.4. Conclusions

We have created a junction between SWCNTs and a single layer of graphene,

both synthesized via CVD, and we have explored the electronic interactions between

them. Raman spectroscopy in different regions of the sample allows for direct

comparison between the spectra of graphene and SWCNT individually with the spectra of

the SWCNT and the graphene when graphene covers the SWCNT. The G peak position

of the graphene upshifts when it covers the SWCNT, a sign of charge transfer (doping),

whereas its 2D peak position downshifts, which indicates it is being doped with electrons

(n-type doping). A lower 2D/G intensity ratio confirms the trend. The RBM and G peak

positions of the SWCNT increase when it is covered by the graphene, again a sign of

charge transfer. Based on this analysis it seems the SWCNT is being more p-doped under

the graphene, and thus n-doping the graphene. We calculate that a minimum electron

density of ~334 m-' is transferred from the SWCNT to the graphene. For the m-

SWCNT/graphene junction, we deduce (based on the analysis of the G-peak upshift of

the graphene) that graphene receives 1.12 x 1013 cm-2 electrons at the junction. For the sc-
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SWCNT/graphene junction this value 3.25 x 101 cm-2. The direction and magnitude of

this transfer is in line with the work functions of the materials involved. With the help of

a molecular dynamics simulation we deduce the effect of strain and radial compression

on the Raman peak positions is limited and conclude that the Raman spectroscopic data

are evidence that the m-SWCNT is donating electrons to the graphene.

4.5. Ongoing work

It was shown that graphene can be doped with nanometer precision, which allows

for several possible applications. Specifically, a m-SWCNT covered with a thin dielectric

layer can be used to locally gate graphene, allowing for short-channel transistors. This

has been achieved with metallic nanowire/graphene junctions, achieving channel lengths

as low as 140nm [67]. This value can be significantly reduced by replacing the nanowire

with a m-SWCNT. Moreover, locally gating the graphene means locally changing its

Fermi energy. As has been shown in ref. [20] a higher Fermi energy can increase the rate

of graphene functionalization. The ability to spatially control and alter graphene's Fermi

level and thus its reactivity and surface chemistry is important for biological applications

such as microarrays, biosensors and tissue engineering. Graphene surface

functionalization will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

In the case of the sc-SWCNT/graphene junction, the potential barrier between

both causes a Schottky diode to form at the interface. Upon photo-excitation of the

semiconducting SWCNT, the excitons generated in the SWCNT can immediately

dissociate at the (semi-)metallic graphene that is directly in contact with the SWCNT.

This implies that the excitons don't have to diffuse along the length of the SWCNT
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before reaching an electrode where they can dissociate at, which considerably reduces the

chances of exciton recombination. In order to achieve this, we plan to create sc-

SWCNT/graphene junctions on a transparent (quartz) substrate, and illuminate the sc-

SWCNT from below with a laser in the 500-800nm range (the typical range for E 2

SWCNT excitation, as discussed in Chapter 2.1). While one side of the SWCNTs is

covered by a gold electrode, the circuit is closed by the conducting tip of a (home-built)

photo-conducting AFM setup, which can be used to scan along the length of the sc-

SWCNT/graphene junction and locally detect the generated photocurrent.
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5. Study and manipulation of covalent electron transfer

chemistry of graphene with diazonium salts

Some of the work, text and figures presented in this chapter are reprinted or adapted with

permission from reference [1,3] (Copyright C 2013, American Chemical Society), and

references [2,4].

5.1. Background and motivation

From a chemist's perspective, graphene can be regarded as a very large polycyclic

aromatic molecule or as a material that is purely a surface without a bulk contribution.

Consequently, chemistries that have been used both with organic molecules and with

surfaces have been used as starting points for chemically functionalizing and modifying

graphene [5]. While pristine graphene exhibits many desirable properties, chemical

modification allows these properties to be tuned and allows graphene to interact with

other materials. The motivations for studying the chemical functionalization of graphene

include changing the doping levels [6], opening a band gap in the electronic structure

[7,8], charge storage [9], chemical and biological sensing [10-12], integration with

dielectric layers [13-15], making new composite materials [16], and scale-up of solution-

processable graphene [17-19].

Covalent functionalization schemes that directly form bonds to the graphene

lattice include oxidation [20], hydrogenation [21,22], fluorination [23], diazonium

grafting [18,24-29], and a variety of organic additions [30,31]. These functionalization
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schemes tend to be more robust compared to non-covalent ones, but change the graphene

electronic properties more strongly due to the disruption of the crystallographic ordering

within the graphene lattice. Non-covalent functionalization schemes that preserve the

graphene lattice include 2t-7c stacking of physisorbed aromatic molecules [13,15,32],

physisorption of surfactants in solution [17,19], and encapsulation in polymer matrices

[16]. The 7u-orbitals in graphene are delocalized throughout the structure such that all

conjugated chemical bonds are equivalent. The stability of the extended delocalized a-

system ensures the basal plane of graphene is fairly chemically stable. It is therefore not

surprising a lot of work on graphene functionalization has been accomplished using

highly reactive aryl radicals.

In this Chapter I discuss the covalent functionalization of monolayer graphene

with aryl diazonium salts, which react via an electron transfer mechanism. The focus of

this work is limited to relatively pristine graphene over graphite or graphene oxide,

because free electrons in the latter are already bound in oxygen-containing functionalities

that decorate the lattice, and the resulting chemistry is dominated by localized reactivity

and defects. Additionally, the focus is limited to electron transfer chemistries because

these reactions are sensitive toward differences in Fermi energy (EF), density of states

(DOS), and electrostatic environment. I analyze the effect of reaction conditions (such as

degree of functionalization and the effect of the end-group of the diazonium salt) on the

Raman signal of graphene as well as on its field effect transistor (FET) performance.

Finally I describe charge-transfer curves with a model that takes into account both long-

range and short-range scatterers.
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5.1.1. Overview of typical experimental conditions

Diazonium salts with different functional groups have been successfully grafted to

graphene, e.g. 4-nitrobenzene diazonium tetrafluoroborate (4-NBD) [2,25,27,29,33-36],

4-bromobenzene tetrafluoroborate (4-BBD) [2,26,37], 4-propargyloxybenzene diazonium

tetrafluoroborate (4-PBD) [2,38], and 4-tert-butylphenyldiazonium tetrafluoroborate (4-

TBD) [18]. In a typical reaction the graphene sample is submerged in 4-25 mM

acetonitrile or aqueous solution and is reacted while stirring for 1-16 hours at

temperatures between 25 and 45'C. In some cases 0.5-1% of sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS) is added; the role of the surfactant is to bring the hydrophilic cationic diazonium

salts in closer proximity of the hydrophobic graphene [2,25,29,34,36,38]. A higher

concentration of the salt, longer reaction times and higher temperatures will increase the

degree of reaction.

Covalent attachment can be verified by means of a variety of techniques such as

Raman spectroscopy [2,25,26,33,36,37,39,40], scanning tunneling microscopy and

spectroscopy (STM/STS) [27], cyclic voltammetry (CV) [35], X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) [34]'[35,37] , Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [35]

and attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) [38].

5.1.2. Reaction mechanism: theoretical predictions and experimental findings

The most common reaction mechanism of covalent functionalization with aryl

diazonium salts is illustrated in Figure 5.1. A delocalized electron is transferred from the

graphene to the aryl diazonium cation, which becomes an aryl radical after releasing a
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molecule of N2. The aryl radical then forms a covalent bond with a carbon atom in the

graphene lattice, changing its hybridization to sp3 and displacing it out of the plane by

-0.7 A [41]. The attachment of a phenyl group results in a delocalized, unpaired electron.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have shown that a second aryl group

preferentially attacks at the para-position of the same graphene ring, i.e. on a different

sublattice (see Fig. 5.1). This is known as (1,4)-functionalization [41].

NN R N + R

N
2

b B

* R

Figure 5.1. Schematic illustration of grafting of a diazonium salt with functional group R
and counterion X to the graphene lattice. Commonly X is the tetrafluorobarate ion BF4
and R can be a variety of moieties such as a hydrogen atom or a nitro, a bromo, a
propargyloxy or a tert-butyl group. Two carbon atoms (in the A and B sublattices) make
up the unit cell (grey diamond) of the graphene sheet (with lattice vectors a and b). In the
typical reaction mechanism for covalent functionalization of graphene, the diazonium salt
is reduced by the graphene, releases a molecule of N2 and becomes an aryl radical, which
subsequently attacks the graphene locally. Subsequent thermodynamically favored
addition positions are shown with black triangles. Thermodynamically favored lattice
positions for further functionalization are marked with black triangles.

Pairwise additions in the A and B sublattices are thermodynamically favorable,

and for small adsorbates such as hydrogen atoms, the theoretical maximum coverage is

25% [42]. In graphene there are about 38 carbon atoms/nm 2 , which implies a theoretical
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maximum areal concentration of ~9x1014/cm2 . However for phenyl groups, Jiang et al.

calculate a maximum packing of only 11% coverage (~4x 1014/cm 2), attributed to steric

hindrance, still in a (1,4)-configuration [41]. These theoretical simulations predicting

long-range ordering are based on the thermodynamics of the reaction. However, since the

aryl radical is so reactive, the activation energy for the reaction is very low and the

reaction is likely dominated by kinetics rather than thermodynamics, preventing any

long-range ordering [7]. Quite surprisingly there does exist some experimental evidence

of long-range ordering in selected area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) data of the

reacted graphene [40], although the observed pattern deviates from the theoretically

predicted (1,4)-functionalization. It is very likely that the reaction conditions determine

whether one operates in the thermodynamic or the kinetic regime.

Experimentally, different concentrations of covalently bound species have been

reported: 25% by using CV [35], 12.5% by SAED [40], 5% by STM/STS [27], 13% and

1.2% by a thermogravimetric analysis coupled to mass spectroscopy (TGA/MS) [18], and

0.3% based on Raman spectroscopy [36]. Rather than concluding these results are

contradictory, I argue that the reported values strongly depend on the reaction conditions

and the conditions at which the measurements are taken.

Under some reaction conditions, physisorption of aryl molecules is promoted

rather than (or in addition to) chemisorption. Englert and coworkers [18] show with

TGA/MS that 4-TBD functionalized graphene loses mass in two steps: at ~210 0C

attributed to the desorption of physisorbed molecules, and at ~480'C due to cleavage of

the covalently bound molecules [18]. Hossain et al. report STM images of epitaxial

graphene functionalized with 4-NBD showing chain-like features, suggestive of aryl
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oligomers [27]. It is assumed the physisorbed portion of the oligomers physically inhibits

further covalent attachment [27]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements also

suggest multilayer formation [33,40].

The degree of chemi- vs. physisorption strongly depends on the reaction

conditions. Farmer et al. use milder reactions conditions than most others (1 mM of 4-

BBD in a 1:1 mixture of water and methanol for 2 hours at room temperature) and do not

observe a significant increase of the D peak in their Raman spectra, but do observe other

Raman changes indicative of doping via physisorption [26]. Koehler et al. explicitly

demonstrate how Raman spectroscopy can distinguish between physi- and chemisorption

by exposing SLG to a concentrated 4-NBD solution (ensuring chemisorption) as well as

to pure nitrobenzene, which lacks the diazonium group for covalent attachment (thereby

ensuring physisorption) [33]. In the first case, they observe a strongly increased value of

the D to G integrated peak intensity ratio (ID/IG), whereas for the latter case they detect an

upshift of the G-peak position and a decrease of the 2D/G intensity ratio (I2dIG), both

indicative of doping [43]. Under many reaction conditions, a combination of both

covalent binding or chemisorption (increased hI/IG) and non-covalent doping or

physisorption (shifts in the G and 2D peak, as well as an increased I2d/G) is present

[2,36].

5.1.3. Rate of covalent attachment

The rate-limiting step in the reaction of diazonium salts with graphene is the

reduction of the diazonium salt by graphene to form the aryl radical. The reaction rate

constant is determined from Gerisher-Marcus theory of electron transfer reactions at
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electrodes [44], and has been applied by our group to describe diazonium

functionalization of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) [45] and graphene

[29,36,39]. The rate is determined by the overlap between the electronic density of states

(DOS) of the graphene and the diazonium reactants in solution, as illustrated in Figure

6.2. Electron transfer occurs between any occupied state of the graphene that is matched

in energy with an unoccupied state of the diazonium. The electron transfer rate constant,

kET, is:

EF,G

kET - Ered(E)DOSG(E)WoxQL E)dE (5.1),

E,edox

where

1(E -(Eredox +A)
Wx (A, E) = 4 k exp ),(5.2)
is the probability density function of vacant states in the diazonium molecule, v is the

electron-transfer frequency, 8red a proportionality factor and DOSG the density of states of

graphene. ) is the energy difference between the standard potential for the redox couple

of the diazonium salt (Eredox) and the energy for maximum probability of finding a vacant

state in the diazonium, and has a value of 0.5-1 eV [44]. EF is the Fermi energy (-4.6 eV

for undoped graphene) [46], k is the Boltzmann constant and T absolute temperature.

The redox potential for different diazonium salts can be determined via

polarography: with respect to vacuum, Eredox,4-NBD = -5.15eV and Eredox,4-BBD = -5.08 eV

[45,47]. The redox potential for 4-PBD has not yet been reported, since it is not

commercially available, but rather synthesized in our own laboratory. However, its

structure is similar to that of the 4-methoxybenzene diazonium salt, with a reported value
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of Eredox,4-MBD = -4.87eV [45,47]. Based on Equations (5.1),(5.2) and Figure 5.2 we thus

expect a lower reaction rate for 4-PBD compared to 4-NBD and 4-BBD.

Occupied states
in graphene

>~-4.

S-5.1W

Unoccupied states in
diazonium molecule

DOS

Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of the DOS(E) of graphene and the unoccupied
DOS(E) of a typical diazonium salt. Electron transfer can occur at energies when there is
overlap between the DOS(E) of graphene and the unoccupied DOS(E) of the diazonium
salt. EFG represents the graphene Fermi energy, Eredox is the standard potential of the
redox couple of the diazonium salt and A is the energy between Eredox and the energy for
maximum probability of finding a vacant state in the diazonium molecule.

Because electron transfer chemistries depend on the Fermi energy of graphene

and the density of states of the reagents, the resulting reaction rate depends on the number

of graphene layers, edge states, defects, grain boundaries, the underlying substrate and

the electrostatic environment. The interested reader is referred to reference [1] in which

the effect of the above items on graphene chemistry is reviewed.

5.2. Materials and Methods

5.2.1. Graphene synthesis and transfer

Single layer graphene was synthesized via chemical vapor deposition (following

the procedure described in Chapter 4.2.2.) or otherwise obtained directly from a highly-
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ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) source via a micromechanical cleavage process

described in ref. [48]; the former will be described as CVD graphene, and the latter as

exfoliated graphene. In both cases the monolayer graphene is transferred on a Si0 2/Si

(300nm of Si0 2) wafer.

5.2.2. Raman spectroscopy and mapping

Raman spectroscopy was performed on a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800

system with a 633nm excitation laser and a 1OOX objective, following the procedures

described in Chapter 4.2.3.

5.2.3. Graphene FET design

Source and drain contact electrodes were deposited onto both sides of a graphene

flake on SiO2/Si substrate using photolithography followed by e-beam evaporation of

Ti/Au. Devices were tested at 14K and 10-7 mbar in a cryogenic probe station (Advanced

Research Systems Inc.), using a semiconductor parameter analyzer by Agilent

Technologies (model E5270B). Specifically, the source-drain current IDS is measured

under a constant source-drain voltage VDs= 0.1V and while sweeping the back-gate

voltage VBG from -35 to +35V.

5.2.4. Graphene functionalization

To controllably study the effect of increasing degree of functionalization on the

(exfoliated) monolayer graphene Raman signal and its charge transport characteristics, a
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new efficient functionalization method was developed [3]. Specifically, the samples are

functionalized electrochemically in an acetonitrile solution with 20mM 4-NBD. With the

source and drain electrodes of the graphene FET grounded, a positive voltage (VRxN) is

applied to the solution for 30s, using a tungsten probe (see Figure 5.3a).

R 

u ngs t e n

VRXN - rb

4 nitro-benzene diazonium
solution in acetonitrile

monolayer graphene

(a)

B G

in D.I. water
with 1 wt% SDS
at 35 0C for 12 hrs

(b)

4-nitrobenzene-
diazonium

4-bromobenzene
diazonium

4-(prop-2-yn-1 -yloxy)
benzene diazonium

(c)

Figure 5.3. Experimental setup. (a) Schematic illustration of electrochemical
functionalization of exfoliated monolayer graphene with 4-NBD (b) Schematic
illustration of chemical functionalization of CVD monolayer graphene with 4-NBD, 4-
BBD or 4-PBD. (c) Three different reaction products after diazonium functionalization.
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This creates an electric double layer next to the graphene surface, which raises the

graphene Fermi level EF and thus increases the rate of electron transfer reaction [49]. The

positive VRXN also concentrates the diazonium cations within the double layer, increasing

the chance of electron transfer from the graphene to them. EF is raised above the typical

value of electron-hole fluctuations in graphene on SiO2, implying the substrate effect is

negligible [36], as well as a more spatially uniform reaction across the graphene surface.

Because the focus lies on investigating the effects of increasing chemisorption, each

graphene sample was rinsed with copies amounts of acetonitrile to minimize residual

physisorption of the diazonium molecules [26].

To study the effect of different end groups of the diazonium salt on graphene

functionalization 4-NBD, 4-BBD and 4-PBD were used, as shown in Figure 5.3. 4-NBD

and 4-BBD were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich while 4-PBD was synthesized in our

laboratory, following previous protocols [38]. The graphene samples were submerged in

a 10 mM aqueous solution of each diazonium salt with 1 wt% sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS) for 12 hours at 35'C while stirring.

5.3. Results and discussion

5.3.1. Effect of degree of functionalization

Exfoliated monolayer graphene was isolated on Si substrates with a 300 nm SiO2

capping layer and electrochemically functionalized with 4-NBD at different values of

VRXN. Figure 5.4 shows relevant Raman peak parameters for pristine and 4-NBD-

functionalized graphene using different values of VRXN.
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Figure 5.4. Effect of degree of functionalization on graphene Raman peak parameters: (a)
G peak position, (b) 2D peak position, (c) 2D/G intensity ratio, (d) D/G intensity ratio.
For all the distributions compared in this Figure: p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4 for more
details).

As expected, increasing VRXN increases the level of covalent modification in

graphene, as is evidenced by the increased D/G intensity ratio (Figure 5.4d). The

conversion rate achieved at VRXN= 2V, characterized by an D/G intensity ratio of 4.6 is

the highest to date. Despite rinsing the samples in acetonitrile after reaction to prevent

physisorption, the Raman data reveal evidence of increased doping with increasing VRXN:
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the G peak and 2D peak positions increase (Figure 5.4a-b), and the 2D/G intensity ratio

decreases (Figure 5.4c). The covalent modification in and of itself increases the doping

level in graphene, since for each graphted diazonium molecule, graphene loses 2

electrons: one that is used to reduce the diazonium salt (after which the aryl radical is

formed), and one that is now shared in the covalent bond with the diazonium molecule

after the reaction.

Note that exfoliated graphene (e.g. Figure 5.4) is characterized by much lower G

and 2D peak position values than CVD-graphene (e.g Figure 4.5). Synthesized graphene

contains a lot of boundaries. Grains of CVD-graphene grown under vacuum conditions

following procedures similar to that described in Chapter 4.2.2, are typically sub-micron

(average size = 250nm) and two grains intersect with a relative rotation between 0' and

30' [50]. Huang et al. have shown that two grains are typically stitched together through

series of pentagons, heptagons and distorted hexagons (e.g Figure Id in ref. [50]),

causing defects and dangling bonds. This implies that many carbon atoms at the grain

boundary are sp 3-rather than sp2-hybridized, lowering the charge density in the 2D

graphene lattice, which explains the higher Raman peak positions, consistent with p-

doping. Note that although exfoliated graphene is more pristine than CVD-graphene, it

still has grain boundaries, but the grain sizes are much larger (6-3 0 ptm) [51].

Increasing the degree of covalent modification also strongly affects the charge

transport curves in graphene. Figure 5.5a shows a typical graphene charge transport curve.

By applying a source-drain voltage VDS, the current through the graphene sheet IDS is

measured as a function of the applied gate voltage VG. Since the current depends on the

device geometry, typically the more universal graphene conductivity o is recorded:
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-DS L (5.3),
VDS W

where L and W are the graphene channel length and width respectively.

Applying a gate voltage essentially modulates the channel conductivity by

altering the total number of added charge carriers n in the channel.

E
VG_ F +Q (5.4),

e

where the EF is the Fermi level of the graphene, e is the elementary charge of an electron.

EF/e is the contribution of the quantum capacitance Co to the gate voltage VG and (

represents the contribution of the geometrical capacitance CG:

E F __ F ,z_

(5.5),
= ne netG

CG -CO KC

with h the reduced Planck constant, VF the Fermi velocity of graphene (1.1 x 106 m/s)

[52,531, tG the thickness of the gate dielectric, e. the permittivity of vacuum, and ic the

dielectric constants of the dielectric. Inserting (5.5) in (5.4) shows that VG shows the

following dependence on n:

VG =C 7 +Dn (5.6),

with C and D two constants. For devices where tG is large (e.g. typically back-gated

graphene devices where tG~ 300nm) the first term is negligible and VG-Dn. However for

typical polymer-top-gated devices tG 1-2 nm [541 (the polymer Debye length) and both

terms are equivalent. Note that applying a positive VG injects electrons into the channel;
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therefore we use the convention that positive values of n represent injected electron

densities and negative values of n represent injected hole densities.
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Figure 5.5. Effect of degree of functionalization on graphene charge transport
characteristics. (a) Schematic of typical graphene charge transport curve. (b) Effect of
increasing degree of covalent modification on graphene charge transport curves. (c)
Breakdown of model describing graphene FET behavior for VRXN=1V.

The minimum conductivity 0 min is obtained at the Dirac point (otherwise known

as the charge-neutrality point), where VG VD and graphene's Fermi level is positioned

where the conduction bands meet the valence bands (Figure 5.5a). Although the average

carrier density in the channel is zero, charged impurities in the substrate (or superstrate)

create charge fluctuations in graphene, which manifest itself as the inhomogeneous

electron-hole puddle landscape observed in graphene [55-57] and explains why the

conductivity is not zero at the Dirac point.

If graphene is originally hole-doped (p-doped) it is characterized by a positive

value of VD [26], since in order to obtain overall charge-neutrality, electrons needed to be

injected into the channel. The opposite is true for electron-doped (n-doped) graphene. At

VG greater (smaller) than VD, the free carriers in the channel are electrons (holes). Close

to the Dirac point the conductivity varies linearly with the carrier density in the channel,

but at large values of |VG| the it plateaus (see Figure 5.5a-b). From the slope of linear

portions of the charge transport curve the hole mobility ph and electron mobility e can

be extracted.

Figure 5.5b clearly shows that for increasing degree of covalent modification, (1)

the minimum conductivity Jin decreases, (2) the Dirac voltage VD shifts towards more

positive values, (3) the conductivity at high VG plateaus at lower values orh and 0e, and

(4) increasing asymmetry between the hole- and electron- branches of the charge

transport curves.
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In order to better understand and interpret graphene charge transport curves, we

develop a semi-empirical modification to the self-consistent transport theory model first

proposed by Das Sarma et al. [52]. The model predicts how the conductivity or scales

with the injected carrier concentration n.

The original model states that:

h(n)= 2e2  (n+n)2 n*2
hnimpG[rj

G[x]=X2 I 37CX 2  x(3x2-2)arccos[1/x] (5.7),
2X_4 2

e 2 2

hvF47wO ( lc+ K 2 )

where h is the reduced Planck constant, rg is the dimensionless constant describing the

coupling strength of the dielectrics to graphene 1531, and 1 and 2 the dielectric constants

of the substrate (-3.9 for SiO 2) and the superstrate (-1 for air or vacuum, -5 for

PEO/LiClO 4 158]) respectively. n is the carrier (electron or hole) density injected into the

channel by applying a gate voltage VG, nimp is the concentration of charged impurities in

the vicinity of the graphene (either present in the substrate or created just below or on top

of the graphene during the processing or handling of samples) 152] that scatter carrier

transport in the graphene, n* is the residual density of electron-hole puddles in the

graphene that screen the electric potential from the gate [521, and n is the resulting

concentration of carriers in the graphene channel at the Dirac point, so nmi,=-(n). Note

that the negative sign stems from the fact that in order to reach the charge-neutrality point

you need to apply a gate voltage and inject some charge nmi, to compensate for the charge
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that is always present in the channel (n ). nip, n* and n are all related to one another: the

charged impurities nip create a spatially inhomogeneous potential distribution in the

graphene, which breaks the system up into puddles of electrons and holes with residual

density n*, which is the width of the conductivity 'plateau' at the Dirac point.

Mathematically these relationships are expressed as:

i- np

{ *(5.8),
=2rCP^(r,a=4dern*)

nim

where CRPA is the normalized voltage fluctuation correlation using a Random Phase

Approximation (RPA), described in more detail in ref. [52] and d is the average distance

of the charged impurities to the graphene. Finally, from (5.7), it is clear that at the Dirac

point:

m 2n * (5.9)
nimpG

There are several limitations to this model in order to use it to fit practical

experimental data. First of all, the original model neglects the graphene quantum

capacitance effects, which implies it's only suited to describe graphene FETs

characterized by a large dielectric, such that the second term of eqn. (5.4) dominates.

A second limitation of the original model is that it assumes long-range Coulombic

scattering dominates the transfer characteristics. These long-range scatterers are caused

by physisorption of molecules on top of graphene or by the presence of charged

impurities in the substrate. This implies a linear relationship of T vs. n, or constant
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mobility, which clearly is not the case for all devices. While at the lowest carrier

densities (close to the charge neutrality point) this is true, at larger densities charge

transport has been shown to be dominated by short-range scatterers, caused by e.g. lattice

defects [59,601. At large carrier densities, there are many scatter events of the carriers

with the defects in graphene, which strongly reduces the conductivity, deviating from the

linear behavior. Even pristine graphene contains lattice defects (mostly in the form of

grain boundaries), and the amount of lattice defects is expected to increase dramatically

after reaction. It has been shown that for finite carrier density short-range scattering

results in a conductivity that is independent of carrier density [611, so the conductivity

plateaus at high carrier density are due to chemisorption.

A third limitation of the existing model is that it does not take into account

electron-hole conduction asymmetry. The data clearly show that the conductivity for

holes (large negative bias) levels off at a different value than the conductivity for

electrons (large positive bias). This asymmetry is not only present at large carrier density;

it's clear from Figure 5.5b that the electron mobility decreases faster with increasing

covalent modification than the hole mobility. Farmer et al. have shown that after

physisorption of p-doping diazonium molecules on graphene ph remains constant but p,

decreases significantly; similarly, they show that physisorption of n-doping polyethylene

imine (PEI) molecules on graphene decreases ph but does not affect p, 126]. In other

words, in p-doped (n-doped) graphene electron (hole) conductance is suppressed.

Chemisorption suppresses both electron and hole conduction, although if the reaction also

p-dopes (n-dopes) graphene, electron (hole) conduction is suppressed more than hole

(electron) conduction [26]. Farmer et al. suggest the origin of this asymmetry is
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imbalanced electron-hole injection from the graphene underneath the metal contacts

(region 1) to the exposed part of the graphene channel (region 2), caused by

misalignment of the Fermi level in both regions. Consider the total contact resistance

consists of two resistances in series: R, signifies the resistance between the metal contact

region 1; R 2 is the resistance between region 1 and region 2. In the region 1 the graphene

Fermi level is pinned to the metal Fermi level, whereas in region 2 it is affected by physi-

and chemisorption. Carrier injection from the metal electrodes to the graphene

underneath is found to be symmetric. It is also easy to see that upon increasing the

covalent functionalization (e.g. by increasing VRXN, Figure 5.5b) in the same device R, is

not altered, whereas R 2 is.

In our modified model, these three limitations are addressed as follows:

- VG is 'translated' into an injected carrier density n following eqn. (5.6), taking

into account both the geometric and the quantum capacitance;

- The presence of short-range scatterers is taken into account by calculating both

the long range conductivity 0
'ong range (first equation in (5.7) - green curve in

Figure 5.5c) and the short range conductivity rshort range (constant with charge

density). The total conductivity a is a serial combination of Olong range and

Ushort range:

S=ln + (5.10)
long _range Ushort _ range
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The electron hole conduction asymmetry is taken into account in a semi-empirical

manner. For the short-range conductivity it implies assuming a different value of

ch than ae, which switches at Dirac point:

shortrange h + (e - ah)x H(n) (5.11),

where H is a Heaviside step function (see dark blue curve in Figure 5.5c). In order

to avoid a small discontinuity at the Dirac point caused by the discontinuity in the

Heaviside function, it is replaced by an arctangent:

Ushortrange , ,= + ( U- arctan -- (5.12),
-2 2 Ir rn

where the argument of arctangent is normalized by n to ensure a smooth transition

between ch to o, all the while ensuring the 'transition' region is limited to a

small range of n-values around n, such that the slopes of the conductivity

branches are minimally affected by this modification (see light-blue curve in

Figure 5.5c).

Because electron-hole conduction asymmetry in the long-range conductivity can

be thought of as electrons and holes being scattering differently, it is taken into

account empirically by scaling ninp (and because of eqn. (5.8) also n and n*) by a

factorf in the electron-conducting regime and 1/f in the hole-conducting regime:

- 2e 2 _2 +( 2
alongrange (n > n)= n + fn) + f( *)

h f ipG [ r, ]
ImPG (5.13)

Ulong _range (>> 12e r)= +-n 1+ -n *
h niK, f)] !f
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The model contains 4 fit parameters: oYh and ae (for which initial guesses are made by

visually estimating the conductivity plateaus of the data - red squares in Figure 5.5b);

nimp (for which an initial guess is made by reading off 0 min and n from the data and

solving eqns. (5.8) and (5.9); and finally f which is estimated as y, / Y, , with

p - M + Ph and where the mobilities are estimated as the maximum slope in each
Mag 2

branch of the a-n plot.

Charge transport characteristics for the same graphene FET device exposed taking

at different stages of covalent modification (red squares in Figure 5.5 b) were fitted to

this model (black lines in Figure 5.5c). As an example, the different components of the

model are plotted for the case of pristine graphene (VRXN = 0) in Figure 5.5c.

The results of fitting the model to the charge transport curves obtained for the

same device reacted under VRXN = 0, 1 and 2V (red squares in Figure 5.5b) are shown in

Figure 5.5b (black lines).

The model reveals that the density of impurities nimp in the vicinity of graphene

increases from 2.65x10"1cm-2 for pristine graphene, to 2.96x10 1 2 cm-2 at VRXN =1V, and to

1.17x104cm 2 at VRXN =2V. From eqn. (5.8) it is clear this increase of impurities in the

graphene vicinity also increases n, which results in a further shift of the minimum

towards more positive values. This corresponds to the increasingly positive value of VD,

interpreted as increasing p-doping. As discussed above, for each diazonium molecule that

covalently binds to graphene the latter loses two electrons, which is consistent with this
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p-doping. Following eqn. (5.8) the increase in n also increases n*, which results in a

larger 'width' of the conductivity plateau around the Dirac point, and implies the

presence of more electron-hole puddles in the graphene. Finally the ratio n*/ nimp

decreases from 0.240 for pristine graphene, to 0.098 for medium chemical conversion

(VRXN =1V) and to 0.024 for the highest levels of chemical conversion (VRXN =2V). From

eqn. (5.9) one sees this explains the decreasing value of omin with increasing

functionalization observed in the data (Figure 5.5b).

The model reveals a strong decrease of the conductivity plateau at high carrier

density with Uh (ae) dropping from 65 (28) e2/h S for pristine graphene to 15 (6) e2/h S at

VRXN =1V, and finally to 6 (10) e2/h S at VRXN =2V. This is consistent with the increasing

amount of defect sites (i.e. short range scatterers). Also note the asymmetry between Ch

and o, caused by chemisorption, as predicted by Farmer et al.

The electron-hole conduction asymmetry caused by physisorption is more

noticeable at lower carrier density and the parameter f sheds light on its evolution. Both

for pristine graphene and for graphene reacted with VRXN =V the value of f~1, but for

VRXN =2V, the value of f suddenly drops to 0.27, indicating strongly reduced electron-

transport by physisorption (as discussed earlier). Even though precautions were taken to

avoid physisorption by rinsing the samples with acetonitrile prior to data collection,

Houssain et al. have shown that at high degree of chemical conversion multiaromatic

oligomers form and adsorb the graphene surface [27]. It is therefore not surprising that

samples characterized by a never before observed D/G intensity ratio of 4.6 display this

strong asymmetry even close to the Dirac point, captured by a value of f much smaller

than 1 (for p-doping). Note for n-doping the value off would be greater than 1.
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5.3.2. Effect of different diazonium end-groups

In order to investigate the effect of using different diazonium salts, Raman data were

collected for CVD-graphene reacted with equal concentrations of 4-NBD, 4-BBD and 4-

PBD. Histograms of D-peak to G-peak intensity ratio (I/IG), a reflection of the degree of

chemisorption, and of the 2D-peak to G-peak intensity ratio (I2r/IG), a reflection of

doping (a combination of chemi- and physisorption) are shown in Figure 5.6. IIG

increases due to covalent functionalization, but the change is the least pronounced for 4-

PBD, consistent with Gerisher-Marcus theory, as discussed earlier. Moreover, the

propargyloxy-group is larger than the nitro- and bromo-groups (Fig. 6.4d) and thus

creates more steric hindrance.

= pristine graphene = pristine graphene = pristine graphene
= after NBD functionalization = after BBD functionalization m after PBD functionalization
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Figure 5.6. Effect of diazonium end-group on functionalized graphene Raman signal.
(a)-(c) Effect of different diazonium functional end-groups on Raman spectra of CVD-
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grown graphene (black = before reaction; red = after reaction). Reactions conditions:
10 mM aqueous solution with 1 wt% of SDS for 12 h at 35'C. Raman spectroscopy was
performed at 633 nm laser excitation. Top panels show IDIG histograms and bottom
panels 12D/lG histograms after functionalization with (a) 4-NBD (b) 4-BBD and (c) 4-
PBD. (d) Schematic showing the 2D peak intensity decreases due to (1) loss of electrons
due to covalent bond formation, and (2) doping due to physisorbed species, and the
relative amounts of these for 4-NBD and 4-BBD (top panel) compared to 4-PBD (bottom
panel). For all the distributions compared in this figure: p<0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4 for
more details).

Finally, the home-made 4-PBD may be less stable compared to the commercially

available 4-NBD and 4-BBD and may thus potentially form more and/or longer

oligomers that physisorb onto the graphene and block off reaction sites.

Graphene can be p-doped by the adsorption of electron-withdrawing groups (such

as the nitro-group in 4-NBD) to shift EF below the Dirac point, or n-type doped by

electron-donating groups (such as the boro-group and the propargyloxy-group in 4-BBD

and 4-PBD respectively) to shift it above [26,62]. The '2 /IG ratio decreases for both p-

and n-doping [43], and here it decreases after all three types of functionalization, with the

change being least pronounced for 4-PBD. It should be noted though that the difference

in I2dJIG ratio between 4-PBD and the other two chemistries (4-NBD and 4-BBD) is less

pronounced than the difference for the I/JG ratio (Fig. 5.6a-c). We propose two factors

that decrease the 2D peak intensity after diazonium functionalization, as illustrated in

Figure 5.6d. First, graphene loses 2 electrons as a result of each reduction of a diazonium

cation to an aryl radical, and the subsequent covalent attachment of that radical to the

graphene lattice. Thus, based on the change of IJIG this factor dominates for 4-NBD and

4-BBD. Second, physisorbed diazonium molecules and oligomers can dope the graphene

via surface charge transfer, and based on its structure and the Raman data, we expect this

effect dominates for 4-PBD.
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Our hypothesis about the additive effects of chemisorption and physisorption on

the 2D/G intensity ratio of monolayer graphene has never explicitly been investigated

experimentally. However in recent work Cangado and coworkers studied the evolution of

the D/G intensity ratio with increasing defect density (caused by Ar* bombarding) [63].

From their Raman data it is clear that for increasing levels of this purely covalent

modification of graphene, the 2D/G intensity ratio decreases significantly (see Figure 1 in

ref. [63]), which was previously only considered a sign of non-covalent physisorption.

In our laboratory, we compared the D/G and 2D/G intensity ratio for bilayer

graphene, before and after reaction [4]. The mechanically exfoliated AB-stacked bilayer

graphene sample was functionalized electrochemically in an acetonitrile solution with

20mM 4-BBD and an applied VRXN =1.5V for 1 minute, similar to the procedure

described in Chapter 5.2.4. Likely during the mechanical exfoliation procedure the

bilayer flake cracked over its full length, as the optical image in Figure 5.7a shows. This

implies that the upper part of the flake was not in contact with the Ti/Pd electrode and

hence not subjected to VRXN. One could argue that the upper part of the flake could still

undergo some covalent modification, but the flake was only immersed in the solution for

1 minute and as discussed in Chapter 5.1.1, typical reaction schemes without an applied

VRXN, allow reaction to occur for several hours. Moreover bilayer graphene has been

shown to be much less reactive than monolayer graphene [29]. The lack of covalent

modification in the upper part of the flake is confirmed by Raman: the D/G intensity ratio

in the upper part of the flake is virtually 0 (the same as for the graphene flake prior to the

reaction). The bottom part of the graphene flake on the other hand displays a D/G

intensity ratio of up to 1.5 (Figure 5.7b). The average 2D/G intensity of the bilayer
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graphene flake prior to reaction equals 3.1 [4]. Note this is much lower than for pristine

monolayer graphene, as has been shown experimentally [3,64]. The upper part of the

flake displays a 2D/G intensity ratio of -2.5, whereas for the bottom part that value

decreases to -1.4. This dataset proofs that physisorption (occurring in the entire flake) is

responsible for one part of the decrease of the 2D/G intensity ratio, and chemisorption for

another part, confirming our hypothesis presented in Figure 5.6d.

1.5 3

G)-

Ti/Pd contact
0 - 0

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.7. Effect of chemi- and physisorption on functionalized bilayer graphene
Raman signal. (a) Optical image of mechanically exfoliated graphene bilayer flake. The
crack down the center of the flake implies that the top half is not subjected to VRXv,
whereas the bottom half is. (b) D/G intensity ratio for the area in the white box of Figure
5.7a, after reaction. (c) 2D/G intensity ratio for the area in the white box of Figure 5.7a,
after reaction.

5.3.3. Effect of other reaction conditions

Apart from the degree of functionalization and the type of diazonium salt, other

reaction conditions such as temperature and the reaction solvent can also affect

graphene's charge-transfer characteristics.

Farmer and coworkers [26] have shown that long-range scatterers (due to

physisorption) shift the charge-neutrality point and decrease the mobility of only one type
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of carrier: hole-dopants reduce the electron mobility, whereas electron-dopants reduce the

hole mobility [26]. Short-range scatterers (i.e. defects, caused by chemisorption) decrease

the minimum conductivity and the mobility of both types of charge carriers equally [26].

Depending on the reaction conditions, graphene transistors exposed to diazonium salts

can show the effects of both to different degrees: physisorption can be favored over

chemisorption (Fig. 5.8a) [34]; both effects can be present in relatively equal degrees

(Fig. 5.8b) [25]; or phsysisorption can be dominant (Fig. 5.8c) [26]. One obvious

difference between the different datasets in Figure 5.8 is the reaction solvent. For the

reaction in water (acetonitrile) physisorption (chemisorption) dominates. Similar results

were obtained for the covalent modification of SWCNTs with diazonium salts [65].

Cyclic voltammetry data has confirmed that under otherwise exactly the same reaction

conditions, the electron transfer reaction is acetonitrile has a higher degree of conversion

than in water [66]. One possible explanation is that the aprotic acetonitrile with a dipole

moment of 3.92 D is better able to solvate the diazonium cations than water, which has a

dipole moment of 1.85 D [67]. As discussed earlier, adding SDS to water helps bring the

hydrophilic cationic diazonium salts in closer proximity of the hydrophobic graphene

[2,25,29,34,36,38], which explains why more chemisorption is observed in Figure 5.8b.

30 as prepared 5 min 10mi 25 15
:O0min25 30 mn 185 m10 20m

c-420- -10

415 40 0 mi 120m m10'10n
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0~ 0 ...
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Figure 5.8. Effect of reaction conditions on the charge transport characteristics of
graphene FETs. (a) 4 mM 4-NBD in acetonitrile at 300 K for 5-185 minutes at 300 K.
Adapted from Ref. [34] (b) 20 mM 4-NBD in aqueous solution with 1 wt% SDS at 300 K
for 5-10 minutes. Adapted from Ref. [25]. (c) 1 mM 4-BBD in 1:1 water/methanol
mixture at 300 K for 2hrs. Adapted from Ref. [26].

5.4. Conclusions

In this chapter I focused on functionalizing graphene with diazonium salts via an

electron transfer reaction. The reaction mechanism is studied both from a theoretical and

an experimental perspective: although thermodynamics predict long-range ordering, in

reality the process is mostly governed by kinetics, as well as influenced by electron-hole

puddles and graphene ripples. Depending on the reaction conditions, the entire range

between complete physisorption and complete chemisorption can be achieved, as is

evidenced by both Raman spectroscopy and charge transport characteristics of

functionalized graphene transistors. We developed a simple model for graphene charge

transport that takes into account both the effects of long-range and short-range scatterers.

Controlling the electrical properties of the graphene by chemical doping can lead

to great opportunities for developing next-generation electronics and optoelectronics

based on graphene. Additionally, the functionalized graphene can be used as biosensors,

fillers in polymeric matrices and catalysts in solution. The diazonium chemistry is a

versatile, convenient, and powerful tool for selectively modifying and manipulating

graphene.
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5.5. Ongoing work

Ongoing work is focusing on better understanding and characterizing the

diazonium functionalization of bilayer graphene [3,4].

Breaking the translational symmetry of the graphene lattice is believed to open a

band gap in graphene [68]. Several theoretical and experimental studies predict the ability

of covalent graphene chemistry to open a transport band gap in bilayer graphene

[7,21,42,69]. Although in monolayer graphene optical band gaps of several hundreds of

meV have been achieved [70], this did not lead to significant enhancement of the on/off

ratio of the functionalized graphene transistors. Likely the electronic transport gap is

smaller than the optical one, due to interband trapping [71]. For bilayer graphene it was

shown that applying a transverse electric yield across the bilayer graphene can create a

transport band gap [72]. Similarly one could break the symmetry between the two layers

by changing the charge density in one of the two layers [73], e.g. by reacting the top layer.

This warrants further exploration of covalent modification of bilayer graphene [3,4], and

increasing the fundamental understanding of charge transport in functionalized bilayer

graphene. This includes extending the model presented in this Chapter to bilayer

graphene.
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6. Study and manipulation of graphene-cell doping

interactions

Some of the work, text and figures presented in this chapter are reprinted or adapted with

permission from reference [1].

6.1. Background and motivation

There is a pressing need for tools capable of both single cell and population-based

analysis of metabolic activity. Cancer cells typically have a higher metabolism than

regular cells [2,3], causing a stronger acidification of their environment. pH can thus be

seen as a proxy for cellular metabolism. Similarly there is a need to make both single-cell

and population-based assessments of drug toxicity by monitoring the pH of the cells to

which the drugs are administered [4], and to monitor the growth of biofilms, which is

also strongly pH-dependent [5].

Currently there are two issues in accurately monitoring (sub)cellular pH. Typical

pH sensors require an entire population of 104-106 cells to accurately measure pH or

metabolism [3,6-8]. In principle, pH-activated fluorescent probes can be used for single-

cell pH-measurements [3]; however here the issue is that the probes are discrete on/off

switches at one particular pH and therefore are unable to report actual pH values. The

work presented in this Chapter will show that graphene can address both issues.

Due to single layer graphene's large contact area and high surface-to-volume

ratio, it has significant potential as a sensor, particularly for biological applications.
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Graphene oxide and chemically modified graphene have shown the ability to detect the

presence of ssDNA, aptamers, proteins, bacteria and viruses by quenching fluorescence

of dyes attached to a part of the analyte by means of fluorescent resonant energy transfer

(FRET) [9]. Fabrication of graphene and graphene-based field effect transistor (FET)

devices and electrochemical sensors has allowed the detection of DNA, proteins, bacteria,

enzymes, small molecules (e.g. hydrogen peroxide, dopamine, glucose),

biomacromolecules (e.g. hemoglobin) and different acids and bases [9]. For graphene

FET devices, the detection mechanism is based on a change in graphene charge carrier

mobility, minimum conductivity and charge neutrality point, caused by charge donation

or extraction by the analyte (i.e. doping) [10]. However, these types of devices typically

have active graphene areas of ~ 100 ptm2 and are implemented such that the sensor

response is averaged over the entire graphene surface. Alternatively, emerging topics of

interest in biological analysis include single cell interrogation [11-13], subcellular

mapping of biochemical signaling [14,15], and understanding phenotypic diversity within

a cell population [16-18].

Raman spectroscopy has shown to be a reliable, fast, and non-destructive

technique to measure the degree of doping in graphene [19-23]. Graphene is very

sensitive to chemical dopants, and even small shifts in its Fermi level result in distinctive

changes in its Raman spectrum [20,24]. We assert that a graphene lattice can be

conceptualized as an array of independently addressable optical sensors, practically

limited in size only by extrinsic factors (i.e. the diffraction limit, near field resolution).

This offers the potential for spatial and temporal monitoring of the doping state of

graphene locally, and the possibility of single-molecule detection, in contrast to bulk
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conductivity measurements in graphene devices. Furthermore, because graphene can be

synthesized by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods into large macroscopic areas

[25,26], the high-sensitivity graphene-based sensor can extend over large detection areas.

A significant advantage of graphene as a biosensor is its potential to display a

continuum of independent and aligned sensors at a specific interface. In this Chapter, I

demonstrate a nanoscale version (with respect to the volumetric detection limit) of a

micro-physiometer - a device that measures cellular metabolic activity from the local

acidification rate. Graphene can function as an array of independent pH sensors enabling

subcellular and spatiotemporal detection of single biological cells. Raman spectroscopy

explores the spatial chemical sensitivity of graphene and show that aqueous protons (He)

p-dope it - in agreement with established doping trajectories. The experiments reveal

graphene displays two distinct pKa values (2.9 and 14.2). The cell physiometer is able to

detect the metabolic footprint of isolated, living cells adhered to the graphene surface,

differentiating immunoglobulin (IgG) producing human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells

from non-IgG-producing control cells. Graphene also allows single cell counting in a

population for mapping phenotypic diversity, variances in metabolic rate, and cellular

adhesion. This work motivates the application of graphene as a unique biosensor array

for cellular and sub-cellular interrogation.

6.2. Materials and methods

6.2.1. Graphene synthesis and transfer
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Single layer graphene was synthesized and transferred on a SiO 2/Si (300nm of

SiO2) wafer, following the procedure described in Chapter 4.2.2.

6.2.2. Raman spectroscopy and mapping

Raman spectroscopy was performed on a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800

system with a 633nm excitation laser, following the procedure described in Chapter 4.2.3.

The 1 OOX objective was used to probe bare graphene (exposed to air). In order to

limit evaporation whenever graphene was exposed to a liquid, a glass microscope cover

slip was used. The thickness of the glass cover slip (~0.25mm) and of the liquid layer

increased the total distance between the graphene layer and the objective, requiring the

use of the 50X objective (with a working distance of 0.38 mm instead of 0.21 mm for the

1OOX objective). The diffraction limited spot size (in nm) can be calculated with the

following equation:

1.221
spot size = - (6.1),

NA

with A the wavelength of the laser excitation and NA the numerical aperture of the

objective. When using the lOOX objective (NA=0.9) the minimum spot size is ~ 0.86 gm

in diameter, whereas it is ~1.03 gm for the 50X objective (NA=0.75). Therefore when

constructing a Raman map, it was ensured the distance between two points of the map is

at least 1 gm to avoid overlap. A 5 second exposure time was used.

A description of the pristine graphene Raman signal can be found in Chapter

4.3.1. The graphene D, G and 2D peaks were fit to Lorentzians after which values of the
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peak position, full width half maximum (FWHM), and total intensity (total area under the

Lorentzian) were extracted and compared.

6.2.3. Cell line generation

A stable cell line expressing a murine IgG2a (TA99) [27] and green fluorescent

protein (GFP) was established using a modified lentiviral transduction process previously

described[28]. Briefly, pLB2-CMV-GFP-TA99, a polycistronic expression vector using

2A skip peptides was cloned by overlap extension PCR [29]. This resulted in a

promoter/expression cassette of CMV-GFP-F2A-TA99 Light Chain-T2A-TA99 Heavy

Chain in the lentiviral expression vector pLB2 [30]. Lentiviral particles were generated

by transfecting HEK-293F cells (Invitrogen) with the plasmids pLB2-CMV-GFP-TA99,

pCMV-dR8.91 [31], and pCMV-VSV-G [32] at a mass ratio of 2:1:1 using PEI. Fresh

media was exchanged after 24 hours. Lentivirus containing supernatant was harvested 48

hours later and supplemented with protamine sulfate at 5 tg/mL. HEK-293F cells

(Invitrogen) were transduced by resuspension in freshly harvested viral supernatant. 24

hours later, the HEK-293F cells were transduced a second time. GFP positive, and

therefore IgG expressing, cells were purified using flow fluorescence activated cell

sorting at the Koch Institute Flow Cytometry Core. Untransduced HEK-293F cells were

used as non-expressing controls. It should be noted that unlike the IgG antibody the GFP

is not excreted by the cells and thus does not have an active doping effect on graphene.

6.2.4. Cell passaging
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The cells are typically passaged after 2 days of growth in a petri dish in the

incubator. The spent medium is removed from the dish, after which the dish is rinsed

with sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS), which is then removed again. Subsequently,

we diluted as received trypsin (cellgro #25-053-Cl) by 5X to a final trypsin concentration

of 0.05wt% in PBS. 1ml of this solution is added to the petri dish to loosen the cells.

After ~ 30s 9ml medium is added to dilute and deactivate the trypsin and the entire

contents of the petri dish are pipetted into a falcon tube and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5

minutes. Afterwards, the supernatant (medium + trypsin) is removed and the cells are re-

suspended in 5 ml fresh medium. Because our extended Raman mappings the cells spend

several hours outside of the incubator. In order to prolong the lifetime of the cells outside

of the incubator, we chose to use L- 15 medium (with pH buffer pair KH 2PO4/Na 2HPO 4)

because it does not require CO 2 to maintain a stable pH, as does Dulbecco's modified

eagle's medium (with buffer pair H2CO 3/NaHCO 3).

6.2.5. IgG expression and purification

Purified TA99 (murine IgG2a) was generated by culturing HEK-GFP-TA99 in

suspension for 8-10 days in Freestyle-293 media (Invitrogen). Each cell produces on

average 1pg IgG2a per day. After harvest, the culture was clarified by centrifugation and

the supernatant was passed through a 0.2 pim filter. The filtered supernatant was then

passed over a Protein A column (Genscript) to capture the IgG. Eluted IgG was buffer

exchanged into PBS using 10 kDa dialysis cartridges (Slide-A-Lyzer, Thermo Scientific)

over 48 hours. Finally, the IgG was concentrated by centrifugal ultrafiltration using 10

kDa membrane filters (Amicon, Millipore). The final IgG concentration is 1.5 mg/ml.
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6.2.6. UV-VIS spectroscopy

UV-VIS spectroscopy was performed on a Shimadzu UV-3101PC UV-VIS-NIR

Scanning Spectrophotometer system using a deuterium arc lamp as the excitation source

from 190-360 un and a tungsten excitation source from 360-2500 urn. The photodetector

is a visible photomultiplier tube in the considered wavelength range (200-800 nm).

6.2.7. Statistics

For the comparison of distributions of datasets in this Chapter, the same statistics

was applied that was described in Chapter 4.2.4.

6.3. Results and discussion

6.3.1. Graphene pH response investigated by Raman spectroscopy

Large area (~ 1cm2) monolayer graphene was synthesized via chemical vapor

deposition and transferred onto Si substrates with a 300 un Si0 2 capping layer. Six

different graphene samples were exposed to unbuffered, aqueous solutions of varying

initial pH (with pH values 0, 2, 4.5, 7.4, 12 and 14) with simultaneous micro-Raman

spectroscopic mapping, as shown in Figure 6.1 a. Figure 6. 1b shows characteristic Raman

spectra of pristine graphene in air (blue curve) and for graphene exposed to extremely

alkaline (red curve) and acidic (blue curve) conditions. Pristine graphene is characterized

by a small D peak near 1300-1350 cm~1, a G peak near 1580 cm1 and a 2D peak between

2600 and 2700 cm-1 , depending on the laser excitation source [22,33]. These three
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primary peaks are associated with various phonon modes in graphene, and are sensitive to

the electronic and structural properties of graphene [19,20,22,33,34].

2%
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Figure 6.1. Experimental setup. (a) Schematic of experimental setup (not to scale). A 150
pl drop of unbuffered solution with a specific pH is deposited onto a monolayer of CVD
graphene supported by a SiO 2/Si wafer. A cover slip (not shown) is put on top to slow

down evaporation of the solution. 121 spatially distinct Raman spectra of graphene were
collected both before and after it was exposed to the solution. (b) Characteristic Raman
spectra of bare graphene in air (blue), graphene exposed to 1 M NaOH (red) and graphene
exposed to IM HCl (green), showing the 3 main graphene peaks (D, G, 2D). All spectra
are normalized to G peak height; inset zooms in on the G peak region. Exposure of
graphene to alkaline solution decreases its peak positions, whereas contact with an acidic
solution increases its peak positions.

The spectra in Figure 6.1b all show a very small D peak (indicating largely

defect-free graphene) and clear differences in the G peak position, 2D peak position and

2D/G intensity ratio, corresponding to differences in the degree of doping (i.e. excess

charge carriers in graphene) [19,20,22,33,34]. For each sample, 121 (11 x 11) spatially

distinct Raman spectra at 2pm pitch were collected.
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Figure 6.2. pH dependence of graphene Raman signal. Scatter plots of Raman 2D peak
position vs. G peak position (a), 2D to G intensity ratio vs. G peak position (b) and G
peak width vs. G peak position (c) for graphene exposed to air (black dots) and solutions
of different pH. Dashed lines are doping trajectories that serve as a guide to the eye and
are adapted from ref. [20]. The trend lines in (a) are shifted downwards to account for the
dependence of the 2D peak position on the excitation wavelength (a 532nm laser was
used in ref. [20], as opposed to a 633nm laser in this work). Temporal evolution of G
peak position (d) and 2D peak position (e) of graphene samples exposed to IM HCl
(purple crosses) and IM NaOH (blue squares). Trendlines are linear regressions that
serve as a guide to the eye (f) Average hole concentration in graphene as a function of the
pH of the solution in contact with graphene (red crosses). Dashed line represents
independent binding events, whereas solid line represents negative cooperativity (with
Hill coefficient n=0.28). In the acidic regime the pre-hole doped graphene becomes
increasingly p-doped with decreasing pH, and it has a pKa value of 2.9. In the alkaline

regime the OH ions compensate for (part) of the pre-existing hole-doping in graphene,
which reveals a second pKa value of graphene of 14.2. The two pKa values indicate two
types of binding sites for H* to graphene, each with a different strength: H+ physisorbing
to negative puddles in graphene (g) and H+ forming a covalent -OOH bound in the
presence of oxygen (h).

Figure 6.2 shows scatter plots of the 2D peak position (2Dpos) (Fig. 6.2a), the

2D/G intensity ratio (I2r/IG) (Fig. 6.2b) and the G peak full width at half maximum

(GFWHM) (Fig. 6.2c) versus G peak position (Gpos); where the peak parameters were
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determined by Lorentzian fitting. Dashed lines represent doping trajectories based on data

in ref. [20], in which Das et al. monitored the graphene Raman signature of

electrostatically gated graphene as a function of the gate voltage VG. Applied gate

voltages that are higher (lower) than the Dirac voltage VD (at which the number of excess

charge carriers is zero, i.e. no doping) inject additional electrons (holes) into the

graphene. Gpos increases with either kind of excess charge carrier, whereas 2Dpos

changes differently depending on the type of charge carrier: it increases for p-doping

(additional holes) and decreases for n-doping (additional electrons) [19,20,24]. In

previous work our group has shown that carriers injected or withdrawn by different

substrates produce Raman peak dispersions that adhere to these trajectories [21,23].

Other signs of increased doping are a decreased I2D7IG and a decreased GFWHM

[19,20,22,33,34].

The scatter plots of the doping-dependent Raman parameters show that graphene

on SiO 2 exposed to air (black dots) is somewhat p-doped, conform with literature results

showing charge-transfer curves characterized by a positive Dirac voltage VD [19,34,35].

The additional holes can come both from the oxygen in the air, as well as from charged

impurities in the SiO 2 substrate, evidenced by the fact that both suspended graphene [36]

and graphene in vacuum [35] display values of Gpos as low as 1580 cm t and Dirac

voltages closer to 0, indicative of virtually undoped graphene. Additionally, the data in

Figure 6.2 indicate that when graphene is exposed to increasingly acidic solutions

(deionized (DI) water, 10 mM HCl, 1 M HCl), it becomes increasingly doped, specifically

hole-doped. Due to the absence of organic buffers and competing adsorbates this

reversible p-doping can unambiguously be assigned to the adsorption of protonated
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hydrogen ions. Protons adsorbed to the graphene surface form a charge transfer complex

with an electron in the graphene, thereby localizing this electron resulting in its p-doping.

For alkaline solutions one would expect the negatively charged hydroxide ions to

increasingly n-dope the graphene. Experimentally we observe that with increasing pH,

graphene becomes more and more undoped, as evidenced by the low Gpos and 2Dpos

(Fig. 6.2a), high 12 /IG (Fig. 6.2b) and GFWHM (Fig. 6.2c). The n-doping effect of the

hydroxide ions appears to offset the initial p-doping in graphene. At first glance, even 1 M

NaOH does not appear strongly alkaline enough to create a net negative excess charge in

graphene. Eventually, for even higher concentrations of NaOH, we do expect the

graphene 2Dpos vs. Gpos scatter data to move up the doping trajectory again, and then

eventually move down the n-doping branch, characterized by a high Gros but low 2Dpos.

Similarly we expect that graphene that starts out more undoped (e.g. suspended graphene)

exposed to a IM NaOH solution would present a net n-doping.

There is a significant spread in the values of Gpos and 2Dros of graphene exposed

to 1M HCl (purple crosses in Fig. 6.2a). Allowing the water to evaporate from the

solution over the course of the experiment (~50 min) increases the concentration of

aqueous H+ beyond the starting pH, causing the graphene to become more strongly p-

doped over time. Indeed, in a plot of the G peak and 2D peak position data as a function

of the time at which they are collected, a linear trend arises (purple crosses in Fig.

6.2d,e). Logically one would expect a similar spread in the peak positions of graphene

exposed to extremely alkaline solutions (e.g. blue squares in Fig. 6.2a). At first glance

this is not the case; however plotting the peak positions vs. collection time (Fig. 6.2d,e)

suggests otherwise. During the first half of the experiment Gpos and 2Dpos decrease,
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reaching minimum values of ~1580 cm I and 2639cm-1 respectively. This represents the

point where the hydroxide ions have fully compensated the initial p-doping in graphene.

As time progresses, and more water evaporates from the solution, Gpos and 2Dros

increase again (i.e. the data disperse upward along the doping trajectory) and graphene

has a net excess of negative carriers. The average dopant concentration in graphene for

each condition shown in Figure 6.2a is plotted as a function of pH in Figure 6.2f. The

data are also included in Table 6.1, which summarizes the doping effects different

chemical environments have on graphene.

Of interest is the H* equilibrium demonstrated by graphene, a fundamental

material property, in the form of the acid dissociation constant (Ka) or constants. From

the empirical data, two regimes can be distinguished: the acidic regime (pH <7) and the

alkaline regime (pH>7). In the former, graphene becomes more p-doped with increasing

H+ concentration. Thus:

[H* +Ofee Ka0p ,H (6.2),

with free +PH+ = OtP (6.3),

where Ofree is the concentration of available (free) 'sites' on graphene for p-doping, OP,H+

are the 'sites' that are p-doped by H+ and Otot,P the total concentration of graphene sites

available for p-doping by H*. The total graphene carbon atom density is 3.8 x 101" cm-.

Of this, a portion (ainitia,P) is already hole-doped by the substrate and/or oxygen as

discussed earlier. This implies ,&to,= 3.8 x 10"cm-2 - OinitialP-

Rearranging these equations gives the concentration of p-doped sites of graphene:
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KaH + 6 Ka 110-pH
+Ka,1H] ]0 1+ (6.4).P totP + p j I1 HL+] initiaI.P totP I.P a 1 H tnta,

The last step in eqn. (6.4) assumes that the bulk concentration of aqueous H+ does not

decrease significantly as the graphene becomes p-doped. This is easily justified by

comparing the highest amount of excess holes present on the ~1cm2 graphene sample

(~9x1 0 at 1M HCl, see Table 6.1) to the total amount of H+ present in solution: 150gI

mol #_
of IM HCl contains 1 x NAV - x 150pL = 9.03 x 10'9 hydrogen ions, meaning only

L Mol

0.00001% of these p-dope graphene. It is interesting to note that at this highest doping

concentration, 0.25% of all carbon atoms in the graphene lattice are p-doped.

In the alkaline regime (pH >7) the data show the hydroxide ions (OH-)

'neutralizes' the initially present hole-doping in graphene; thus:

[OH- ]+6p K>6fee+H 20 (6.5),

with 6fee +OP = ,initialP (6.6),

where Kb is the 'neutralization' dissociation constant.

Solving for the hole concentration in the alkaline regime leads to:

O, = Oin"t""', (6.7).
1+K 2 [OH -1

As in the acidic regime we can assume that [oH ] 10 -'O" with pOH 14-pH. Moreover

it should be noted that
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Ka = 1 0 -pKa

Kbl 10-pKb2 and (6.8)

pKb2 + pKa2 = 14 such that pKa2 = 14 - pKb2

Fitting the combined model (eqn. (6.4),(6.7) and (6.8)) to the data (dashed line in

Fig.6.2f) results in a value of pKai = 2.9 , pKa2 =14.2 and 6
tninaAp = 4.85x101 cm . Note

that the latter value is close to the experimentally hole concentration in pristine graphene

on SiO 2 exposed to air (= 5.2x10 2 cm~2, Table 6.1). The Hill coefficient n, originally

developed to describe protein-ligand binding [37,38], accounts for cooperativity and

modifies eqns. (6.4) and (6.7) as follows:

KaiH *]'
OP 6 tOt,P Ka [H , ]I+ ,, (6.9),

1+K~ [H*)

6
, = ]nit'alP (6.10).

1 + Kh,2 I[OF H -

A Hill coefficient <1 (negative cooperativity) implies that when one 'ligand' (in this case

H+ or OH-) binds to graphene, the affinity for another binding event with that 'ligand'

decreases. Similarly Hill coefficients >1 (positive cooperativity) indicate binding affinity

increases with the number of binding events. Finally a Hill coefficient of 1 signifies each

binding event occurs independently (dashed line in Fig.6.2f). The solid line in Fig. 6.2f

yields nl=n2= 0.28, indicating negative cooperativity, with the other parameter values

remaining the same. Based on this fit the maximum sensitivity in the acid (basic) regime

equals -2.98 x 1012 cm-2/pH (-7.90 x 1011 cm 2/pH).
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The fact that, in the pH range explored in these experiments, graphene displays

two pKa's, implies it has two types of binding sites for H+, a weaker and a stronger one,

represented by pKat and pKa2 respectively. Charged impurities in the graphene substrate

(in this case SiO 2) have been shown to cause spatial electron-density inhomogeneities

(i.e. electron and hole puddles) in graphene itself [39,40]. One explanation is that the

weaker type of binding is positive hydrogen ions physisorbing to the negative charge

puddles in graphene. This is shown schematically in the lower left inset of Figure 6.2f,

where blue (red) areas represent the positive (negative) charge puddles in graphene, with

protons adsorbing the negative ones. The schematic puddle landscape drawn in Figure

6.2f is based on spectroscopic tunneling microscope (STM) imaging of graphene puddles

on SiO 2 [41]. The resulting electrostatic screening associated with ion adsorption

anticipates negative cooperativity as found above. The second pKa2 may be associated

with a hydroperoxide group (-OOH) covalently bound to graphene in the presence of

oxygen and H+, leaving the graphene p-doped (schematically shown in upper right inset

of Figure 6.2f). Although the presence of this structure in graphene has not yet been

investigated to date, it is known to be present on and p-dope their ID equivalent, single

walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) [42].

Finally it is interesting to note that the graphene pH dependence, probed via

Raman spectroscopy in this work, displays seemingly opposite trends compared to those

reported using electrostatic gating of a graphene field effect transistor (FET) exposed to

solutions with different pH values [43-45]. In FET experiments, a shift of the Dirac

voltage VD towards more positive values with increasing pH has been interpreted as

increased p-doping in several studies [43-45]. In contrast, our Raman results clearly
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indicate increased p-doping with decreasing pH. FET experiments for determining the pH

response of graphene are complicated by several factors. First, contrary to our approach,

a FET is operated with an applied bias voltage and thus does not investigate an

equilibrium carrier population. Second, application of a gate voltage results in a

transverse electric field that can either attract or repel ionic charges away from the

graphene surface, altering ionic adsorption. And third, buffered pH solutions are used in

all literature describing pH dependence using graphene FETs. These buffers (e.g.

phthalate) contain groups that can themselves dope graphene.

6.3.2. Graphene as an array of addressable pH sensors: a single cell physiometer

One marker for cellular metabolism is the cellular acidification rate, forming the

basis for established methods such as the cytosensor micro-physiometer, but these

techniques require typically 104-106 cells [6,8]. Decreasing the sensor size to micron- and

nano-meter dimension has the potential to extend this analysis of single cells.

Metabolically active cells excrete acidic products, which cause the pH in their immediate

surroundings to decrease [6,8]. Next, the possibility of spatially mapping the sub-cellular

acidification rate of a single biological cell placed on a graphene substrate, was

investigated. Graphene can be considered a micro-array of sensor units, with the size of

these units determined by the optical diffraction limit of the objective lens used in the

Raman spectroscopy system. For example, when using a 50X objective with NA=0.75

the diffraction limited spot size of the excitation laser on the graphene is -1.03gm,

implying a minimum sensor size of 0.84 gm 2. A typical cell with a ~ 20-40 gm length
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scale would cover multiple sensors which can all be individually probed via Raman

spectroscopy (Fig. 6.3a).

(a) (b)
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Figure 6.3. Graphene, a tool for subcellular mapping of cellular metabolism. (a)
Schematic of graphene as a micro-array of information units, with each unit acting as a
micro-sensor. Each unit can be probed via Raman spectroscopy and reveal information
about the doping state of graphene. Cell placed on graphene is expected to leave a
'footprint' on the graphene which can be detected via Raman spectroscopy. Graphene
lattice not drawn to scale.(b) optical micrograph of IgG-producing HEK-293F cell well-
adhered to graphene. (c) Characteristic individual Raman spectra of graphene exposed to
air (blue), exposed to growth medium (green), under the cell (red) showing the 3 main
graphene peaks (D,G,2D). All spectra are normalized with respect to G peak height. Inset
zooms in on the G peak region. Stars denote additional peaks observed in graphene
covered by the cell. (d) Spatial Raman footprint of the cell shown optically in (b), by
probing the graphene G peak position: higher values are found under the cell, indicative
of more doping.
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Transducing human embryonic kidney (HEK-293F) cells with lentiviral vectors

created a stable cell line expressing a murine IgG2a antibody (TA99). After passaging,

the cells were re-suspended and diluted in L-15 medium. An aliquot of 150g1 of this

solution was deposited onto a monolayer of graphene supported by a SiO 2/Si wafer. A

coverslip was put on to prevent evaporation and after 3 hours of incubation (allowing the

cells to adhere to the graphene) the sample was examined with optical microscopy and

Raman spectroscopy. More details on the experimental procedures can be found in

Chapter 6.2.

Figure 6.3b shows an optical image of a typical well-adhered IgG-producing cell,

after 3 hrs of incubation on the graphene. Figure 6.3c shows representative Raman

spectra of bare graphene exposed to air (blue), and of graphene covered in cellular

growth medium (green) and underneath the cell (red). Having verified that the graphene

underneath the cell exhibits a different Raman signal from that exposed to just medium,

we recorded the spatial Raman footprint of an entire cell. To avoid evaporation of the

growth medium, a rapid, spatial map of the GPos was performed for each cell, because

this feature displays the most pronounced changes to pH and other adsorbates (inset Fig.

6.3c). We find that other peak parameters, such as the 2Dpos, the GFWHM and the I2DIG

also show doping-dependent changes, but require an extended spectral window (1500 cm~

1 -2800 cm-1 for both G and 2D peak vs. 1500 cm~ -1675 cm-1 for just the G peak) in this

configuration, increasing the scan time. Figure 6.3d shows the G peak position of the cell

and surrounding medium shown in Figure 6.3b. We used the maximal spatial resolution

(1gm steps) underneath and in the immediate surroundings of the cell but relaxed the
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resolution (to 5gm steps) further away from the cell. The shape of the cell is remarkably

well preserved in the spatial plot of G peak position (Fig. 6.3d).
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Figure 6.4. Additional examples of Raman footprints for different cells. Left panels show
optical images of the cell, right panels the corresponding spatial map of the G peak
position (scale is identical for all and shown on the bottom right). The top panel shows a
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control cell that was allowed to adhere to graphene for 3 hours in the incubator prior to
data collection. A control cell is a non-IgG producing HEK-293F cell (see Chapter 6.2).
Middle panel shows an IgG-producing cell that is less adhered (spent 30 minutes in the
incubator prior to data collection). Bottom panel shows a less-adhered control cell.

We note that spatial inhomogeneity in these maps is likely not only caused by the

cell and the cell medium but also by the graphene itself and the SiO2 substrate, both of

which have documented inhomogeneity from variations in doping and electron/hole

puddles in the graphene [21,23,39]. Central to this present study, however, is the

observation that underneath and immediately around the cell the graphene exhibits higher

values of Gpos compared to further away from the cell, indicating the cell is selectively p-

doping the graphene within its immediate footprint [19,20,22,33,34]. In light of our

earlier findings, we assign these observations to the cellular efflux of acidic products

whose protons p-dope the graphene.

Similar spatial footprints have been collected for less-adhered IgG-producing

cells (after 30 minutes of incubation), as well as for both well- and less- adhered control

(non IgG-producing) cells. Optical images and Raman footprints are shown in Figure 6.4.

In suspension, the HEK293 cells are round. When fully adhered to a surface, they are

spread, flat and spindle-shaped. The cells that were only allowed to spend 30 minutes in

the incubator prior to data collection are still round, indicating they are not fully adhered

yet. Figure 6.4 indicates that the doping effect is more pronounced for the more strongly

adhered cells as well as for IgG-producing cells compared to non-IgG producing control

cells.

6.3.3. Graphene as a cytometer based on cell-induced graphene doping
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Figure 6.5. Graphene, a tool for mapping phenotypic diversity in cell populations.
Optical micrograph of well-adhered cells (allowed to adhere to graphene for 3 hours in
the incubator prior to data collection) in growth medium on graphene (a) and of less
adhered cells (spent only 30 minutes in the incubator prior to data collection) in medium
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on graphene (b). Scatter plots of 2D peak position vs. G peak position of graphene
covered in medium (black dots) and 100 distinct cells (red squares) for IgG-producing
cells ((c),(d)) and non-IgG-producing control cells ((e),(f)). Left panels ((a),(c),(e))
represent well-adhered cells (3 hrs of incubation prior to data collection); right panels
((b),(d),(f)) represent less-adhered cells (30 min of incubation prior to data collection).
Dashed lines represent trend lines adapted from ref.[20] The trend lines are shifted
downwards to account for the dependence of the 2D peak position on the excitation
wavelength (a 532nm laser was used in ref.[20], as opposed to a 633nm laser in this
work). Scales and axes are identical for all panels. Insets in (c),(d),(e) and (f) are
histograms of the G peak position of graphene in medium (black) and under the cells
(red). PG-position <0.01 for datasets in panel (c-e), indicating the distributions are
significantly different ; PG-position=:0.09 for datasets in panel (f) indicating the distributions
are not significantly different (see Chapter 4.2.4. for more details).

An alternative way to utilize graphene as a pH sensor array is to reduce the spatial

resolution but dramatically increase the throughput by measuring the average local

acidification under each single cell in a population. Such an experiment can profile

hundreds of cells and again compare the results to established doping trajectories to yield

information about the ensemble. This approach also allows us to verify that the data

observed for single cells extends to representative populations.

Specifically we collected Raman spectra underneath 100 individual cells for all 4

cases: well-adhered IgG-producing cells, less-adhered IgG-producing cells, well-adhered

control cells and less-adhered control cells. For each sample size of 100 cells we

collected one full Raman spectrum in the center of each cell. Figure 6.5a and b are optical

micrographs displaying typical cell densities used in these experiments, for both the IgG-

producing cells and the control cells respectively. Figure 6.5c-f shows scatter plots of

2Dpos vs. Gros, for cells (red squares) and for growth medium far away from the cell

(black dots). The insets display histograms of the G peak positions of the graphene

sampled underneath the cells (red) and of the graphene covered in growth medium

(black). The growth medium was sampled in various locations on the graphene, but
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always at least 100 micron away from a cell to minimize the presence of products

excreted by the cells. Scatter plots showing I2/IG and GFWHM versus Gpos are shown in

Fig. 6.6 and 6.7.
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Figure 6.6. Scatter plots of 2D peak position vs. G peak position of graphene covered in
growth medium (black dots) and cells (red squares) for IgG-producing cells (top panels)
and non-IgG-producing control cells (bottom panels). Left panels show data for well-
adhered cells (3 hrs of incubation prior to data collection); right panels represent data for
less-adhered cells (30 min of incubation prior to data collection). Dashed lines represent
trend lines adapted from ref.[20] The trend lines are shifted downwards to account for the
dependence of the 2D peak position on the excitation wavelength (a 532nm laser was
used in ref.[20], as opposed to a 633nm laser in this work). Scales are identical for all
panels.
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Figure 6.7. Scatter plots of 2D peak position vs. G peak position of graphene covered in

growth medium (black dots) and cells (red squares) for IgG-producing cells (top panels)

and non-IgG-producing control cells (bottom panels). Left panels show data for well-

adhered cells (3 hrs of incubation prior to data collection); right panels represent data for

less-adhered cells (30 mi of incubation prior to data collection). Dashed lines represent

trend lines adapted from ref.[20] The trend lines are shifted downwards to account for the

dependence of the 2D peak position on the excitation wavelength (a 532nm laser was

used in ref.[20], as opposed to a 633nm laser in this work). Scales are identical for all

panels.

The data in Figures 6.5-6.7 confirm all the trends we uncovered based on the

single cell Raman footprints in Figure 6.3 and 6.4:
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- Graphene exposed to cell medium is virtually undoped; introducing cells then

upshifts the peak positions of graphene locally, indicative of p-doping.

- Increased cell adhesion causes stronger graphene doping (compare left panels (c) and

(e) in Figure 6.5 to right panels (d) and (f)). The stronger contact between the cells

and the graphene likely allows for more trapping of proton efflux at the graphene

surface and a lower local pH.

- IgG-producing cells dope graphene more strongly than non-IgG producing control

cells (compare top panels (c) and (d) to bottom panels (e) and (f) in Figure 6.5).

6.3.4. A graphene cell physiometer as a tool to measure cellular metabolic rate

The fact that IgG-producing cells dope graphene to a greater extent than the non-

IgG producing cells is consistent with the former having a higher proton efflux rate. The

IgG-producing cells have been genetically manipulated to produce an additional antibody

in comparison to the control cells (see Chapter 6.2); this additional task requires more

energy from the cells, increasing their metabolism, and hence the excretion of acidic

products [6,8]. The difference between the measured graphene hole concentration

underneath the cell and far away from the cell can be shown to be linearly proportional

with the cell's steady state proton production rate (and thus, its metabolic rate):

This is a steady-state (SS) problem involving spherical symmetry (assuming

spherical cells). The appropriate equation could be derived from the general vector

equation, but we can instead use a simpler approach, based on Fick's law of diffusion (for

SS):
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Sc
-D Sr

(6.11).

In the steady state, we assume that a constant rate of generated protons is diffusing out of

the cell. Therefore, for any radius, r:

J = Q 2 (6.12).
4-n r2

Thus:

= -D 8 (6.13).
4T r2  Sr

Or,

Q = -4Tr r2D = constant (6.14).
Sr

Rearranging and integrating this expression with semi-infinite boundary conditions:

fc-eddC = 4 r ar2 (6.15)

Cmed - C =
0 Q = Q

_4!D rr 41TD oor) 47rDr

So

C = Cmed + 4Q4-nDr

At cell radius ro (assume ~10 min) C= Ccen

Cceui = Cmed + 4Q
4uDro

Thus:
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Q = 47Dro(Cceli - Cmed) (6.19).

The proton measurements described in the main manuscript are surface

concentrations, not bulk concentrations. These can be linked by an adsorption constant.

At equilibrium we can state that

K - ko" - F (6.20),
koff (rmax-r)Cbulk

where K is the equilibrium adsorption constant, kon is the adsorption rate constant and koff

the desorption rate constant, F is the surface concentration (in #/cm 2), Fmax is the

maximum surface concentration and Cbulk is the bulk concentration (in #/cm 3).

Rearranging this leads to

F KCbulkFmax (6.21).
(1+KCbulk)

In the present case F << Fmax, as the largest obtained surface concentration (at pH=0)

equals 9.15x101Cm-2 , whereas the maximal surface concentration equals 3.8x10"cmC ,

i.e., the total carbon atom density of graphene. Thus eqn. (6.20) becomes:

K = r (6.22).
FmaxCbulk

Rearranging:

F = KCbulkFmax (6.23).
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Combining eqn. (6.19) with (6.13) relates the cellular proton production rate Q (related to

its metabolic activity) to the proton surface concentration F:

Q = 4ioro (rceii - mea) (6.24),
KFmax

where 4*r is a constant.
KImax

This implies that Q is linearly proportional to the difference in proton surface

concentration under the cell and in the medium. These quantities were indirectly

measured as the G peak position can translated into a surface hole concentration [20]:

For IgG producing, well-adhered, based on the statistical analysis of the 100 cells (Fig.

6.5):

1 cell - med 1.28 x 1012 cm-2

For non-IgG producing, well-adhered, based on the statistical analysis of the 100 cells

(Fig. 6.5):

|Fcei - Fmed|= 0.32 x 10" cm.

Compared to well-adhered control cells, the IgG producing well-adhered cells have a

proton production rate (and thus metabolism) that is four times higher.

To further substantiate our claim that the metabolic rate is the main factor that

distinguishes the Raman signal of IgG- from non-IgG-producing cells, we examined

whether IgG itself (excreted by the genetically manipulated IgG-producing cells) p- or n-

dopes graphene upon adsorption. IgG produced by the HEK-293F cells was collected

and concentrated to 1.5 mg/ml in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). As we have shown
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that PBS has a significant effect on the Raman spectrum of graphene (Fig. 6.2) the PBS

was exchanged for medium by centrifuge filtration to best mimic the conditions of our

experiment. The filter tubes (Amicon, Millipore) had a membrane with a MWCO

(molecular weight cut off) value of 3000 Da. The IgG is ~150kDa, and will thus

definitely be retained by the membrane. We added 800 1l of L- 15 growth medium to 200

1l of PBS containing 0.3mg IgG. This solution is centrifuged five consecutive times for

15 minutes at 4000 rpm. After each of the first four centrifugations the filtrate (~400 pl)

is removed and an equivalent volume of new L-15 medium is added to the residue. In

order to get a high enough concentration of IgG in the final product, we added only 100

gl of fresh growth medium prior to the fifth centrifugation, which resulted in a final

residue of 300 p1.

5
- medium
- medium centrifuged

' 4 - medium+IgG

3-

0
.0

100 300 400 500 600 700 800
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.8. Absorption spectra of growth medium (blue), growth medium that has been
centrifuged (green), and medium+IgG (red).

Most proteins absorb strongly at 280nm [46]; comparison of UV-VIS absorbance

of pure medium (blue curve in Fig. 6.8) and the medium+IgG solution after filtration (red
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curve in Fig. 6.8) shows a clear increase in absorbance at 280 nm. In order to determine

whether this increase is caused by the presence of IgG or by an up-concentration of

proteins in the growth medium after five centrifuge filtration cycles we performed a

control experiment in which L- 15 growth medium was centrifuge-filtered under the exact

same conditions described above.

UV-VIS spectroscopy of this sample shows almost no increase of absorbance at

280 nm (green curve in Fig. 6.8) compared to the absorbance of pure medium (blue curve

in Fig. 6.8), indicating the increase in absorbance for the medium+IgG case is

predominantly caused by IgG. IgG has a protein extinction coefficient of 14 (i.e.

A"8 = 14, where A;%', is the absorbance at 280 nm for a 1% (1g/100ml) solution

measured in a 1cm path length)[47]; therefore A;'"O4"m =1.4 . The increase in absorbance

at 280 nm between the centrifuged medium and the medium+IgG solution was 1.386,

implying the total concentration of IgG in medium was 0.99 mg/ml (=1.386/1.4),

indicating we have recuperated ~ 0.297mg of IgG (i.e. it was a 99% successful buffer

exchange).

Raman maps (consisting of 121 spatially distinct points) were collected for

graphene in air, graphene exposed to growth medium and graphene exposed to the IgG in

growth medium (Fig. 6.9). All 3 datasets were collected in the same 20x2Ogm area on the

same sample of graphene. Exposure of the graphene to medium decreases the amount of

excess charge carriers in graphene (red squares) compared to when graphene is exposed

to air (blue dots), with the data points shifting towards the undoped end of the doping

trajectories. The L-15 growth medium contains n-doping amino acids that can counteract

the initial p-doping in graphene, rendering it overall more undoped. Moreover it is likely
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that medium partially shields the graphene from the p-doping oxygen in the air.

Interestingly the average G-peak position of graphene exposed to medium (-1587 cm')

is significantly higher than that measured in the earlier experiments (-1584 cm- e.g. in

Fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.9 Raman data of graphene exposed to air (blue), growth medium (red) and both
growth medium and IgG (green), without incubation. (a) Characteristic Raman spectra
showing the D, G and 2D peaks of graphene; inset zooms in on the G peak. (b) 2Do-
GPO5 doping trajectory. (c) I2D/G-Gpos doping trajectory. (d) G W -Gros doping
trajectory. Dashed lines are a guide to the eye adapted from ref.[20] The trend lines in (a)
are shifted downwards to account for the dependence of the 2D peak position on the
excitation wavelength (a 532nm laser was used in ref.[20], as opposed to a 633nm laser
in this work). For all distributions compared in this figure: pG-position <0.01 (see Chapter
4.2.4 for more details).
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The main difference between both sets of measurements is that the graphene

exposed to growth medium in Fig. 6.5 had spent 0.5-3 hours in the incubator prior to

Raman mapping. In effect, incubation of the medium-covered graphene samples was

shown to downshift the G and 2D peaks (Fig. 6.10). Since the incubator is a C0 2-rich

environment it is plausible that CO 2 replaces the oxygen, thereby removing the p-dopant.
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Figure 6.10. Raman data of graphene exposed to air (blue), growth medium (red) and
both growth medium and IgG (green), after incubation. (a) Characteristic Raman spectra
showing the D, G and 2D peaks of graphene; inset zooms in on the G peak. (b) 2Dros-
Gpos doping trajectory. (c) 2D/G doping trajectory. (d) GFWHM-GPos doping trajectory.

For all distributions compared in this figure: PG-position <0.01 (see Chapter 4.2.4 for more

details).
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It is clear that adding IgG to the growth medium (green diamonds in Fig. 6.9 and

6.10) further decreases the average doping in graphene, likely due to the presence of n-

doping moieties in the protein that make the originally p-doped graphene even more

neutral. The doping effects these chemical environments have on graphene are added to

Table 6.1.

Chemical Average hole-doping Change compared dopant type
Environment in graphene to graphene in air

(x 10icm) (x10cm-)

Air 5.20 0 p
1M NaOH 1.80 -3.40 n
1OmM NaOH 3.86 -1.33 n
PBS 4.01 -1.19 n
DI water 5.78 +0.58 p
1OmM HCl 6.39 +1.19 p
1M HCl 9.16 +3.96 p
Medium 4.03 -1.17 n
Medium 3.23 -1.97 n
+ Incubation

Medium+IgG 3.35 -1.84 n
Medium+IgG 2.20 -3.00 n
+ Incubation

Table 6.1. Summary of doping effects of different chemical environments on graphene.
Based on the monitoring of graphene Raman G and 2D peak positions while
electrostatically gating graphene (thereby at each gate voltage VG injecting a known
amount of excess charge carriers into the graphene) a universal relationship between both
has been established[20]. Applying this relationship the total average degree of hole-
doping is determined for each dopant, as well as the deviation in doping from bare
graphene in air, on a Si/SiO2 wafer.

The result of this control experiment allows us to exclude IgG as an alternatively

responsible agent for the observed doping differences between the control cells and the

IgG-producing cells, and supports our conclusions. Additionally, it opens the door to
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monitor the presence of a variety of other chemical analytes with graphene, based on the

sensitivity of its Raman signal to excess charge carriers presented by such analytes. The

response to IgG is particularly noteworthy, since antibody structure is largely conserved

[48], and the extension of this technique to antigen detection is highly compelling.

6.4. Conclusions

A nanoscale version of a micro-physiometer - a device that measures cellular

metabolic activity from the local acidification rate, was demonstrated. Graphene can

function as an array of independent pH sensors enabling subcellular and spatiotemporal

detection of single biological cells. Raman spectroscopy shows that aqueous protons

(H+) p-dope graphene - in agreement with established doping trajectories, and that

graphene displays two distinct pKa values (2.9 and 14.2). The cell physiometer allows

micron spatial resolution of cellular acidification, differentiating immunoglobulin (IgG)

producing human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells from non-IgG-producing control cells.

Graphene also allows single cell counting in a population for mapping phenotypic

diversity, variances in metabolic rate, and cellular adhesion. This work motivates the

application of graphene as a unique biosensor array for cellular and sub-cellular

interrogation.

6.5. Ongoing work

There is a pressing need for tools capable of single cell analysis of metabolic

activity. Cancer cells typically have a glycolytic rate up to 200 times higher than non-
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cancerous cells [2,3], leading to a stronger acidification of their environment. The

proposed graphene physiometer could gauge the metabolic activity of such cells,

correlate this with tumor malignancy [49], and ultimately derive options for personalized

medical treatments. Single-cell or population-based assessments of drug toxicity using

pH changes of the cells are also compelling [50]. Graphene has advantages for

monitoring biofilm growth, which is strongly pH-dependent [5].

Ongoing and future work will explore these applications as well as focus on

increasing the sensor sensitivity. We have set up a collaboration with Dr. Jeon Woong

Kang and Dr. Ramachandra Dasari of the Laser Biomedical Research Center in MIT's

spectroscopy lab, allowing us to use their home-built high signal/noise ratio confocal

Raman setup that can simultaneously collect Rayleigh scattering (used to construct

confocal reflectance images of the cells). An objective with a high numerical aperture and

high near-infrared (nIR) transmission, a sensitive detector with a high quantum-efficiency

in the nIR and galvanometers to direct the Raman laser excitation (8mW at the sample)

on the sample improve both spatial resolution and collection speed. An exposure time of

0.5 seconds is sufficient to achieve strong Raman signals. For example, to collect a map

of Raman spectra in a 45gm x 45gm area, with 1.5gm step size, ~7 minutes are required,

which is ~ 30 times faster than when using the Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800

setup. The home-built instrument is described in more detail in reference [51]. The only

downside is that the spectral range of this Raman spectrometer is limited to 1840 cm-1,

which means only the graphene Raman D and G peaks can be monitored.

Additionally we aim to explore the detection of different analytes, such as

catecholamines, an important group of neutrotransmitters and neuromodulators, of which
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the most important examples are epinephrine, norepinephrine and dopamine. A lot of

research efforts focus on spatially and temporally detecting exocytosis of these molecules

across the membrane of single cells [52-58]. Ultimately, we wish to study dopamine

uptake and release in fully differentiated healthy mammalian neural cell network.

Preliminary work is done using neuroendocrine, dopaminergic rat

pheochromocytoma (PC12) cells, a clone cell line that shares a lot of properties of

sympathetic ganglion neurons and is often used to study properties of the latter, since the

primary mammalian neurons stop proliferation once matured, making them hard to work

with in a laboratory setting [53]. Like sympathetic ganglion neurons, the catecholamines

in PC12 cells contain mostly dopamine, a small amount of norepinephrine, and no

detectable level of epinephrine [53]. When these cells are exposed to a solution with a

high concentration of K, the latter depolarizes the cell membrane and allows a Ca2

influx, which in turn causes the exocytosis of vesicles of catecholamines [52,53,56,58].

Current methods for detecting exocytosed dopamine include amperometric detection with

a carbon fiber electrode [53], cyclic voltammetry [59], patch clamp [60], capillary

electrophoresis [61], electrochemical cytometry [52], and field effect transistors [56].

Currently, the spatial and resolutions for chemical measurements are ~ 100 gim; this is

where our Raman sensing technique displays a clear advantage. Passaging the PC 12 cells

happens following the procedure described in Chapter 6.2.4., with two exceptions.

Firstly, the PC12 neural progenitor cells are much less prone to adhere to a substrate than

the HEK293 tissue cells, alleviating the need to use trypsin when passaging them.

Secondly, RPMI-1640 medium with 10% horse serum and 5% bovine serum is used to

culture the cells (standard for this cell line [62]), instead of L- 15 or Dulbecco medium.
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Figure 6.11. Effect of non-stimulated neural progenitor cells on the graphene Raman

signal. (a) Optical micrograph of a cluster of PC12 cells on graphene (45 m x 45 m). (b)
Rayleigh scattering (i.e. confocal reflectance) map of the area shown in (a), in the central

focal plane of the cell cluster. (c) Rayleigh scattering map of the area shown in (a), in the

graphene focal plane, showing the part of the cell cluster that is well-adhered to the

graphene. (d-f) Spatial map of Raman G peak position (d), G peak FWHM (e), and D to

G intensity ratio (f) of the graphene shown in (a).
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Figure 6.12. Effect of stimulated neural progenitor cells on the graphene Raman signal.
(a) Optical micrograph of a cluster of PCl2 cells on graphene (45pm x 45gm). (b)
Rayleigh scattering (i.e. confocal reflectance) map of the area shown in (a), in the central
focal plane of the cell cluster. (c) Rayleigh scattering map of the area shown in (a), in the
graphene focal plane, showing the part of the cell cluster that is well-adhered to the
graphene. (d-f) Spatial map of Raman G peak position (d), G peak FWHM (e), and D to
G intensity ratio (f) of the graphene shown in (a).
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Figure 6.11 shows that non-stimulated PC12 cells do not leave a significant

Raman footprint on the graphene it covers. Note that since neural progenitor cells are

typically less adherent than tissue cells, they tend to cluster together more (due to a

stronger affinity for one another than for a substrate) and have a relatively round shape.

In many ways the cells behave like the less-adhered control cells of Chapter 6.3.3.; it is

thus not surprising the cells do not display a metabolic footprint in the graphene Raman

signal (see also Figure 6.5f).

Figure 6.12 shows the effect of a potassium-evoked calcium-dependent dopamine

secretion on the graphene Raman signal. 50g1 of 120 mM aqueous KCl solution was

added to the already present 150 gl of medium containing cells on the graphene surface.

Figure 6.12a-b show the outline of the cell cluster in the cluster's focal plane, and Figure

6.12c is a confocal reflectance map of the cell cluster collected in the graphene focal

plane. Comparing Figure 6.12c to 6.12b shows only the bottom part of the cell cluster is

well adhered to the graphene surface. Upon stimulation, the Raman signal of the

graphene that is in close contact with the cells displays a lower G peak position (Fig.

6.12d), an increased G peak width (Fig. 6.12e) and an increased D to G intensity ratio

(Fig. 6.12f). The decrease in G peak position and increase in its width is indicative of

neutralization of the pre-hole doped graphene (similarly observed for exposure of

graphene to IgG - see Fig. 6.9-6.10 and to -OH groups - see Fig. 6.2). This is expected

given the electron-rich aromatic ring, the -OH groups and the amine group that make up

the dopamine molecule. The G peak width increase is very significant; it can also signify

an increased concentration of lattice defects [63], which is consistent with the observation
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of the increased D to G intensity ratio [63] (which does not occur for graphene exposed to

IgG).

Overall, Figure 6.12 indicates that dopamine not only changes the charge density

of graphene by doping it but also covalently interacts with it. This is not surprising given

the knowledge that dopamine is an extremely reactive molecule that can oxidize to form

free radicals and reactive quinones [64]. It should be noted that the Raman data in Figure

6.12 were collected about one minute after cellular stimulation. Collecting the dataset

took ~7 minutes. A second dataset was collected 10 minutes after stimulation and the

results were quasi identical, indicating that (1) the effect of dopamine on the graphene is

irreversible and/or (2), the dopamine released by the cell is 'trapped' between the cell and

the graphene and can not diffuse out of this small pocket. Likely a combination of both

explains the data. The covalent modification of the lattice (resulting in the increased D to

G intensity ratio and increased G peak width) is typically irreversible, while

physisorption (resulting in the decreased G peak position) can be reversible.

From Figure 6.12 it is clear that adhesion once more plays an important role: only

the part of the graphene to which the cells are closely adhered displays a significant

change in its Raman signal upon stimulation. Likely the dopamine released from the

other cells in the cluster diffuses quickly in the medium, and is thereby significantly

diluted to such an extent that it barely affects the graphene Raman signal. Increased

adhesion could be achieved by coating the graphene with poly-L-lysine prior to

depositing cells on it [65]. Moreover, using fully differentiated neurons (with dendrites

and axons) rather than the round progenitor cells will likely also eliminate the adhesion

issue. Future efforts will explore these options.
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percentile mark respectively; whereas the middle line is the median value of the
distribution. Minimum and maximum values are represented by black stars, and the
average is the black square. The red triangles represent the complete dataset,
superimposed on the boxplots. Panels (a),(c) and (e) show the Raman effect of 100mM
dopamine, whereas panels (b),(d) and (f) reveal the effect of 10mM dopamine. For all
distributions compared in this figure: p <0.01 (see also Chapter 4.2.4. for more details).

To verify that the observed effects in Figure 6.12 are caused by dopamine,

graphene control samples were exposed to different concentrations of dopamine. For each

scenario, 900 Raman spectra were collected in a 45gm x 45gm area. The main results are

incorporated in Figure 6.13. The left (right) panels show the effect on the graphene

Raman signal of adding 100 (10) mM dopamine to the medium. Similarly to what was

observed for the graphene covered by stimulated cells, the G peak position decreases, the

G peak width increases and the D to G intensity ratio increases. Figure 6.13 also indicates

the importance of making relative comparisons rather than absolute statements about the

values of Raman peak parameters. Everything depends on the starting doping and defect

state of the graphene sample, which can differ between different growths, but also

between different samples (e.g. one substrate may be cleaner than another).

When graphene is exposed to 100mM of dopamine the average G peak position

decreases by ~4.5 cm', the peak width increases by ~3.1 cm' and the D to G intensity

ratio increases from ~0.7 to 0.95. For graphene exposed to 10mM of dopamine the

dopamine the average G peak position decreases by ~2.6 cm 1, the peak width increases

by ~2.3 cm 1 and the D to G intensity ratio increases from ~0.6 to 0.85. The observed

Raman changes for graphene covered by a stimulated cell (Figure 6.12d-f) fall in this 10-

100mM range. Amperometric measurements of stimulated PC 12 cells have revealed that

~190 zmol catecholamines (i.e. 114300 molecules) are released per vesicle, which yields

an average vesicular transmitter concentration of 0.1iM [53], supporting our findings.
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7. Conclusions and outlook

This thesis was aimed at understanding the processes by which charges are

transferred at the interface of carbon nanomaterials, specifically graphene and single

walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). Figure 7.1 summarizes the different types of

interactions studied in this work. We then discussed how these interactions can be used to

our advantage in various applications in the fields of photovoltaics, electronics, and

biosensing and developed proof-of-concept demonstrations thereof.

Chapter 1 introduces low dimensional materials (LDMs), characterized by at least

one dimension that is on the order of the wavelength of the electron wave function. This

quantum confinement brings about a transition from a continuous to a discontinuous

density of states (DOS), which causes the LDMs to have different properties than their

bulk counterparts. We focus on carbon LDMs, specifically graphene and SWCNTs, the

protagonists of this work. Graphene is a conductive two-dimensional sheet of sp 2-bonded

carbon atoms, organized in a hexagonal crystal lattice. Conceptually, a SWCNT is a sheet

of graphene rolled up into a seamless hollow cylinder with nanoscale diameter.

Depending on the direction in which the sheet is rolled, SWCNTs can be metallic or

semi-conducting. Both materials display exceptional electronic, optical, thermal and

mechanical properties.

Next we discuss the concept of excitons (Coulombically bound electron-hole pairs)

since they are central in the parts of this thesis that focus on semiconducting materials

(Chapter 2 and 3). Specifically, we argue that since they are localized neutral particles,
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they can be described with the same population balances, mass transfer and chemical

kinetics approaches that chemical engineers know well and practice extensively.
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Figure 7.1. Overview of the different mechanisms for charge transfer at the interface of
carbon nanotubes and graphene. For (a)-(d) the relative position of the energy levels of
the materials involved is the driving force for the observed interactions. For (e)
electrostatic attraction governs the mechanism. (a) Excitons are transferred from a larger
band gap semi-conducting SWCNT (blue) to a smaller band gap one (red). The interface
forms a type I heterojunction (Chapter 2). (b) Excitons are split at the interface between
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P3HT (blue) and semiconducting SWCNTs (red); this interface is a type II heterojunction
(Chapter 3). (c) Upon contact of a metallic SWCNT (red) and graphene (blue), electrons
are transferred from the former to the latter to align their Fermi levels, leaving the
graphene n-doped (Chapter 4). (d) Upper panel: electrons are transferred from graphene
(blue) to unoccupied states of a diazonium molecule (red). Lower panels: After
delocalized electrons are used to reduce the diazonium molecules, an aryl radical is
formed which subsequently locally reacts with a carbon atom in the graphene lattice,
changing its hybridization from sp 2 to sp 3 (Chapter 5). (e) Left panel: negatively charged
species (or species with a high electron density) physisorb onto hole puddles in the
graphene lattice, thereby immobilizing the charges in the graphene and n-doping it. Right
panel: positively charged species physisorb onto electrons puddles in the graphene lattice,
thereby immobilizing the charges in the graphene and p-doping it (Chapter 6).

Chapter 2 discusses how energy is transferred from large band gap

semiconducting SWCNTs to small band gap semiconducting SWCNTs via exciton

energy transfer. At their interface a type I heterojunction is formed (Figure 7.1 a). Note

that the band structure of the SWCNTs is characterized by Van Hove singularities (VHS),

discrete energy levels with plenty of available states, shown schematically by the thick

lines in Fig. 7. la. Unlike for a molecule (e.g. diazonium molecule in Fig. 7. 1d) there are

still (some) states present at the energy levels between the VHS, represented in Fig. 7.1 a

by the lighter background.

A deterministic model that takes into account exciton generation, first order

exciton decay (radiatively and non-radiatively), second order exciton decay (via Auger

recombination) and exciton energy transfer shows that the rate constant of the latter is

two to three orders of magnitude greater than that of the other processes. Based on this

knowledge we designed an antenna that consists of a core of small band gap

semiconducting SWCNTs surrounded by a shell of larger band gap semiconducting

SWCNTs. When light is incident on the antenna structure, all of its energy is funneled to

the center of the antenna in the form of excitons. The excitons finally radiatively
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recombine in the center of the optical concentrator at the Ell emission wavelength of the

smallest band gap SWCNTs in the core.

Ongoing and future work focuses on using this concept to design efficient

photovoltaics. In order to achieve this the core of the antenna needs to be a material that

is able to dissociate the excitons reaching the core into free charge carriers (e.g. [6,6]-

phenyl-C61 -butyric acid methyl ester, i.e. PCBM). Additionally both the core and the

shell need to be connected to electrodes so current can be extracted. Similarly a planar

equivalent of the antenna can be designed. The number of shells can be increased as long

as each shell is constructed out of semiconducting SWCNTs with a band gap larger than

the SWCNTs in the layer beneath it. Since a lot of work has been done on the separation

of different SWCNT chiralities, this option is becoming a reality. The fact that many

layers of different SWCNT chirality can be used will allow for broad band absorption of

the (sun)light, and given the efficiency of the EET process, the generated excitons will be

transferred to the core faster than they would otherwise recombine.

In Chapter 3 we have discussed organic photovoltaics with poly(3-hexylthiophene)

(P3HT) as the electron donor and semiconducting SWCNTs as the electron acceptors.

The interface between both materials forms a type II heteroj unction (Figure 7.1 b), which

means that when an exciton reaches it, it is efficiently dissociated into a free hole (which

is subsequently transported through the P3HT to the anode) and a free electron (which is

carried to the cathode by the SWCNTs). In principle a SWCNT-based photovoltaic

should outperform a PCBM-based one, since SWCNTs are characterized by an electron

mobility that is ~ 5 orders of magnitude larger than PCBM. However P3HT/PCBM bulk

heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaics have a much higher efficiency than P3HT/SWCNT
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BHJs. We showed that the efficiency of the P3HT/SWCNT photovoltaic is -30 times

higher in a planar configuration compared to when it is used in a bulk heterojunction

where both materials are intimately mixed. We argued that clustering of SWCNTs in

BHJs is the responsible factor for this observation. If a metallic SWCNT is part of a

SWCNT cluster it can quench all excitons reaching it. Moreover, the cluster might not

make direct contact with the cathode electrode, implying the circuit is broken.

We also noticed that when changing the thickness of the P3HT layer in the PHJ

configuration, a maximum solar cell efficiency was obtained for a P3HT thickness of -60

mn. We noticed the same trend for a P3HT/PCBM solar cell described in literature. This

is odd since it is expected that a maximum efficiency in PHJ photovoltaics is obtained for

a polymer thickness of ~10 nm, the exciton diffusion length. The logic is that every

exciton that is generated at a distance further away from the type II heterojunction would

recombine before ever reaching it. A Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation that tracks

exciton generation and transport in the photovoltaic reveals that in the case of the

P3HT/SWCNT photovoltaic the shifted maximum efficiency is caused by the fact that

excitons can also dissociate in the bulk of the P3HT, not just at the junction. The chance

of this happening is inversely proportional to the P3HT thickness: up to 60% of the

excitons dissociate when 10 nm of P3HT is used, whereas only 15% for 100 nm of P3HT.

The excitons that dissociate in the bulk cannot contribute to the current, making thinner

devices less efficient.

In part due to the different exciton generation profile in the P3HT/PCBM device

(due to the presence of the reflective cathode underneath the active layers of the

photovoltaic) this bulk exciton dissociation is not sufficient to describe the shifted
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maximum for this device. The main reason is the diffusion of mobile PCBM molecules

into the P3HT layer upon device annealing.

It is clear that planar heterojunctions are not just governed by the exciton

diffusion length of the donor material, as was previously thought, but that optical

interference effects, bulk exciton dissociation, and diffusion of small molecules into the

bulk of the polymer affect the device performance.

Ongoing and future work will focus on increasing the efficiency of the

P3HT/SWCNT photovoltaics. Firstly, an increased SWCNT density (without forming

clusters) will increase the amount of current that can be collected. Secondly, an analysis

revealed that the relatively low fill factor of our SWCNT-based photovoltaics was caused

by a large series resistance. The resistance can be lowered by using a more conductive,

flexible and transparent electrode instead of indium tin oxide (ITO), and by abandoning

sputtering as a method to form that electrode on top of the active layer of the device.

In Chapter 4 a fundamentally new junction between SWCNTs and graphene was

created; an ideal one-dimensional/two-dimensional carbon interface. Our interest was to

examine the degree of charge transfer (i.e. doping) between both materials. The ability to

controllably dope graphene and change its workfunction on small scales is key to its

implementation in for example (opto-)electronic and biosensor devices. Raman

spectroscopy was used to probe the graphene/SWCNT sample. A comparison of the

Raman peak parameters such as G and 2D peak position, G peak width and the 2D/G

intensity ratio of graphene at the junction with those of graphene far away from the

junction revealed that graphene receives ~ 1.12x 1 electrons per cm 2 from a metallic

SWCNT it covers and ~ 0.325x1013 electrons per cm 2 from a semiconducting SWCNT.
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This is in agreement with the higher Fermi level of the SWCNTs compared to that of

graphene, which provides the driving force for the observed doping (Figure 7.1c).

Similarly, the Raman peak shifts observed in the SWCNTs are also indicative of doping.

However, peak shifts can also be caused by strain. A molecular dynamics simulation

revealed that although the SWCNTs were radially compressed by the graphene sheet, this

resulted in an elongation of ~50% of all SWCNT bonds and an equivalent but opposite

reduction of the other SWCNT bonds. This in turn causes no Raman peak shifts, but

rather an inhomogeneous broadening of the SWCNT peaks, which is consistent with our

experimental observations.

In this Chapter the need to collect many Raman spectra (~100) to analyze the

doping level of graphene (or SWCNT) in a statistically relevant manner became obvious.

Spatial inhomogeneities are omnipresent in the sample substrate, as well as in the

chemically synthesized graphene and SWCNTs themselves. Similarly, the fact that

temperature fluctuations can alter the Raman peak positions indicates proper calibration

of the Raman system before and after data collection is crucial.

Ongoing and future work will focus on developing applications for this platform.

The semiconducting SWCNT/graphene junction can function as a nanoscale photo-

detector. When light is incident on the SWCNTs, the excitons generated therein can be

dissociated into free charge carriers at the interface with the graphene, since at this

interface a Schottky barrier is formed. An application for the metallic SWCNT/graphene

junction is the formation of a short-channel transistor. Moreover, locally gating the

graphene implies locally changing its Fermi energy. As discussed more in detail in

Chapter 5, a lower lying Fermi energy (with respect to vacuum) of graphene causes
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increased functionalization of the lattice. The ability to spatially control graphene's

reactivity and thus surface chemistry is important for biological applications such as

multiplex microarrays and biosensors.

In Chapter 5 the covalent modification of graphene with diazonium salts is

discussed. Chemically functionalizing graphene allows graphene to interact with other

molecules, which can be important to make new composite materials or perform

chemical and biological sensing. Moreover it is a longstanding goal of the field to

introduce a band gap in graphene to increase its performance as a transistor; it has been

shown both experimentally and theoretically this can be achieved by covalently

modifying the graphene lattice, for example with diazonium salts.

The reaction with graphene occurs in two steps. In solution diazonium salts are

dissolved. The diazonium cation is reduced by a delocalized electron of the graphene

(middle panel Figure 7.1 d), then releases a molecule of N2 and becomes an aryl radical.

This radical then binds to the graphene by attacking the graphene lattice and changing the

hybridization of the attacked carbon atom from sp 2 to sp3. This effectively immobilizes

an electron of the graphene lattice in the newly formed bond (lower panel Figure 7. id).

The rate of reaction depends on the overlap between the filled energy levels of graphene

and unoccupied states of the diazonium molecule (upper panel Figure 7.1d). In many

ways the process is similar to the one described in Figure 7.1c, except graphene is now

being p-doped (i.e. loses electrons) instead of n-doped (i.e. gains electrons).

We studied the effect of increasing levels of functionalization on the properties of

graphene. High levels of covalent modification increase the Raman D/G intensity ratio, a

sign of lattice defects. The graphene lattice loses two electrons for every diazonium
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molecule it binds (Figure 7.1 .d), and this p-doping is reflected by increased G and 2D

peak positions and a decreased 2D/G intensity ratio. Moreover, some of the diazonium

molecules will physisorb onto the graphene lattice rather than chemisorb, which also

increases the doping level. We created graphene field effect transistors (FETs) and

showed that with increasing functionalization the minimum conductivity decreases, the

Dirac voltage increases, the conductivity plateaus at high carrier density decrease and the

asymmetry between hole and electron conduction increases. All these effects were

quantitatively described in a model of graphene charge transport. Contrary to earlier

models, our model takes into account both long-range Coulombic scatterers (reflecting

physisorption) as well as short-range scatterers (representing chemisorption). Moreover,

our model incorporates the electron-hole conduction asymmetry that is caused by an

imbalanced electron-hole injection at the contacts. We find that the density of impurities

in the vicinity of graphene increases from about 2.65x 10 cm 2 for pristine graphene (D/G

intensity ratio ~ 0) to 1.1 7x 1014 cm-2 for heavily functionalized graphene (D/G intensity

ratio -4.6). The model also reveals that the conductivity at large carrier density decreases

by about one order of magnitude for highly functionalized graphene (D/G~4.6) due to the

presence of short-range scatterers. Finally the model taught us that electron-hole

asymmetry near the Dirac point increases mainly at very high levels of covalent

modification.

We also studied the effect of using diazonium salts with different end groups. The

end group affects the Fermi (or redox) level of the diazonium molecule and consequently,

the reaction rate and the eventual degree of covalent modification. When the diazonium

salt physisorbs on the graphene rather than reacting with it, the end group can determine
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the type of doping graphene experiences (n- versus p-doping). Moreover, some

diazonium salts are less stable in solution and thus more prone to forming long

oligomers, which increase the degree of physisorption vs. chemisorption.

Ongoing and future work will focus on better understanding and characterizing

the diazonium functionalization of bilayer graphene. Despite promising theoretical

studies and experimentally observed optical band gaps of several hundred meVs in

monolayer graphene, the electronic band gap is much smaller due to interband trapping.

In bilayer graphene, simply breaking the symmetry between the two layers should be able

to create a substantial electronic band gap. Future work will thus focus on expanding the

charge transport model to be able to describe graphene bilayer FET behavior

quantitatively.

Chapter 6 shows how graphene doping (mostly via physisorption) can be

considered as the basic principle of a fundamentally new type of biosensor with (sub-)

cellular resolution. Since each location of graphene that is probed via Raman

spectroscopy reports back on its local environment, graphene can be thought of a

continuous array of aligned and independent sensor units, with the size of these units

determined by the spot size of the Raman excitation laser (in our case ~ ipm 2). The

ability of charged species (or species with a high electron density) to adsorb to graphene

is attributed to the presence of electron-hole charge puddles in the otherwise largely

neutral sheet, which are the result of charged impurities in the substrate and are ~ 20nm

in size (for graphene supported by SiO 2). Due to electrostatic interactions charged species

will adsorb onto puddles of opposite charge in the graphene lattice, thereby immobilizing

the charges in the puddles (Figure 7.1 e).
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We determined the graphene Raman signal displays a strong pH sensitivity. Since

metabolically active cells acidify their environment, pH can be considered as a proxy for

cellular metabolism. We placed different types of cells on the graphene lattice. Since the

cells typically have a diameter of 20-40 gm they cover multiple sensor units and sub-

cellular detection of their excreted protons is possible. A simple model that takes into

account proton generation, diffusion and adsorption relates the observed shifts of the

Raman G peak positions to a metabolic activity of the cells. We find that human

embryonic kidney cells that were genetically engineered to perform additional tasks have

a metabolic activity that is 4 times higher than the same cells that were not genetically

manipulated. We also find that increasing the interaction between the cells and graphene

(by increasing cellular adhesion) allows the differences in metabolic activity to be

observed more clearly.

Ongoing and future work focuses on increasing the spatial and temporal

resolution of our sensor, as well as developing different applications. It is known that the

glycolytic rate of cancer cells can be up to 200 times that of healthy cells. Thus in

principle, our sensor can be used to inform us about the degree of tumor malignancy

based on proton excretion. Additionally we explore the detection of different analytes,

such as catecholamines, an important group of neurotransmitters and neuromodulators

that help regulate heartbeat, blood pressure and the body's stress response. Spatial and

temporal monitoring of dopamine uptake and release is an important goal of the field we

aim to contribute to with our graphene Raman-based biosensor.
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